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FOREWORD

The 49th Shock and Vibration Symposium was, from The first ,nv*ted paOer was "'The Role of Dynam,cs

all reports, well rece,ved by those in attendance. The openinlt _n DoD Scaence and Technology Programs" by

semon was inspirational in a number of ways. Unfortunately, Dr George P M,Ilburn of the Ofhce of the Deputy
some invited papers for the opening K,_ion are not included D,rector of Research at,-J Eng,neer,ng Dr M,llburn
in this pro, =.-,dings.For the benefit of the reader, a re'.4.ew noted that the SVIC servacesform a central role an

of that se_on, written by Dr. R.L. Er,hleman, is offered DoD RT&DE programs He observed that we must
below, use the latest technology to combat the lack of

people and numbers of hardware anour defense He

revaewed the OoD research and development and
The Openi_ Sesl/on noted the dafhcult probl_m of dlstrabutan9 the R&D

effort to government laboratories, contract research
The opening sess,or,was cha_redby W Braan Keegan farms, and Unwersmes The key thrusts ,n DoD

Symposium partacapants were welcomed on behalf research ancludeartahCgllantelhgence,smart weapons.
of the NASA. Goddard Space Fhght Center by darected beams, macroelectronacs, and composate
Dr Robert S Cooper. D_rector of th? Center Dr materials Dr Mdlburn ob=,rved the need for tech.

Cooper stressed the a,'nportance of the Symposzum nology transfer groups such as SVIC zn an effort
to Goddard and NASA =n _tsrole of helpangto solve to elamanatecostly duphcataon
shock and wbrahon problems an space systems

Andrew J Stofan, Deputy Associate Admanastrator Dr Macheel Card of NASA. Langley ResearchCent_.r
for Space Sciences. NASA. presented the keynote pre_ented the seoond invited paper on "'0ynamlc _.
address Mr Stofan noted the fact that he never Problems an Large Sp&.e Structures" Dr Card

recewed good news from shock and wbrahon engv showed previous large vehacles (EXPLORER ('49).
nears in his fifteen years of experience with launch ECHO II ('64). SKYLAB ('73)) launched by NASA

vehicles Shock and wbrat_on problems were always All had rehabd,ty problems New large space struc-
present but were solved He revaewed some Past tures have a lot of open truu work Dr. Card de.

problems and NASA's future program plans Mr scribed the three maanareaswith dynamics problems

Stofan described some of the pogo problems an- -- structural analysis, dynamic loads, and controls
countered _nth= early Tatan-Centour vehack,s In the Problems have begun to arase with saturated com.

processof solving theseproblems he observed the fact Purer programs and with scahng Dr. Card reviewed
that analytical tools laghardware =ndevelopment and the common dynamac modeling and computatK)n

shock and vibration people are typically brought =n techniques and discu_ed his progress in continuum
too =ate Analytacal tools have to be =moroved for analyses for repetitive structures He also reviewed

large structures an space Among the programs de- load sources for large space structures including
scribed by Mr Stofan were ground handhng, boosting, deployment, atmmbly.

control, thrusting, docking, operations, and environ-
• GALILEO SPACECRAFT • fly by Mars and m_=nts Low frequencies (to .1 Hz) of large space

Juniper m 19P_5 [dynamacs and control prob- structures are a problem -- for instance low earth
lares) orbit forcing frequency is .002 Hz Dr. Card talked

• SPACE TELESCOPE • 1983 (problems in ab- about means for control of large =pace structures
_lute poBntangaccuracy) including counter rotating ringsand adaptive control.

• I.ARGE AREA MODULAR Ar.RAY - look for He summarized with a discuss=onon methods for

_¢-raysources structural analysis, dynamlc loads, and controls.
• UV OPTICAL INTERFEROMETER • measure

sourcesnear edgeof solar system Dr. John F. Wilby of Bolt Beranek and Newman
• GEOSTATIONARY PLATFORM • remote area gave the third invited paper. "Analytical Model for

communications Predictions of Noise Levels in Space Shuttle Payload
• X-RAY PINHOLE TELESCOPE - determine Bay." Their work on acoustic noise environment

x-ray sources_nSun includes efforts on mathematical analysis and expert-
• GRAVITY WAVE INTERFEROMETER mental validation. The problems involve structural

response and acoustic radiation. He showed program
Mr Stotan observed that the technology does not development, analytical models, and scale test rood-
exist for some of the prolects and that analysts will els. Statistical energy analysis was used for high fre-

have to work closely with designers quency vibration and modal analysis for low fre-

ill
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cluency The enalys,s was conducted ,n one-third We rqpret in this easethnt full text of all invitKI pape_

octave bandw_lths Testing of the OV 101 model will is not included. We pledp, for -II future symlx_Ja, to m_ke
be oonducted el the. PiImdole. Californm test foc:d,ty every effort to include these timely rnd useful presentations.
followed by a secenc test at Edwu_s Air Force

6me us,ng FI04 a_rcraft as the nOiW source Dr
W,Iby showed the microphone end I_celeromt_mr

test locations The payload modehngwalsINwtlcuilrly HelttryC. l)mley
interesting for th_s test l:)rogram. Current and |uture Director. SVIC
work on thls IOrOgramwas d0scumudby Dr W01by
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: INVITED PAPERS

THE DYNAMICSOF THE DOD SCIENCEAND TECHNOLOGYPROGRAM

Dr George P. Millburn
Office of the Deputy Under Secret_ry of Defense for Re.arch and I'_n_neenng

Research and Advanced T_hnology
Washington,D,C,

1am delighted to be he,,eto have the opportunity to the char;'_:performancem mud bad been adequately tested
addressthe 49th Shock and VibrationSymposium on the priorto battle, the whole outcome mighthave been changed.
Science and Technology Programof the Department of De- Certainly the scars I alluded to from shock and vibration
lense. It is especially pleasant to acknowledge our host, the testing are minor compared with those that would havere-
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. suited from equipment malfunction in the action arena.

My congratulations go to the programcommittee for It is important for all of us but particularlythose of us
the excellent programit h_s developed for the symposium. ! who promote high technology with the greatestzeal to be
havereadthrough the agendawith better understandingof aware of such lessons and to insist that properprecautionsbe
the depth and breadthof the subjects that have beenchosen taken to avoid premature use of technological advances. But
and the quality of the speakerswho will illuminate them. The where would the United States be today without the wide-
three days of the symposium should be a splendid experience spread use of high technology in its military forces? Certainly
for all of you. Let me also express appreciationto Henry we cannot match our potential adversariesin manpower, _nd
Pussy and his staff for their unsungcontributions overthe we havechosen not to attempt to match them in equipment
yearsih operating the Shock and Vibration Information Cen. numbers. Thus, our tanks, aircraft,carriers, command and
ter. It is t.nfort,.'natethat activities such as information anaiy- control, and missiles must use the latest technolog3, if we are
sis centers _ionot get _,heattention that they merit, but we to be strong enough to deter any possible aggressioneither
will try to do better in the future, againstus or against areasvital to ournational concern. It is

, the intent of the DOD Science and Technology Programto
WhenI was approachedto give this talk, I must confess providethe proper foundation for military use of the high

that my first reaction we.q:"I don't know anything about technology we havedeveloped.
shock or vibration that could be of interest to experts in the
field." Then I remembered all the scars - t_e reworks, the I have heardthat there has been, on occasion, some
slipped schedules, the cost overruns- which shock and vibra, quarrelwith the severedesign requirements for military sys-
tion havegiven me and my doubts increased. However,Mr. terns. Let us take a lesson from history and understand that
Pussy assuredme that the audience wou!d like to hearmore such systems are desired to operate in environments which,
details of the DOD Science and Technology Program, particu- it is hoped, they will neverhave to facP.The greater aasur.
larly the major thrusts that impact the dynamics area. ance we have that oursystems will operate reliably in com-

bat, the greater areour cltanceswe will neverhave to use
The subject of this symposium - shock and vibration - them. In terms used today, this is called deterrent capability.

is a technical area involvingloads andstresses which, poten-
tially, can alter reliability or affect _urvivabilityof any of our It is the science and technology portion of the Defense
maj_)rdefense systems. It is therefore a technology that is an R&D Programthat gives us the option,s and opportunities to
essential part of all RDT&EProtTam_.aimed at maintaininga providetechnological solutions to complex and difficult
strong national defense capabili'_y, national security problems. It is the Science and Technology

Program that providesnew ideas, components, materials and
By their'nature, military organizations everywhere strive techniques upon which technological advances in strategic,

to use the latest technology availa;:'_ to them in order to tactical, intelligence and support systems -merge. And not
maximize theireffectiveness. History is full of examples for_,ettingthe humanelement, the Science and Technology
where the use of high technology has made a significantand Program seeks to improveour capability in recruiting, train-
occasionally a dramatic difference in the outcome of a battle ing and protectingout'soldiers, sailors and airmen in both s
or a war. There are, of course, occasional examples, too, peacetime and wartimeenvironment. And now some details
where the attempts to use high technology have not only on the science and technology aspects of DOD R&D.
fidled to be productive but have even been diugtrous -
witness the defeat of their enemies by Israelwhen xainand The science and technology budget for 1979 is $2.7
mud mired the advanced, highly mobile enemy cttariots and billion, about 20 percent of the total DOD R&D budget. It
permitted the inferior forces of Israel to prev_l. Perhapsif is dividedinto four n,ajorcategories: Research, Exploratory

1
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De_lopment ovAppliedResearch.AdvancedTechnolosy DOD m-houJelaboratorieJ,industryanduniverJitia.There
Demonstra_nsand ManufacturingTechn_oo,,The Air ammine 78 DOD in-hnuacR&Dinstallationsin the Depart-
Forcespendsabout23 percent,theNavy,29 perc'_nt;_e mentbutthey by nomeansperformall of theR&D
Army, _ pmcent; and the I_fense Al_,ncies. 19 pmt_nt. About thr_eout ,Jr_ry four I)OD R&DdoilmmIN)to the
The proLqmncontent i, heavily w,qlh_l towm_isthe phy,/, private_¢tor. However, thc science ;roduschnology portion
cel _iencasbutthe_ _ asqnificanteffort intermsof the of theDGD R&D protramhasbeenmorein.houu_,oriented.
lifescMmcasand tramiM. Ourofficeb alsoheavilyinvolved In 1974 it was,stimatedthatabout43 percentof thesckmce
in_echnolol_export,an areawhoacimportanceisIrrowing andtechnolof_programwasperformedin.houee,in 1975 a
rapidly, concerted effort was made to reduce the pe_,entale in order

to broaden the source of innovative ideas and capebilitim.
The Secretary of Defense and the Under Secretary of The result has been a redw,tion in thepercantq_ of the

D4rfanasfor RmearchandF.,nlpMecingrecolinizethe impof scienceandtechnologyprogramperformedin.housefron,
tanee of the Science and Technology Programin the achm about 43 precept in FY 1974 to about 37 percent at th_ ,_
ment of our goals. We have had the support of P.he,qdm_nu- of FY 77. The changeresults primarilyfrom a lacgm po, .,on
trationand Congre_ in emphunzinll the Science andTech- of the science and technology program increasmgoing to
n_dolD'1_. This is raP,acted in oaf current bndget and unive_ities and industry.
piemu_lprogran_Thereisaleut a 7 pezterztincmue be-
twNn FY 77and_ 78. in _ 79, thefar.cornier imdpt In F¥ 77, in theDOD l_neucb I_ol_un (about18 pro-
period, an increw of 13 percent over FY 78 is anticipated, cent of the Sea,nee andTecbnolosyProlplm) some40 per.
OurIoul_r ranIPi_s m,eto incma_ therasemchcate_)ry centol d_ workwaJ¢uriedout byDOD in-homeldbora-
by I0 percentperyearinreadtramsand 5 percent,againin to_, 40 pm_nt by unive_JtJasand20 percentby indu_
realterms,in ,_xploratoryDevelopmentPrograms. andnon.profitorganb'.atJons.A_wouldbe_pecf4d, this

programbalanceshifts incnmingly from univenltim through
The advanced tecF,._oiogydemonstrations, the ATD'a in the _ aboratorim to industry during the prom from

acronymlanlp_qe, have ahtoincmmed over the past two reeearchthrough exploratory development to the advanced
yeats. However,the ATD demonstratJmuhavea "supply and teehnololty demon_ration compouent of the _¢knce
demand" characteristic. The ATD prolmUntypicady piclu up TechnololD,Program.in the latter 10_rolpram,the effort i_
the "winn_m"fromtheexploratorydevelopmentandcarries about70pea-antin industryand 30 percentin DOD lahore-
them thro_z_re"I life demonstrationsto provetheir military target.Wedo notseeany_ perturbationsin thee retire
worth o_g,_n_,r_dutility. It is the output of the A'rDe that for 1_ 78 or the out.yeant.
umally provide us with options for_/Item prototype davel-
opmenta. It ismy view that the ueed for ATI_ wtJIincrease There arediffering views within the Executive Branch,
ssweincmm ouroutputfrom the ExploratoryOevelopmert Congre_end industry asto theproperbaJancebetweenthe
Program. I will say more about ATDe later, performersof Science and Technololrywork for DOD. The

HommArmed Services Committee i_acad ter_pmm_ limits
Dr. Davis, the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for on the amount of the F¥ 78 Rensereh and Exploratory

Raseerch and Advanced Technology, hasset up a numberof Development that could beperformed by privateeootracto_
managementgoal_whichare easenti_dto suceeasfulformula- The &mate'sviewaswasexpmuedintheArmed&_vicas
tion _ndexecutionof theScienceandTechnoloo Pr-_nun. Committeereportwasthat "the strength of thiscountrywill
Among theee goals are: continue to be the initiative and motivation provided by our

freeentml_ w_em. Currenttrendspreventingmore proW-
l. To interactwith thescientificcommunitym thatit iputionbynon-Departmentof Defemelaboratoriesmnstbe

adequately un_ DOD'ascientifically.bl_ problem revmundand done m quickly 8nd dramatically,'*
and can rmpondto them.

The as¢ond management initiativeI would like to db-
2. To provide the sm.eeturedmeehanimnsbetween R&D cusJ is oureffort in the areaof advanced taehnoleqD,demon-

iProupsand operational military organizations that will allow aerations - our6.3A Prngram.The role of ATDeis not
the needed two-way fk'w of infc,rmationand rl_ult_on generally understood. One way to daerihe ATI_ would be
mimionneeds and R&D capabilities, a_"TechnologyPush" Projectamaturing aneceasfully from

ideasand components in exploratory development which
3. To preventany cripplingdependency by DOD on a need to bedemonstrated priorto t_ainingthe confidence and

specific mlPnent of the scientific community that could ham, acceptance o_"d_t_em as potentially viableoptions for
DOD'sability to be properly reqmmive to itsmimion needs applkation to systems. ATD projectsare generally functional

bread.boardi! erosbuilt m iuexperdively m pomible in very
_. To keep to a minimumthe time periodbetween small quantities m that a_ enldneerin| principle ean be nero.

relevant invention or creative idea, and its firstdavelopman.*al onetratad m feasible. ATD pro)e_ts _enerally aremore expen-
applicationinanoperatiomdenvironment, sivathanexploratorydevelopmentprojectabeeauasthey

involveworkingmodelsandtasting.An exampleof a succeas-
5. To _moothiy transition the sub, tance of our R&D ful ATD b the AdvancedLow Volume RamJet Technology

Pmgranu8o that it always mirrorsthe beetof the old and the Prance which reached fruition through flight demonstretio_
beetof the new from our rapidlychanging scientific environ- in 1976 and 1977. This technology is being appliedtoward
rant. high speeda/r.to41r and air.to.ground tactical mimes. It

" promises tdgnificantedvantal_ in time requiredto destroy
One of out mint difficult problemsis the distribution of hostile tergetaand in decreased v_lnerabilitywhile attacking

the R&D workloadbet,veen the various performem-- the defended terpta. Other ATD programsinclude efforts In

-_ t'
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FighterAircraft Aerodynamics, Jet Engine, and High Energy As I viewthe technologim which me hi_*zlypervm'.'e
Lammt. andwhich,eemto form thefran_.workfor _ manyo' our

currentandpredictableadvances.I amcompelledto conjec-
A]'Ds are an important component of -mr Scwnce and turn s technolo_el infr'-tructum, i.e., the technical bash for

TechnologyPrt_am Theyprovidethe flashing touch,_in nurmilitary future Thekingpinsinthisinfrastructurean.'
demonstratingfembiiitv of the productsof theScienceand
TechnololffProl_sm.Succewful ATD programsprovideop- • computerand softwaretechnology
tionsand.essentially,thebridl_ to applicationto mission • micronk_tronics
elementneedsscrota tbespectrumof stratelt_C,tactical and • distributed _atems technology (for information.
support systems, sensor, control, etc. networks)

• materialstechnology
Candidate ATD Projects cnmpete for resourceson their • automated or unmannedoperation technology

merits.Factors considered in ,electing projectsinclude the • sensortechnologyusingb_th theelectromagnetic
enfJnecringneedto do thedemonstration,theprobabilityof and acoustic spectra
appficationto anexisting,)r perceivedneed.andtheproba. • humm entqneering,and
bility of succem in completing the demonstration. The A'rD * manufacturing technology.
ProllnUnhm not beenassuccessfuloverthepasttwo yearsin
eompmin8for rmoureeswithotherportiom of the RDT&E A goodexampleof howmineof thesetechnololliesfit
Prollram es some of their proponents had hoped. The growth together to form a new uevanceoecum in praciaionguided
within theATD Programhasexceeded inflation, however, we_pomapplication-- cited by Dr. Perry,the Ut,der.%ere-
the"supplyanddemand"of candidateATD projectsindi- taryof Defensefor RmearehandEnl_g, m ourteehnol.
catesthat weneedto putmoreresourcesinto thisarea. oilywith the-;nile greatestpotentialfor forte multiplica-

tion Hehm predictedthat preci_uonguidedweaponshave
Keythrmmcanbedercrihedasthroetechnicalare'- or thepotentialof mo_utionizingwarfare.

projectswhich arereceiving increasedresources,mmetimes
at the expense of "not-so-key" am,- or projects.Key thrusts Withthe advent of micrnelectronics and advancedcorn-
amusually found inam'- wherethetechnologyischangir,g putertechnology,wearenowon thevergeof developing
rapidlyand technologicalbreakthroughsmightbeexpected, uniqueterminal guidancesignalprocessingtechniqueswhich
Comequently.technologicalsurprisescmdd be anticipated will permita munitiondelivered into the target areato scan
bythe Soviets,othersorourselves.Some of thetechnologies theciutteradbattlefieldbackground.Uaingnew imagingand,
in which scientificbreakthroughsor surprise, maywell occur insomecesta,non.imaginginfraredseekersthetargetcanbe
includethoseof: acquiredandhit dayor night.Whatremains,however,to

provide a fully effective capability b the development of
• controlled thermonuclear reaction seekersthat can ,ee throttgh bad weather,smoke and dust.
• directed eneq_y Wehave therefore highlighted precisionguidance technology.
• highly energeticmunitions prograntadirected toward the demonstration of an effective
• quiet underwater vehtcies fair weathercapability and development of all-weathersen.
• *'smart"weapons sons.Specific demonstration programsinvolvingterminally
• adaptiveoptics guided submi'-iles are directed toward destruction of enemy
• composite ma_riah armorwhich heqnot yet reached the rangeof our direct fire
• ver_ highspeed microelectronica, and weapons. Longerterm technology devc'opment in the area
• artificial intelligence, of millimeter wave (mmw) sensors is directed toward the

destruction of enemy armor in adverse weather.
! should point out that this samelist haJbeenseparately

generated almmt in torn by severaldifferent groups on Our FY 79 Science ,rodTechnology budget contains
different occasions overthe last year. It must, therefore, specific thrusts in precisionguided munitions, directe4
pememconsiderablecredibility both within the military and energy weapons, chemical warfaredefense, matcrial_and
intelligence conmunities, electronic warfare.

r-enerally, the U.S. holds an "-sertable technological Ihave described the Science _ndTechnology Program
leadin these and other are'- of highinterest to nationalde- and discumed some of our managementtechnical initiatives.
fame. However, based on recent usemments and groupjudg- I would like to now describesome of Odractivities in *ech.
ments, some important areas in which the U.S. dons not nology export.
nec'-sarily lead appearto be in the technolot_esof:

The DOD role in technology export stems fro.'nthe
• nuclea_and chemical warfare Export Administration Act of 1969, as amended. It states
• land vehicle mobility, and that "It is the policy of t_e U.S.... to restrict the export of
• compmitematerials, goudaand technology which would make asignificant con-

tribution •o the military potential of ar_yother nation or
Wemust watch cJo_,-.lyin the expectation of seeing new nations which would provedetriment_Ato the national

advancesin the level of such teehnologins incorporated in security of the United States."
future Soviet weapons systems. Weshould also pursue with
vigor in ourdefense programthe are-, we have just identified The same act authorizes the "Secretary of Defame to
"-rapidly changing technologies, reviewany propmed export ,_ffoods or technology to any

3
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country to which exports are eeAricted for national sec0jrity the Shock and Vibration Information Center, fill a special
, purpo_s and whenever he determines that the export of such need in this area Their task is analyzing, reviewing and filter-

goods or technoiolD' will make a si_ificant contribution, ing tnformation to get to the hear: of a problem. Part of the
which would prove detrimental :o the national serurity of problem as to why this capability is not more widely recog-
the United S_Jtes, to the military potential of any such coun- nized may be that the broad research and development
try, to recommend to the Pr_._nt that such export be spectrum is not cove.red by such centers. We may wish to
disapproved." take a new look, to establish an information management

system that includes document archives and intormation
Interim DOD policy r_arding technology export was analysis centers to cover our wide technological base. The

published by the Se-retary of Defense on 26 Augtmt 1977. mechanics of su,:b an effort m_,y be diff:_u]t, but the results
Jubesquently, the mpomibility within DOD for thl, techni- could be rewardsng.
,.al aspects of technology export matters was assigned to the

Undpr Secretary of Defense re; Research and Engineering. In coneluaiol., we are faced with requL-_.'_ents for
Our ob_,ctiees are _o control only thc_e cr:tical tecflnologies higher performan,:e systems under more adverse requite-
whirh, if exported, would prove detrimental to our nationa_ ments. We are offered ie_ money to do a greater job. The
st_.ufity and to do this with minimal interruption to inter- challenge is yours and mine. I think we can meet that thai-
national commerce, lenge. History _,enclsto support this r,rediction.

Several intet._elated activities art, undt_w:,y to meet I hope this short overviev" give; you a better apprecia- '_
thole obk, ctives. We have participated :xtensively in U.S. tion of the DOD Science and Techr,ology Program and its
ps_,paratio_ for the COCOM List Review #hieh is now dynamics - it is incited a changing program which we strive
u_derway. DOD provided the Chairman el 7 of 13 Techr_-l. to make responsive to future needs of our military strength.
ot'Y Transfer Group, (TI'C_) and senior repreunt_:.--,_ to
the remaining 6. These 'I_ prepared the U.S. proposed To this poidt, ]!have successfully avoided saying any-
technical pomtion_ on the _arious items and have prepared thing --bout shock _nd vibration, and it probably would be
U.S. counterpropotals to the other COCOM nations' pro- wise for me to quit nov.'. But I must repeat and reinforce
poub. the comment I made earlier. The United States depends nn

and utilizes high technology military hardware to a greater
Finally, with the rapid advancement,; in technology and extent than any of our possible major adversaries. This is a

the ever expendieg technical literature that follows, we need deliberate decision but one which carries some hidden re-

more than ever to conc,entrate on methcds and resources for sponsibilities. Not the least of these is making certain these
managing and dissv.minating this inforrvation, if only for the new gadgets perform as advertised and as needed. The work
purpme of eliminating costly duplication of research and of groups such as yours is an essential element in providing
development efforts. Symposia such a this one are a me3ns that assurance.
to that eltd. Specialized inf,Jrmati,_n analysis centers, such as

, ,r
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A METHODFOR PREDICTINGTHE
NOISE EXPOSUREOF PAYLOADS IN THE SPACE SHUTTLE

ORBITERVEHIC'.LE

John F. Wilb), LarryD. Pope
Bolt Benmekand Newman Inc.
CanogaPark, Caiifomla 91303

1.0 INTRODUCTION The development of the analytical model is shown in
chronological order in Fig. 1. The initial formulation of the

The adventof the space _uttle asa means of placing model was performed in 1976 with subsequent validation
payloads into orbit introduced a seriesof new problem tats from 1976 to 1978. In addition, tasks to extend the
areas in vehicle and payloaddesign. One such problem was low frequency rangeof the model arealso identified.
the exposure of the payload to highacoustic levels et lift-
off. Whenit was recognized, from studies such as that by
On [ I], that the sound levels aunounding a payload could 2.0 SPACES_ ORBITER VEHICLE
be higherthan those to which the payload has been designed,
a projg_m was initiated by NASA Headquarterswith the At lift-off the space shuttie system consists of the
objectives of obtaining rehableestimates of the sound levels orbiter vehicle, a largefuel tank and two solid rocket
and designingnoise control approaches. NASA Goddard boosters (SRB) in the familiarconfiguration shown in Fig. 2.
Space Flight Centerser, ed ascontractingcenter and The propulsive thrust, prior to the separationof the boosters
technical monitor for the program.The purposeof this later in the ascent, is provided by the SpaceShuttle main
paper is to review the tasks undertakenby Bolt Beranek engines (SSME)on the orbiter vehicle and the two SRB's.
and Newman Inc. (BBN) during the programand to out- The configu_tion is different from precedinglaunchvehicles
line future efforts requiredto complete the construction in that the rocket engine nozzles are separated by relatively
of an an'dyticalmodel for the prediction of sound levels Isle distances, and the engines providean asymmetric thrust
in the payload bay of the space shuttle orbiter vehicle at force which causes the space shuttle to drift sideways
lift-off. The program is of interest because it provides an d_ng launch.
excellent exarrpleof the development of an analytical
acoustic modal, throughthe various stagesof formulation A furtherdifference between the space shuttle and
and validation, earlier launchvehicles is the location of the payload bay

relativeto the rocket exhaust nozzles. In previous vehicles
Results cf the work accomplished to date have been the payload wason the upper portion of the vehicle, well

presentedin a seriesof BBN reports and technical papers, away from the rocket exhaust. The spaceshuttle, in contrast,
These are listed, at the end of thi_paper [ 2-11] so that an has the payload bay located relatively close to the exhaust
interestedreadercan obtain further details.The reports nozzles.
document the development of the analytical model, includ-
ing modifications made as a resultof comparisonswith data At lift-off the ezhansts from the rocket engines pass
obtained from a seriesof four tests on model and full-scale through holes in the launch pad and aredeflected by the
orbitervehicles, with and without payload. These tests were turningramps(Fig. 3). The high noise levels generated by
conducted in conjunctio_ with NASA Goddard Space Flight, the exhaust arereduced to some extent by the introduction
Dryden Flight ResaarchandJohnson Space Centers,and of largequantities of water into the gas streams. This noise
Rockwell International SpaceDivision. In makingthe corn- auppremionsystem is the result of extensive tests undertaken
parisonbetween'analytical and experimental results, three by personnelat NASA MarshallSpace Flight Center [ 13].
factors have to be kept in mind. First, although every effort
is made to reproduce the acoustic environmentof lift-off, As the lift-off distance increes._, the rocket exhausts
the _xperimental external pressure fieldsare not necessarily impinge on the launch platform strdcture. This impingement
good representations of the lift-off condition. Secondly, in increases the noise generation of the e_haustflow and also
no case has the payload bay been completely representative reducesthe effectiveness of the water injection noise
of the lift-off condition. There have been differences,for suppressionsygem. Consequently, the maximum noise levels
example, in the bay door, thermal control system material, on the orbiter vehicle occur s_veral seconds after lift-off.
and door radiators.Finally, at the presenttime, the analytical
model hascertain limitations which arecurrently being The structu:al region of interest to the presentdiscus.
removed.These three factor_have introduced some un- sion is the mid-fueslageregion which is defined longitudinally
certainty into the interpretation of the comparisons of by the fore and aft bulkheadsof the payload bay at statmns
exparimenudand analytical results. 582 and 1307 respectively(Fig. 4). The other bounding

z. '_ ¢"
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structures are the fuselage sidewall and bottom panels and The basic concept of the analytical model is that of
the payload by doors. The sidewall panels are flat, the lower acoustic power balance. This concept is formulated as a series
part being covered by the wing structure. The bottom panels of power balance equations which relate acoustic power
and payload hay doors arc curved, although [hi. radius _,.f transmitted into and out of a volume with power dmmpated
curvature for the bottom m large. The payload bay defined within that volume. The analysis considers first the case of a

by the mid-fuselage structure is approximately 18.4 m Ion_, single rectangular cavity which accepts acoustic power from
5.3 m wide and 6.1 m high. the exterior space. The cavity can be allowed some modifica-

tion to the boundaries to represent curvature of the structure

or payload. Furthermore, the single cavity can be broken
clown into a series of interconnecting subvolumes which

Door Panels surround a given payload.
//77

_---Po_,loed Sa,/_ ///'/"'/ The various steps which constitute the analytical model/F-2 are shown in the flow diagram in Fig. 5. The first steps

o ' i I Af* involve the response of the structure to the external pressure

__ _ .x___ - Btdkhe_ field. TJ,Pseare followed by _veral steps which calculate the
acoustic power radiating into the cavities.

/ \
BottomPanels S;de_.allPaneh At this stage, the frequency range is divided into low

and high frequency segments, wbk+h are determined by the

Fig. 4 - Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle showing acoustic modal content of the cavity Finally, net power flow
mid-fuselage structure is equated to the dissipation provided by the acoustic absorp-

tion in the cavity.

Most of the mid-fu_lage strut ture is of the aluminum The development of the acoustic power flow relation-
skin-stringer-frame construction. The main exceptions are ships for the empty bay and the bay with payload, formed

the payload bay doors which are honeycomb structures the central core of the analytical modeling effort for the
with a Nomex core and graphite epox.x face sheets and ring Space Shuttle. This application of the power flow concept
stiffeners. The exterior surfaces of the mid-fuselage structure to noise transmi_ion into an aerospace vehicle constitutes a
are protected from heat loads during reentry by a Ther'nal r_ew approach to the problem of predicting vehicle interior
Protection System (TPS) which varies in compositio:, from noise levels, and the results show that the concept provides
the bottom of the fuselage to the top. according t,_ the a very useful tool.
variation in predicted temperatu_s. A descripti:,n of the
TPS can be found, for example, in [ 12 ]. Add:tional thermal Various assumplmns and approximations art, incorpo-
protection is provided for the payload by placing Thermal rated in the development and application of the analytical
Control System (TCS) material on the ins:de of the payload model. These simplifications are introduced in order to make
bay. the model into an engineering tool which can be ured with

an available digital computer. Some of the mo,_, important
assumptions are identified in the following discussion.

3.0 ANALYTICAL ACOUSTIC MODEL FOR
PAYLOAD BAY

3.1 Structural Re,_ponse

The analytical model has been developed to ,dh_w the

prediction of space-averaged sound pressure _evels in the pay- In order to calculate structural response to the external
load bay of the Space Shuttle Orbiter Vehicle. The model acoustw field, the mid-fuselage is first divided into six struc-
provides a physical basis for estimating the interi',,r sound rural regions which are determined on the basis of structural
field when the payload hay is empty and when a payload is similarity and acoustic pressure level. The payload bay door,
present. In the latter ca_, the region around the payload is sidewall, botl_m panels and aft bulkhead are each considered
divided into a series of subvolumes, separately. The forward bulkhead is omitted since there is

negligible acoust it"po_ or in flow through this st ruct ure, the
Structural characteristics of the shuttle mid-fuselage noLse levels in the crew compartment bein_ relatively low.

are described in a relatively simple manner as is described The doors and aft bulkhead are each considered as single
in the following section, so that acoustic power flow through units, whereas the sidewall and bulkhead are each divided
the structure can he estimated. Acoustic absorption prop- into fore and aft regions on the basis of different structural
erties of the interior walls of the bay and the exterior sur- make-up. The regions are shown in Fig. 6, which also shows

faces of the payload are included in the determination of the the region on the sidewall which is "masked" by the wing

payload bay sound levels, structure. The acoustic power transmission through this
masked area is assumed, in the analytical model, to be negli.

In the present stage of development, the output of the gible.

analytical model consists of space-averaged, one-t hird oct ave
band sound pressure levels _rthe frequency range 31.5 IIz The analytical model contains two alternative ap-
to 4,000 Hz. One spectrum is associated with the empty bay, preaches to the calculation of the dynamic characteristics
and one spectrum with each of the suhvolumes surrounding (resonance frequency, mode shape and modal density} of the
a given payload, payload bay structure. For most modes it is assumed that the
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Fig. 6 - Panelarrangementon bottom and sidewall of payload bay
showing separateregions used in analytical model

structure, includingringframesand other stiffe_.ers,can be 3.2 Structure CavityCoupling
represented by equivalent single orthotropicpla'es, with
simply-supportedboundary conditions. Resonance fre. Havingcalculated the structuralresponse, it is necessary
quencies are then calculated usingthe usual closed-form to couple it to the cavity in orderto calculate the acoustic
equations. Unfortunately the accuracy of this approach power flow. Thus, some analytical representation oz the
decreases asmode order decreases, since the boundarycondi- cavity is required.Since the cross-section of the l_ayioad
tions become more critical. Thus, where possible, an alterna- bay is essentiallyrectangularin shape, with some curvature
tire approach is followed at low frequencies whereby the of the bottom and doors, the basic representationfor a
analytical model utilizes resonance frequenciesand mode receivingcavity is taken as a rectangularparalielepiped.Then,
shapes which were calculated usingfinite element analysis the model has the capability of allowing each surface of the
of the orbiter mid-fu_lage structure.Data from the finite cavity to be displaced to represent concaveor convex curva-
element analyses were supplied by Rockwell International, tute, such as is illustratedin Fig. 8. The resonance freq-
and are basedon calculations associated with groundvibra- quencies and mode shapes for the "deformed" cavity are
tion tests. The upperfrequency limits of the finite element then calculated usinga perturbation-typeanalysis.The final
analysesarerestricted by the largecomputational require- step is the coupling of these modes to the structuralmodes
ments requiredfor higher ordermodes, of the surroundingstructure. A diagrammatic representation

for the case of a subvolume exposed to astructuralmode
The mode shapesfrom the finite element analyses are which exists overa distance greaterthan the length of the

simplified in shape into sinusoidal forms for use in the pay- cavity is shown in Fig. 9. Other combinations of structural
load bay acoustic model, the sine wave being assumed to and cavity modal coupling arediscussed in [ 3 ].
exist overonly that part of the structure for which the mode
is active. Examples of two modes calculated by finite element The present analytical model calculates acoustic power
analysis for the bottom structure are shown in Fi_. 7. The flow in one-thirdoctave bandwidths,and, within such a
same approach was used for the aft bulkheadand a similar bandwidth, calculations areperformedfor resonant and non-
method is proF,osed for the sidewall. At the presenttime, resonant response of the structureand resonant response of
there is no low frequency representation of the sidewall in the subvolume. The remnant response refers to conditions
the analytical model - the model assumes that there is no where the modes have their resonance frequencies i,_the
acoustic powerflow through that ,_*ructureat low fre. bandwidth of interest. ?lonresonant structural response is
quoncias, linked to the case where the structuralmode has its r,_o-

nance frequency below the band of interest, i.e. the response
Structuralresponses to the exterior acoustic pressuresis is mass-controlled. These limitations areadequate for the

expressed in terms of panel jolnt acceptance functions which frequency rangeabove 31.5 Hz, but additional nonresonant
quantify the coupling between the predicted structural mode response (for structureand cavity) will have to be considered
shapes and the spatial correlation characteristics of the for any low frequenry extension to the analyticalmodel.
random excitation field [ 3 ]. In calculatingthe structural
joint acceptances, it is assumed that the correlation proper- The analytical model assumes that the structural and
ties of the exterior acoustic field can be representedanalyt, cavity modes are weaklycoupled. Under this assumptionthe
ically as exponentially - decaying cosines. This representa, coupling can be calculated usingthe in vacuo panel
tion is diseumedin more detail in Section 4.1. resonancefrequencies and the rigidwall resoqant response of

9
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the cavity. Mathematically,this means that the acoustic arelatively small volume of payload. Subvolumes 4 and 5
power flow between a structuralmode and acavity mode haveno payload except for the empty pallets which form the
can becalculated without includingthe interaction with any lowersurfaces of the subvolumesand shield the aubvolumes

': other mode. It should be.emphasized, however, that the from the bottom panels of the mid-fuselage. In contrart,
assumptionof weak coupling in r.:)way excludes "well- subvolume 3 is shiel:ledfrom the door by the pallets.Sub- ;
coupled" modes i.e., structuraland cavity modes with volume 2 is also shielded from the door, but, this time the
resonance frequenciesclosely-spaced relative to the modal interveningbody is the large-diametersection of the pay-
bandwidth, load. Subvolume 6 is a region above_ payload on a pallet

{ and, finally, subvolume 7 is an annular-type region around ;
It is inc',cated in Fig. 5 that the coupling of the struc- the upper partof the Specelab. All the subvolumesare +

tural and c_.city modes is performed in either low or high connected by openingsaround the payloads and pallets.
frequency .egimes. In the low f. _<luencyregime, which
contains frequency bandswith few cavity modes, the
coupling calculations are performed mode.by.mode. At +_

hLgherfrequencies where there area largenumberof cavity ..._._ ._

modes in a given bay, the coupling is performed using .._ ."!"_':'""......." \!

meth,_dssimilar to those of statistical energy analysis. ' ' : -

The final step in the calculation of the spece-average Lr,'"_'._-"_G:) \ __ i!sound levels is the equating of the net inflowing acoustic
power to the dissipation within the cavity. Thisdissipation
occurs because of absorption of the sound by the thermal
control material, the payload,and the mid-fuselagestruc-
ture.

The absorbingsurfaces areassumedto be locally - J _f,'_N-_
reacting,so that the acoustic impedance at any point on a
surfac_ is not affected by the response at any other point

,'_ EXPERIMENT

on the_urface. I _J*"°'_ _-J I ,,.._ PACK,G_ '.

Payload

When a payloadis placed in the bay, the single volume _yPALLET5
of the empty bay becomes a seriesof small subvolt rues
interconnected by openingsof various shapes.Thus, the
analyst is faced with the task of constructing a set of sub-
volumes which representthe regions around the payload and / _._.._lV SPAC_A_
which have fairly well defined boundaries that can be _+,f _

TUNNEL

assumed to be capable of supportingstanding wave systems.
The analytical model then considers each subvolume in the
same manner as for the empty bay. This means that the Fig. 10 - Spacelsb Cut,figuration 2 payload showing
subvolume is assumed to be basicallyrectangular in shape, idealization of sub, olumes for analytical model
with curvatureof one or more bounding surfaces. In addi-
tion it is assumed that from an acoustical standpoint, the
interconnectingopenings can be represented to sufficient Subvolumes 1, 4 and 5 have well-defined modal
accuracy, by impedancefunctions for rectangular or cir- characteristics as they havereflecting surfaces at all bound- _'.
cular pistons, when these functions areweighted to account aries. Subvolum_s 2 and 3 are less well-dafined because of the
for averagemode excitation. In its present form the analyti- absence of reflectingsurfaces at some of the fore and aft
cal model assumes that acoustic energy from subvolume boundaries.Finally, subvolun _ 6 and 7 are the most diffi-
modes resonant in a givenfrequency band is accepted in a cult to model acoustically because there are no reflective
connected subvolume only by modes resonant in the same surfaces at some of the boundaries and also, the cavities have
f:equency band. small dimensionsin one or more directions. As a result of the

latter property,subvolumes 6 and 7 havevery few modes a_
An example of the breakdownof the payload bay into low frequencies. In an attempt to overcome this problem the

subvolumes is shown in Figure 10 where the payload is an analytical model allows subvolumes such as 6 and 7 to be

,. + approximation to the SpacelabConfiguration 2. Other represented as "coupling nodes" which do not accept acous.
examples can be fou_.din [ 3 ] and [ 7 ]. Severaltypes of tic power from the e;_teriorof the payload bay. These
subvolume can he identified in Fig. 10. Subvolume 1 extends "nodes" act solely as transmitter; of acoustic power from
the full height of the bay from door to bottom, and contains one subvolume to another.
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4.0 EMPIRICALINPUTS sidewall and bottom panels. Measurementswere made
for several noise control approaches and the data taken

The analytical model requirescertain information which for use in the analytical model areassociated with the
has to beacquiredfrom experimental investigationsince the water- injection noise control method _ele_ted for full-
datacannot be determined from purelyanalytical reasoning, scale lift-off operations.

" This information includes spectral and correlation datafor
the external acoustic field, damping coefficients or iota One-thirdoctave bandspectra from the model scale
factors for the mid-fuselagestructure, and acoustic absorp- taste were scaled to full.scale conditions, and the levels
tion coefficients for the payload and payload bay surfaces, werespace-averagedfor each of the six structural regions
Them data wereobtained from varioussources, as is used in the analytical model. The resultingspectra, and
described in the following sections, their associated structural r_ions, aregivenin Fig. 11.

i It is seen that the spectra aresimilar in shape and levelfor the doors, sidewall (fore and aft) and forward bottom
4.1 External _exmre Field regions. The aft bottom region presentsan acoustic "hot-

spot" region, while the sound field on the aft bulkhead
In orderto calculate the response of the mid-fuselage has a signficiantly different spectrum shape.

structure to the external acoustic pressurefield it is necessary
to know the pmmurespectrum level and the associatecorrela- Correlation properties of the acoustic field could be
tion characteristics. Calculationof these parameters from obtai_Aedfrom the 6.4% tests onlt for the longitudinal
firstprinciples is not a feaalble task, and use has to be made direction, since microphone pairingsdid not provide
of the limited amount of applicableexperimehtal data. One circumferential correlation data.For use in the analytical
importanttouree of such information for the el,aceshuttle model, the correlation characteristicswere determined in
vehicle is the test seriesperformed at NASA MarshallSpace terms of coherence and phase velocity. The coherence
Flight Center to explore exhaust noise contzol methods [ 13]. function was represented asan inverseexponential function

in orderto simplify the formulation of the model. This
The NASA te_a were performed on a 6.4% scale requirement was rather difficult to satisfy in the test data,

model duringsimulated lift-off conditions. Measurements as can be seen in Fig. 12, whichshows a typical measured
of the surface pressurefluctuations were made at a number coherence spectrum, with an inverseexponential curve
of microphone locations on the payload bay door, and superimposed.
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Fig. 11 "-External acoustic field used in analytical model for
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Fig. 12 -- Comparisonof meMuredandanalyticalrepresentationof
externalpressurecoherencefunction,basedon6.4%modeltests

The phase velocity was obtained from the phase angle modts which are resonant in the frequency band of interest.
spectrum of the pressurecross-powerspectraldensity func- Unfortunately, as is often the case in the prediction of
tion. It was found that, to a first approximation, the phase structuralresponse, values of the loss factor areeither
velocity was indenelJdentof frequencyand was supersonic not known, or, if they areknown, the values are not known
(indicative of acoustic waves at some non-zero angleof veryaccurately.
incidence). Data wereaveragedfor door, sidewall and bottom
microphone locations and the resultingaveragephase, or The dampingof different types of aerospace structures
trace,velocity in the longitudinal direction was calculated has been measured by several investigatorsand some of the
to be Ux = 1.12e where c is the speed of sound. Then the results aresummarized in [ 15-17]. In many casesthe dab,
coherencefunction can be written in the form were obtained from test specimenrather than complete

vehicles. Thus care has to be taken in intarpretint,_de

with machined skinsand viscoelastic sealants show Iota
factors in the range0.004 to 0.029, witha mean value of

where/_ is the separation distance in the longitudinal direc- 0.012. Data from measurements on complete airplanefnse-
tion and wavenumberkx = o:/Ux. lage structures give loss factors in the rangeof 0.008 to 0.110

with a mean of 0.038. Measurements on spacecraftstructures
The corresponding relationship fo_ the circumferen. [ 17] show loss factors of 0.040 to 0.130 with amean of

tial direction w_s more difficult to determine because of the 0.083. Howeverthese latter data probably refer to low-
very small amountof appropria:edata.After a review of the orderoverall modes of the spacecraftso that the damping
availableinformation, the circumferential coherence func- provided by various attachments becomes significant.
tion was cons;ructed from datapresented by Cockburnand

Jolly [ 14 ], such that In the caseof the SpaceShuttle mid.fuselage, the

I_] stru_.turehas TPS t_Jesattached to the externalsurfaces,
72(_',w) = exp - and the door is 8_aphite-epoxyconstruction ratherthan

aluminum. The influence of the TPS frieshas been meesumd

with ky ",_0/Uy and Uy - 2.62c. on smallstructural samples Rucker and Mixon[ 18] and byRockwell International. The data ,_resummarizedin Fig. 13.

As these representationsfor the correlation characteris- Rucker and Mixson bonded 5.8 era-thick selica tiles to a
tics of the excitation field are based on a limited amount of 0.4 era-thick Nomex felt _*:aln-isolatorpad, which in turn
data, a more comprehensive set of data would be desirable was bonded to an alum;:_umpanel withstiffeners. The tiles
to remove some of the uncertainties,particularly for the increasedthe clampingfrom an averageof 0.006 to 0.015.
circumferentialdirection. Unpublished data from Rockwell International testa show

higherloss factors for the structure and tiles, with values in
the rangeof 0.03 to 0.18. The averagevalue is 0.06.

4.2 Structural Damping
Turningto the caseof graphite-epoxyhoneycomb door

Structuraldamping,expressed in terms of the loss panels, there is a muchsmaller amount of data. Measure-
factor, r/, by means of the complex Young'smodulus ments for fiber.reinforced pi_:as show a wide scatter of
E(l+ir/), has an importantrole in the analytical model in results, as shown in [3] with an averagevalue of about 0.012.
determining the acoustic power transmitted by structural The trend with frequency is by no means clear. Loss factors
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Fig. 13 - Damping of shuttle fuselage _trueture
with and without TPS tiles

for honeycomb panels with fiber reinforcement havebeen absorption coefficient are small_?orsurfaces such as the bare
measuredby Soovere [ 19] end Bertet al [20] and the aluminum panels. Severaldifferent types of _urfece are
results are plotted in Fig. 14. The mean loss factor is 0.031 present in the payload bay and estimates of the appropriate
but the value is heavily weighted by the highloss factors at acoustic absorption coefficients were obtained from the small
low mode orders, amount of availableexperimental data.

These wide rangesof values make it verydifficult to pick Unpublishedmeasurements by the Lockheed Missiles
representativevalues for the analytical model. Furthermore, end Space Company on variousshrouded end unshrouded
it iseven more difficult to determine asuitable frequency spacecraftgive absorption coefficients of 0.05 to 0.30 with
dependency. Initial forms for the analytical model mumed a mean of 0.175. As the data appeared to beessentially
that the damping was independent of frequency but later independent of frequency, it was mumed i,_the analytical
validation tests on OV :01 suggested that a more appropriate model that the valut of 0.175 was valid for all frequencies.
dampingrepresentation would be a loss factor which was
inversely proportional to frequency.This represental.ionwas The dour itself is not exposed directly to the payload
anchored to loss factors at 100 Hz of 0.04 for. he aluminum bay, because of the presence of the radiatorpanels, which
sidewall and bottom panels and 0.02 for the payload bey are somewhat similar in construction to a spacecraft.Thus
door. These frequency - dependent representationsare an absorption coefficient of 0.1, which is at the low end of
shown in Fills. 13 and 14. Although the current reprasente- the rangeof the Lockheed ttdt data, was reigned to the
tion does appear to be adequate for the frequency rangeof radiator/door combination. An absorption coefficient of
31.5 to 4000 Hz usockted with the present analytical 0.05 was mumed for the barealuminum structure of the
model, it has the disadvantagethat it implies that the loss aft bulkhead, but highervalues were assignedto the sidewall
factors are highat lower frequencle;. _ this is unlikely and bottom panels to account for the TCS material.On the
to occur, some modification will be necemury when the basis of tests on TC$ _mples, absorption coefficient spectra
analyticalmodol is extended to lower frequencies, were determined with values rangingfrom a minimum of

_" 0.05 at low frequencies to a maximum of 0.62 at frequencies
in the ne!ehborhood of 500 Hz. Due allowance was made for

4.3 Acoustic Absorption Coefficients cases where the TCS materialwas placed directly adjacent
to the structurel panels, and where there was e gap between

All the surfaces in the payload bay providesome the materiel and the structure. Detailed values of the absorp-
absorption of the acoustic field, even if the values of the tion coefficient are listed in [ 3 ].
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5.0 VALIDATIONTESTS: EM'rPYBAY the launch condition. Then a diffuse field, achieved by
mounting speakersin the corne_ of the assembly room, was

Two test serieshave been performed in order to obtain used for diagnostic purposes. Speaker;were also placed
empty bay acoustic data whichcould be used to validat_ the inside the payload bay for supplementary tests on noise
analytical model, or to provide empiricaldata which could be transm_ion through the structure,and absorption in the
used in the model data input. Both tests involved the use bay.
of Orbiter Vehicle, OV 101, the first test being performed
while the vehicle was still in the assembly area at the
Rockwell Internationalfacility in Palmdale, California 5.2 Jet Noise Experiments
[ 8,11 ], and the second at NASA Dryden Flight Research
Centerat EdwardsAir Force Base,California[8,9,11 ]. Duringthe jet noise tests the OV 101 was mounted on
Loudspeakerswere used as noise sources in the first test the transporterused to carry it by road from the Rockwell
and the jet ex:rsust from two F.104 aircraftformed the International facility in Palmdale, Californiato Edwards
noise sources in the second test. Air Force Base.Two F-104 aircraft used asnoise sources

were positioned to the rear of the OV 101 as shown diagram-
The OV 101 vehicle used in the tests was similar to matieally in Fig. 16 and in the photographof Fig. 17. Tests

OrbiterOV 102 which will be used in the first launches, were performed with the engine nozzles of the F.104 air-
except that there was no TCS materialin the payload bay, craft at either 30.5 m or 76 m aft of the orbiter vehicle,
and the TPS material on the exterior was only a simulation, and all the tests were performed duringthe night of 31
Furthermore, there were no radiatorpanels attached to the January.- 1 February 1977.
payload bay door.

Microphoneswere located on the exterior of the OV
101 (Fig. 18) to measurethe sound level and correlaton

5.1 SpeakerExperiments characteristicsof the acollstic field from the jet exhausts.
Other microphones were located in the payload bay, and

The test set.up for the speaker tests is showp in Fig. 15 six accalerometers were attached to the midfuselagestruc-
Four microphones mounted on mvvable booms were used ture. Speakers were placed in _hebay for acoustics absorp-
to surveythe sound levels in the bay. Othermicrophones tion measurements.

" measuredtheexternalsoundlevels.Twotypesof excita-
tionfieid wereused.A propagatingfield, generatedby Noi_,eloveI, weremeasuredoutsidethepaylcedbay,
placing five speakers aft of the orbiter and located symmet, and the values used as data input for the analyticalmodel.
ricallyaround its circumference, was used as a simulationof The interiornoise levels predicted by the model were then
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Fig. 18 - Exterior micr._phone locations on OV101 for jet noise tests

compared with measured values. Sound pre_ure spectra modified to include loss factors inversely proportional to
measured inside and outside the OV 101 test vehicle are frequency.
/)resented in Fig. 19.

As a result of the two modifications identified above,
the sound levels predicted by the analytical model were

5.3 Analytical Model Modifications increased at frequencies above 200 Hz., as is shown in
Fig. 20. The analytical model had previously underpredicted

As a result of the OV 101 tests, two significant in this frequency range.
modihcations were made to the analytical model to make
it more representative of the orbiter vehicle. One modifica- Statistical evaluation of the analytical model was
tion was associated with the modeling of the payload bay performed in terms of the differences between predicted and
doors for the calculation of the joint acceptances, and the measured space-averaged p_.yload bay sound levels for the
other modification concerned the representation of OV 101 jet noise tats. The results were presented as mean
structural damping. The two changes influenced the accuracy values and 99% confidence intervals (or 1% level of signifi-
of the model in the mid to high frequency ranges, vance band) for the differences. These confidence intervals

were introduced because the measurements were made at

In the initial representation of the payload bay doors, only a limited number of discrete locations.
a low frequency model had been used for frequencies below
the fundamental frequency of a door panel and a high The bounds associated with the 99% confidence
frequency ITodel had been used above this fundamental intervals can be interpreted in the following way: there is

frequency. The door was represented as an equivalent a 1%chance that the actual difference between the measured

orthotropic panel in both frequency regimes but the and predicted space average levels will lie outside the bounds.
circumferential frames were included in the model only If a discrepancy between t'_e predicted and measured levels
at the low frequency. The frames were excluded from the falls outside the bounds, ti_e discrepancy should be
high frequency model on the assumption that they did considered statistically significant (at the 1% level of
not influence the response of the individual panels on the significance). However, if the discrepancy falls inside the
door. In the ;ight of the OV 101 results this assumption was bounds, there is not adequate evidence to state that the
modified to include the representation of the frames for measured and predicted results are not in good agreement.
higher frequency ranges. It is seen in Fig. 21 that the results from the OV 101 test

lie within the 1%level of significance band, except for the
As indicatea in Section 4.2, the structural damping one-third octave bands centered at 80 and 100 Hz.

terms had been represented in the early analytical model
under the assumption that the loss factor was independent
of frequency. This assumption was used because the avail- 6.0 VALIDATION TESTS: PAYLOAD EFFECTS

,. able data did not show any well defined trend with fre-
quency. The data from the OV 101 tests il2dicated that a The analytical model preaicts not only the sound levels
frequency - dependent loss factor was probably a more in the empty bay, but also the sound levels in subvolumes
appropriate relationship, and the damping model wa_ surrounding a given payload. AS the prediction of sound levels
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around payloads is probably the most important aspect of 6.2 One-quarterScale Model
the analytical model, it is highly desirable to have some
verification that the model is achievingthis goal. Thus, two The lack of dynamic similarity between the one-fifth
experimental investigationswere conducted to validate the scale model and the mid-fueelageof the orbiter vehicle left
model for the case whena payload is present.The first some uneerteinty in the comparison between scale model
investigation was performed at the beginning of 1976, and analytical results. However, an opportunity to reduce
early in the developmental stageof the analytical model, the uncertainty was providedby the availabilityin 1978 of
to provide initial guidelir,es for the model. Because a dynamic the one-quarter-scaleflexible model of the Space Shuttle
model was not availableat that time, the payload bay was vehicle. This model was constructed by Rockwell Interna-
simulated by meansof a one-fifth scale rigid model, and the tional for low frequency dynamic experiments related to
acoustic power was introduced into the bay through aseries problems such as flutter and "pogo", and was designed to
of holes. Subeequently, aone-quarterscale flexible model give an accurately-scaled replicaof the appropriatefull-
became availableand a seriesof tests was performed with scale dynamic characteristics. Although this does not
a convected field on the exterior of the model orbiter necessarilymean that the dynamic characteristics associated
vehicle, with noise tranmnksionare scaled with the samehigh degree

of accuracy, it is believed that tt.e accuracyis sufficient for
By the time the one-quarterscale flexible model the measurement of changes in payload baysound levels

tests were performed the accuracy of the analytical model when a payload is introduced.
in predicting space-cveragedsound levels for an empty pay-
load bay had beenestablished. Consequently it was adequate, The one-quarterscale model is constructed mainly
whenvalidating the analytical model for the casewhen a from riveted aluminum panels and stiffeners, as is the case
payload is present, to consider only the change in payload for the full scale vehicle. However the model payloadbay
bay sound level whena payload is introduced. Thissimplifi- door is constructed from alur,_numface sheets with a foam
cation enables the constraintson the modeling of the core, whereasthe full scale door has graphite-epoxyface
exterior noise field and the orbiter vehicle dynamical sheets and Nomex honeycomb core. Radiatorpanels were
characteristicsto be relaxed to some extent. The approach not installed on the doorof the model, but weights were
oi comparingpayload bay sound levels with and without a attached at appropriate locations on the door to represent
payload present was followed also in the one-fifth scale the radiatorweight distribution.The one-quarterr_de model
rind model tests, did not co_L,_:.TC,S _aaterial,_o0.64 cm f_ was instelled

to simulate the acoustic absorpuon ot _,_ _w2_materi_l.
For test purpc_s, the model orbiter vehicle was mounted on

6.1 One-Fifth Scale Model jacks and was located at a height of about 1.2 m above the
floor in a highbay building. Figure23 shows the model h,

The one-fifth scale rigidmodel simulated the interior position, with the payload bay doors open to show one of
contour of the payload bay of the SpaceShuttle Orbiter the te_t payloads.
Vehicle. The interiorsurface was constructed from 1.9 m
thick plywood, stiffened on the exterior by 5.1 cm by 15.2 Three payloadswere selected for the study. One
cm members. Scaled reproductionsof the interior frames, payload was the SpacelabConfigurationNo. 2 (Fig. 10)
wiretrays, and pressurizedbottles wereincluded in the bay. which had been used in one-fifth scale tests and in the
Inaddition the sound absorption characteristics of the analytical work. The other two model payloads, identified
TCS material were simulated by tl-euse of 0.6 cm thick as Delta-D ap'_Delte-L, werediagnostic payloads designed
foam with partially-opencells. The acoustic transmission to study t effects of payloaddiameter and length,
characteristics (from inside to outside) of the full scale respectively.Side view sketches of the Spacnlaband
payload bay door werealso representedby use of absorptive Delta.D payloads areshown in Fig. 24. The latter payload
material [2 ]. consisted of five circularcylinders with diameters equal to

10, 30, 60, 60 and 95% of the diameter of the available
Acoustic power was introduced into the payload bay nayload envelope.

by means of a seriesof hoses driven acoustically by eight
loudspeakers.The hoses terminated in 1.3 cm diameter The exterior sound field for these tests was generated
brasefittings which penetrated the plywood walls of the by fi_e Ioudsper'cerslocated aft of the orbiter vehicle. The
model. These fittings were plugged with steel wood to speakers were drivenby independent randomnoise
dampen the acoustic resonances in the tubes.Three payload generators to producegrazingincidence acoustic wave
configurations were represented by means of wooden models, excitation propagatingforward along the orbiter vehicle,
The payloads were the LargeScale Telescope (LST) wi:h in a mannersimilar to that of the acoustic field anticipated
OrbitalManeuveringSystem (OMS) kit, Spscelab Configura. from the five Space Shuttle engines duringlift-off.
tion No 2 (Fig. 10); and the USAF Defense Support Pro-
gram Satellite with Interim Upper Stage(DSP/IUS). The Noise levels were measured outside and inside the
Spaceisb Configuration2 model is shown in the one-fifth paylaod bay. The exterior sound field was measured in terms
scale payload bay in Fig. 22. of level and correlation so that the actual excitation field
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Fig. 24 - Side Elevations of two one-quarterscalepayload models

could be repre_nted in the analytical model. InW.riornoise acoustic power between connecting subvolumes but which
levels for the empty bay were measured at 42 locations and do not accept acoustic power from outside the bay. The
space-averagedvalues determined. These values were then choice of representationfor asubvolume can havea signifi-
compared with averagelevels measured in the subvolumes cant influence on the sound levels predicted for that s,b-
around the test payloads, in order to determine the influence volume.
of the payloads on the payload bay noise levels.

As the goal of the model scale tests was the valida-
tion of the analytical model, measurements of sound levels

6.3 Experimental Trends arounda giver. ,_:-load weremade in such a manner that
the data could be readily compared wi_,np:edicfions. With

The payloads were chosen so that different approaches this in mind, the following observations can be made
cculd be taken in defining the subvolume spaces in the pay- regarding the data from the one-quarterand one-fifth scale
lo.ld bay. These different approachesallowsome form,of tests.
diagnostic evaluation to be made of the analytical model,
thereby validating the most suitable approach.For example, a) The changes ill sound level when a payload is
when the payload diameteris small, a subvolume is defined introducedshow large earl**,ions from band to band at
as extending all around the payload section, fron_the bottom frequenciesbelow 31.5 Hz (full scale).
of the bay to the door. As the payload diameter is it*_reased,
a stage is reached at which the subvolume can no longer b) Sound levels above large diameter payload sections
be considered as a single unit, but has to be dieided into two are consistently higherthan t| "_sebelow.
subvolumes,one above and the other belowthe payload.
Ultimately, as the diameterincreasesstill further, the region c) Sound levels above largediameter payloadsare
above the payload becomes an annulusand it is difficult to consistently higherthan those in the empty bay.
envisage it as a subvolume with a well.defined modal stmc.
ture. The analytical model hasthe capability of representing d) Sound levelsaround small diameterpaylosds tend to
these annularsubvolumessimply as "nodes" which transfer be slightly lower than those in the empty bay.
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Typical spectra for changes in measured averagesound simulated TCS material and the payload. One of the more
levels are shown in Fig. 25. These spectra show the charac- troublesome assumptions wu that of the structuraldamping
teristics identified above, of the model orbiter vehicle. Determination of structur.,J

damping is a problem often encountered in dynamics inv_ti-
gations. It was assumed eventuallythat the structuralloss

6.4 Comparison with Analytical Model factor for all structund regions was givenby q=2/f. This
compares with assumed value_ of 2/f for the full seal..,pay-

Results of the analytical model were compared with load door an_ 4/I for the side_-all, bottom and aft bulkhead
measured date from both the o_e-fffth and one-quarter [ 3}. In other words, the dampingfor a given mode was
scale model tests. However,as the one-fifth scale tests assumed to besimilar for full scale and model configurations.
provided mainly an interim approachin th._model develop-
ment, only the results from the one-quarterscale test will Predicted and measured changesin payload bay noise
be discussedhere. levels were obtained from spsce-averaged levels in the empty

bay and in the subvolume of interest when apayload is
In order to validate the analytical model by means of present. For the comparison between measurement and

the one-quarterscale model tests, it was necessary to apply analysis the measured data werepresented in sound level and
ths analytical model to the spedfic test situation, rather than the 99% confidence intervalsfor the change, in a manner
to the full.scale orbiter vehicle. Sewnd test parameters similarto that discussed in Section 5.3 for the OV 101 test._.
requiredfor the analysis were measuredfor data input, but
others had to be assumed. Measuredinputs included the Initial comparisons between measured and predicted
exterior field and the acoustic absorption provided by the .changesin sound level associated with the introduction of a
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Fig. 25 - Measured change in pa.,,loadbay sound levels when payload
introduced(one-quarterscale model, spacelabconfiguration 2 payload)
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payload indicated that the modeling of a subvolume as a by the 99% confidence limits, as discussed earlier. The
connecting node was unsatisfactory. The agreement w_s results show that the analytical model is reasonably
much improved if the subvolume was modeled as other sub- accurate in predicting the average sound levels in a sub-

volumes, even though the analytical model in its present volume surrounding a payload. The accuracy is best for
form was not strictly applicable to subvolumes such as those subvolumes which are well-defined from the
nodes which have ill-defined boundaries with neighboring analytical modehng viewpoint and which have the payload
subvolumes, bay door as one bounding surface. Poorest accuracy is

associated with subvolumes which are fanned below pay-
The comparisons also showed that when the payload loads and are difficult to model analytically.

diameters was equal to, or greater than, 80% of the avail-
able payload diameter, the surrounding region in the One factor which seems to have a si_nficiant effect
payload bay should be considered as two subvolumes, one on the ability of the analytical model to predict noise
above and the other below the payload, levels in subvolumes below a payload is the absence of a

representation for the response of the payload bay sidewall
Figure 26 presents comparisons of experimental and at frequencies below 200 Hz. This deficiency arose because

analytical results for the change in sound level when a of the unavailability of modal information for the sidewall
payload is inserted into the bay. The data are associated at low frequencies. In its present form the analytical model
with the Delta-D payload and represent cases where there assumes that there is no acoustic power flow through the
are no subvolumes modeled as nod:s. The experimental sidewall in the low frequency range.
data are presented in terms of the range of values bounded
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, ,, Fig. 26 - Comparison of predicted and measured changes in sound level when
Delta-D payload installed in one-quarter scale test model
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Thiscomparison between experimental and analytical sound levels will be more accurate when obtained by
resultscovers the frequency range from 31.5 to 2000 H:_ means of the computer programthan by the simplified
(full scale). Test data,however, were recorded for frequencies method.
down to 12.5 Hz and the measurements will beavailable
for future ,ralidation of a low frequency extension to the At the presenttime the two methods represent the
analytical model, development stage of the analytical model as i_existed

in mid-1977. Thet is to say, the methods do not include
refinements in payload effect made a_a result of the one-

7.0 NOISE CONTROLAPPROACHES quarterscale model tests which havebeen analyzed only
recently. Nordo they take into account nonrvsonant

/ Considerationof noise control approachesformed response of the cavities.This nonresonantresponse will be
a verysmall part of the overallprogram, but mention of this incorporatedwhen the extension of the analytical model
aspect of the work effort can be made as a brief asideto the to lower frequencies has beencompleted. Finally, neither
general theme of this peper.The noise control study was procedure includes low frequency transmissionthrough
conducted only as a part of the experimental investigation the fuselagesidewall, since this item is not yet a partof the
on the one-fifth scale rigidmodel. The study was not very analyticalmodel.
successful in identifying highly effective noise control ap-
proaches,but the results did indicate that noise reductions
could be achieved, particularlywhere control was required 8.2 Computer Program
in a narrowfrequency band.

The analytical model has been developed into a
Three concepts were evaluated.These were tuned computer program which can be used to calculate space-

absorbers,broadbandabsorbers, and mode disruptors, averagedsound levels in an empty payload bay, or in the
Tuned absorberswere introduced by installing material bay with payload present.The objective of the computer
with a highflow resistance at modal pressurenodes, and program is to calculate the sound levels to which agiveh
broadbandabsortpion was achieved by the installation payload will be exposed to lift-off, and the main effort
of largeamounts of glassfiber blankets in the bottom of the required of a user is the definition of the subvolumes which
payload bay. Finally, mode disruption was tested by the surroundthe payload when it is in the payload bay.
useof horizontal baffles along the centeriine of the Larg(
Scale Telescope and Spacelab payloads. Noise reductions A very simplified flow diagramfor the procedure is
of I to 5 dB wereachieved in limited frequency ranges, the shown in Fig. 27. The computer program consists of •
greatestreductions being associated with the horizon_.al main program and a seri_s of 13 subroutineswhich, among
baffles where strong vertical modes wen disrupted, other things, calculate structural and volume resonance

frequencies, structural joint acceptance functions, and
coupling factors for the structure and subvolume.When a

8.0 COMPUTATYJN METHODS CDC-6600 computer is used, the total numberof cards,
excluding control cardsis 2655, and computer storage

8.1 General Approach required for the program and data is 257330 octal words.
For IBM360/370 seriescomputers the storage required is

Two computation procedures have been developed from 400,000 bytes. A microfiche listing of the programanti
the analytical model. One method requiresthe use of _ digital subroutines is included aspart of the software package
computer with fairly largestorage capacity [ 5 ], whereas the provided for prospective users.
other is a simple graphicalapproach [ 4 ] which makes use of
results from the digital computer program. Two sets of input data arerequiredfor the program.One

set describes most of the basic _tructuralparameters required
The objective of each method is to determine the space- for the program,and the second set is associated mainly

averagedsound levels in the subvolumes which surrounda with the payload underconsideration. The structural param.
givenpayload at lift-off. The structuralcharacteristicsof the eters for the mid.fuselage are fixed and arenot available to
orbiter mid-fuselageand the correlation characteristicsof the the user for variation. O_dythe payloaddata cardscan be
external acoustic pressurefield areregarded as fixed inputs selected by the user. The set of structuraldata parameters
which arenot availableto the operator as variables.The includes the response and acoustic radiationcharacteristics
excitation sound pressurelevels can, however, be varied if of the mid.fuselage structure includingsidewall, bottom,
need be.The main task to beaccomplished by the user is the payload bay doorJ and aft-bulkhead. The response charac-
idealization of the payload of interest into several elements, teristics include joint acceptances associete_ with the selected
each of which is surrounded by one or more well-defined convective acoustic field and a diffuse acoustic field, mass.
subvolumes.The adjective "well-defined"is used here in law transmissionlosses, and modal densities for each struc-
the acoustical sense in that the subvolume should have tursl region.
surfaces whichact as reflecting boundariesfor acoustic waves
in the subvolume, therebygeneratingfairly strong modal A _Jescriptiont,f the data input requiredfor the second
characteristics.The two procedures differ markedly in the set of :ieta card_ t_given in the ComputerUser's Manual[ 5 ].
computational effort involved but, by the same token, they The _.xcitationfield is defined in terms of one-thirdoctave
also have large differences in the flexibility allowed to the b_d spectrum levels for the six structuralregions of the mid.
user and _he detail allowedin describingthe payload, ft,.selage.Correlation characteristics arealso input at this
Consequently the resultingestimates for space.average _,tagebut they areused in a verylimited manner in the main
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The output of the computer program gives the apace-
averaged one-third octave band sound level spectrum for each

subvolume, in the frequency range from 31.5 Hz to 4000 Hz.

At_otyt,cal Model
cook,e, P,og,o_ Calculations for lower frequency bands will be available when

the low frequency extension is complete. The calculated

T sound levels result from resonant and nonresonant trans-

mission through the fuselage structure and the contributions
from each regime are identified separately in the computer

¢ [ outnut.

Bos;c Structura_ Doto

i 8.3 Simplified Procedure

PovloodOo,o results obtained from the full computer program into a ;
(UserIAout) graphical format which consists of three items -- an exterior

so,_nd pressure spectrum, an interior space-averaged sound

pressure spectrum for the empty bay, and the incrementalchanges in spectrum level to account for the effects of a

f _ '1, payload.

[ [ ] [ _---_'---] The procedure allowed designers to make a first

Sound Level Souml Level Sound level Sound Level
,, Aro_,d A,o_nd I Aro_Od I estimate of the sound level_ around a payload but, as

E_.ptyso), Payload| PoylOOd2 t ro_lood N I indicated earlier, the method suffered from certain disadvan-

I I tages which are not preselltt, d in the full computer program.L .... J
The simplified procedure was provided mainly as an interim

Fig. 27 - Simplified flow diagram for operation of measure until the full computer program became generally
computer program available. As the computer program is now in use by several

investigators, the simplified procedure has declined in use-
f,,lness, and further discussion is not warranted here.

pregram. In any case the co,elation characteristics have to Interested readers can refer to [4 ] for a detailed description
be identical to those used in preparing the structural data of the method.
input. ConseT,^ntly choice of correlation characteristics
is not open Lothe user except that diffuse field excitation
can be selected as opposed to a convected acoustic field. 9.0 MODEL IMPROVEMENTS

The main effort required of the user is the idealiza. There are two obvious improvements which can be
tion of the payload into a series of elements, each of made to the analytical model. One is the extension of the

which is surrounded by a well-defined subvolume. An model to lower frequencies which are still of importance in
example of the breakdown of the interior space into a determining payload response. The other improvement is the
series of subvolumes is given in Fig. 10. Each subvolume is inclusion of a dynamic model for the sidewall structure of
given a basic parailelepiped shape, and then any surface of the payload bay at frequencies below 200 Hz.
the parrallelepiped can be given single or double curvature

by sp_ifying the displacement at the center of the surface. The low frequency extension is currently under develop-
ment. In making the extension, consideration has to be given

In the present format of the computer program, each to the possibility that a given frequency band may not
s,,bvolume has to be designated as being active or inactive, contain a resonant acoustic or structural mode. Thus the

Active subvolumes are those which are large enough to have model has to have provision for non-resonant acoustic
several resonance frequencies within a given frequency band response of a subvolume and nonresonant wSrational re-
and thus can accept acoustic power from the exterior of thv sponse of the structure. In the latter case the Pddition to the
bay. Inactive subvolumes have a paucity of resonan_, fre- analytical model consists only of stiffness-controlled re-
quencies, at least in the lower frequency bands, and, since spouse, as mass-controlled response is already included in the

the present computer program is restricted to resonant model. With the inclusion of non.resonant response of the
resporue of a subvolume for a given frequency band, the subvolume it should be possible to provide a more realistic
subvolume cannot accept acoustic power from the exterior representation of the annular subvo:'.,nles which, under
field. Consequently inactive subvolumes act only to transfer some circumstances, have been considered as inactive sub-
acoustic power between neighboring active subvolumes, volun-,es or connecting nodes, in the past.

Calculation of the transfer of acoustic power between It has been observed in earlier discussion that the ;

subvolumes requires the specification of the location, shape absence of a low frequency dynamic model for the side- *_

and dimensions of the connecting areas. These have to be wall of the payload bay is probably responsible for the poor
specified by the user for the particular idealization formed agreement between measured and predicted sound levels
to represent the payload. Alsc to be specified are the for subvolumes beneath payloaos. Inclusion of a sidewall
absorbing areas and associated absorpttioAi coefficients for representation is dependent on obtaining an adequate
the surfaces of each subvolume, description of th. structural mode shapes and resonance
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,,oo, N8 0 1 6 2 0 0VIBlU,I]ON AND

PROBABILITY OF FAILURE PREDICTION FOP STEP-STRESS

FATIGUE UNDER SINE OR RAI_DOMSTRESS

Ronald O. L_bert
General Electric Company

Aircraft Equipment D_vlslon
Utica, New York 13503

A previously proposed cumulative fatigue damage law is
extended to predict the probability of failure or fatigue
life for structural materials with S-N fatigue curves repre-
sented ar _ scatterband of failure points. The proposed law
applies tc structures subjected to sinusoldal or random
stresses and includes the effect of initia! crack (i.e.,
flaw} sizes. The corrected cyc!_ ratio damage function is
shown to have physical significance.

INTRODUCTION APPROACH SUMMARY

A cumulative fatigue damage law was The analytical approach to be used
previously derived by applying Fracture in deriving probability of failure ex-
Mechanics theory to structures subjected pressions in the two levels of step-
to several leve]sof sequentially applied stress is summarized as follows: The
slnusoldal or random stress. The pro- material being stressed has its fatigue
posed damage law was similar to Miner's curve represented as a scatterband of
linear cycle ratio law but'contalned a failure points. The corresponding sin-
correction term which accounted for the gle stress level failure probabillty F(N)
dependency upon the values of stress is derived as a function of stress cy-
range, initial crack (flaw) length, a cles N. It is shown that F(N) can also
geometrical parameter and the material's be expressed in terms of the cycle ratio
fracture toughness. The significance of damage function D. The cycle ratio dam-
the proposed damage law was that it made age functions in the two step-stress
corrections for known deficiencies in levels are computed utilizing previously
existing damage laws. derived expressions described in the Ap-

pendices. These damage functions include
The only coalition imposed at the Fracture Mechanics' effects; the most

discontinuity of the two levels of step- significant from a practical viewpoint
stress was that the crack length not is the initial crack (flaw) length. The
change, which _s an accurate representa- damage functions are used to compute the
tion of the physics involved. However, desired failure probability expressions,
the value of cycle ratio damage was Eqs. (14) and (15). Examples are worked
shown to change at the stress levol dis- out to establish the reasonableness of
continuity by a calculable amount, the derived F(N) expressions.

The proposed damage law treated the
cycle ratin damage expressons as deter- FATIGUE CURVES
minlstic quantities. This paper consid-
ers the material's fatigue curve as a Fig. 1 shows the single levelsinus-
scatterband of f-tlure points, not as a oidal and random fatigue curves for
single line, by treating the fatigue 7075-T6 Aluminum Alloy. These curves are
curve constant as a random variable, of the following form:

This paper shows that the cycle ra- S = 5S = _ NS-1/B (1)
tio damage function is related to the 2

probability of failure (or fatigue life) _T-1/8and, therefore, has physical signifi- o = C (2)
cance as well as being a convenient and
practical mathematical expression where _ and _ are material fatigue curve
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constants and 6 is a slope parameter [I]. z0_
, AS is the cyclic sine stress range. Re- I /I

fer to the Symbols section for Metric - 0 0_/_ !
Conventional Units conversion factors as 0 %
_ell as definitions for all symbols, o ._c,cas,
Js the rai+d<,mrms stress. NS is the sine
cycles to :aziure. NT is the median num- Fig. 2 - Cycle ratio damage function
ber of random stress cycles to failure, versus applled stress cycles

The above fatigue curves are zero-width L°£! I

(i.e., nonscatterband) lines of failure
poln t s. rm,

0

I I_ N tC'TU $)

i s.i_ .P, Fig. 3 - Deterministic probability of/

, , _ failure versus applied stress cycles

_ SCATTERBAND FATIGUE CURVE

_ A materlal's S-N fatigue curve is
S - Sl_$OtP_ ST_SS |0 typically not a single llne as shown in

o.t_,_,ss,_ss Fig. i but a wldey scatterband of fail-_0 .... ure points. The single lines of Fig. 1
=0z I0_z_ _0_ # =o_ can be thought of as the median of the

_cv+as, scatterband. This scatterband can be
represented by letting the constant A in

Fig. 1 - Sinusoidal and random fatigue Eq. (1) become a random variable. For A
curves for 7075-'Y6 Aluminum Alloy having a Gaussian probabilitI density

function with average value A and stand-
ard deviation A, it can be shown [1] that

Table i shows typical parameter va_ the probability density function of cy-
ues for several mate_rlals that will be cles to failure p(NT) for a random ap-
used for subsequent examples, plied stress of rms value o is expressed

as
TABLE I

Typical Fatigue Curve Constants

_ _ = A N_.T.T
P(N T )

(ksl)(MPa) (ksi) (MPs) NT B A ,_2-_ NT /

i

Copper Wire 81 9 565 9.28 36.9 254

Alumznum Alloy II

7 2 -1

DETERMINISTIC FAILURE [ NT /
exp - (4)

The fatigue curves of Fig. 1 can be 2A2
used in a deterministic fashion to pre-
dict failure. Define the cycle ratio where
damage function as fol!ows:

D = _ (3) fiT = (5)
NT

NT = median cycles to failure
where N = applied cycles

Refer to Table I for typlcal values of
NT = cycles to failure A, C, and 8.

9efine F(N) = probability of failure The corresponding probability of
at N cycles failure is defined as follows:

The value of NT corresponds to a F(N) = probability of failing at N
particular value of stress o in Fig. 1.
Curves of D ._d F(N) versus applied cycles

. stress cycles N are shown in Figs. 2 and
3 Failure is shown to occur when N=NT F(N) - probability that N > NT• (i.e., that the number of
(i.e., when D = 1,0). These figures are applied cycles exceeds the
presented to contrast the probabiltstic cycles to failure of the
treatment which follows, material)
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shown in Figs. 2 and 3, tecause theN

F(N) = S P(NT) dNT (6) scatterband representaticn of the fatigue0 curve places failure both before and af-
ter the median cycles to failure NT.

; 1/_ Fig. 3 represents the cast, for A = 0.

,tlF(N) = 0.5+ erfp DAMAGE FUNCTION

(7_ The d_age function of Eq. (3) can
be treated mathematically by using Eqs.

where erf(a) = Papoulis' [2] Error (3), (4), and (8) along with the appro-
Function priate transformation. The derived

: probability density function of D is as
follows:

a 2

erfp(a) = _ f e -y /2 dy 1/B

0 p(D) = A (_
DB& ¢_DI

erfp(-a) = -erfp(a) exp - (9)

L 2&2
Both the average number of applied EXAMPLE 1

stress cycles N and cycles to failure NT
in Eq. (3) are random variables for the Copper wire is subjected to a ran-
random stress case. However, for relic- dom stress of rms value o ffi48.3 MPa
ble equipment design where N is usually (7 ksi). Calculate p(D) versus D for
greater than, say, I00 cycles, the value N = 106, 5 x 106, and 5 x 107 average
of N can be considered as a constant, applled stress cycles.
'the cycles to failure NT ca_beexpressed
in terms of a median value NT. The cor- Given:
responding cycle ratio damage function

of Eq. (3) can be~expressed in terms of A = 565 MPa (81.9 ksi)
its median value D.

= 254 MPa (36.9 ksi)5 _s (_)
NT B = 9.28

The relationships between thepar_- A = 56.5 MPa (8.19 ksJ)
eters of Eqs. (4), (5), (6), (7), and
(8) are shown in Fig. 4. The values of A/A = 10
the curve P(NT) are independent of the
value of N. The shaded area F(N) in- o = 48.3 MPa (7 ksl)
creases as N increases. F(N) = 0.5 for

N = _T (i.e., for b = 1.0). This was not NT = 5 x 106 cycles from Eq. (5)
the case for deterministic failure as

N 5

_ •_.A_.A_A 106 0.2

5 x 10 6 1.0
_ o _ •N

5 x 107 10.0

y Plots of p(D) versus D uszng Eq. (9)

_ above three cases. The median value D
falls above the mode of the nonsy_etri-

_,__ cal p(D) curve,

Eq. (7) can also be expressed as:

Flg. 4 - Rel_tlon_hlps between P(NT), F(N) - 0 5 + erfp (_)I/B I (I0)F(N), N, NT, D
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W.9 .... v ..... I ......

Eq. (10) could equally be defined as _.c '_
' F(D). m.o
t
, 4. _].0

,oo/ / !, _ ._.o

" 106 CYCffS 1.0 I

0"_.1 0.3 0.$ 1.0 Z 5 10

FqN)-0.0_

0 0_ 02 ' ,;0 -i?._ Fig. 8 - Plot on Weibull graph paper of°_-_°_ -"-k--_-__--_' ' "- F(N) versus I) for _/5 = 10,20 and
D B = 9.28

Fig. 5 - Plot of p(D) versus D for
This is shown pictorially in Figs. 4 and

D=0"2 9.

[01 ,',. l_ CYCL.I[$ F,N). f OlO,,O. SHAO(OAI_A

Fig. 6 - Plot of p(D) versus D for "<.._'_. _-.._
5 : 1.o _ \._ -.

N" } x I07CYCL[$ "_" "_ "_"_""_ N
0.10_

o-lo _-o._ \_.,_ _t
_o.o_ _/_/////_d-_ Fig. 9 - Relationships between p(D),

__ F(N), N, NT, DThe cycle ratio damage function is
Q 5 10 D

o related to the probability of failure (or

Fig. 7 - Plot of p(D) versus D for fatigue life) and, therefore, has physi-= 10 cal significance as well as being a con-
venient and practical mathematical ex-

It should be noted that the slope pression. If was shown in Ref. 1 that
of the curve in the vicinity of F(N) = the expression of F(N) as a function of
0.5 is inversely related to A, the stand- p(N T) as shown in Eqs. (6) and (11)
ard deviation of the scatterband fatigue agreed well with experimental data.
curve. F(N) = 0.5 for D = 1.0.

Fig. 10 illustrates the same rela-

EXAMPLE 2 tionships between parameters as Fig. 9
IMPULSE

Same as Exa_nple 1 except calculate Din, 0 fVNC,_0N
F(N) for values nf D from 0.i to 10. - _0 ._ .
Fig. 8 is a plot of F(_') versus D uslng r,..I,,D, dO ] _/" _/0._
Eq. (10) for A/A = i0 and AIA = 30. , [.._.___..__/"

Note that these curves are not straight f,_ 0_....////"_" //_
lines on Weibull probability paper. L_/'_

Eq. (9) was numerically integrated o._'" /'_</ :

using Eq. (7) or (i0). Three such val- _,.
ues are shown by the shaded areas of _ __

Figs. 5, 6, and 7. _°_'--...__

_. Therefore, the following is true:

N_o

F(N) = ] p(D)dD = ] p(N T) dNT (1.".) Fig. 10 - Relationships between parameters1.0 0 for _ = 0
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' except for A - O, th _ deterministicc_se. F(N)II - 0.5
Here p(D) becomes an impulse function of
infinite height, zero width, and unity 1/8

area. The area of p(D) above D = 1.0 is + erf IA_INIX N )I]zero for N < NT and is unity for N > NT. P _ _N_fl + _ -1
Thus, there is a discontinuity at N ffi Nf2
NT. Fig. 10 is a different way of rep-
resenting Figs. 2 and 3. (15)

INITIAL CRACK LENGTH

STEP-STRESS FAILURE PROBABILITIES
Including initial cracks (flaws) in

; Appendix A describes step-stress design guidelines, standards, and codes
cycle ratio damage functions. Appendix as well as manufacturing p"ocess Inspec-
C describes the previously proposed cum- tion criteria is becoming more prevalen_
ulatlve fatigue damage law used for com- because such cracks reduce fatigue llfe.
putlng fatigue life in a deterministic The larger the crack, the shorter the
fashion. Appendix D describes the rela- fatigue life. Initial cracks either ex-
tionship between random and sinusoidal ist in the structural material as dislo-
stress to produce the same crack growth, cations or metallurgical inclusions or
Ref. 3 describes the constants of these are introduced during manufacturing fab-
Appendices in more detail, ricatlon or assembly operations. Their

sizes can range from microscopic to mac-
All of these relationships will be roscopic.

used to compute the probability of fail-
ure in the two applied stress levels for In some cases, relatively large in-
random or sinusoidal step-stress with a itial cracks go undetected for a variety
scatterband fatigue curve, of reasons. In other cases, it is im-

practical to repair the crack or replace
Define: the part even if the crack is detected.

These situations occur frequently enough

Level I: AS = $1; 0 _ N1 _ Nil to be of practical importance.

Level If: AS = $2; 0 < N < ® In complex welded _tructures nonde-
- - structlve testing procedures cannot de-

F(N1) I = probability of failure _,t tect cracks less than 1.27 mm (0.050 in.)
N1 cycles in Level I in depth with a high degree of confid-

, ence, even under optimum conditions [4].
F(N)II = probability of not failing For hard-to-inspect areas llke blind

in Level I and failing in welds, cracks as deep as 2.54 mm (0.100
Level If. in.) can be expected to escape detec-

tion on a regular basis [4].
Eqs. (10) and (11) show that the

probability of failure can be calculated EXAMPLE 3
if the median value of the random varia-
ble damage function is known. For the configuration shown in Fig.

11, calculate the probabillties of fail--

DI = median value of Level I damage ure for random step-stress of rms val-
function ues !5.3 MPa (2.22 ksl) and 30.6 MPa

(4.44 ksi) respectively with initial

DII = median value of Level II dam- crack lengths of 1.27 mm (0.05 in.) and
age function 2.54 mm (0.10 in.) The material is

7075-T6 Aluminum Alloy. Consider the
specimen width to be 5 inches. The av-

F(NI) I = 0.5 + erfp _ (DI) - 1 in Level I is N1 = 6 x 103 cycles. Let
_/A - 10.

(12) s

F(N)I I = 0.5 + erfp _ (DII) - 1

(13)

Equivalently,

F(NI) I = 0.5 + erfp _ - i Fig. II - Center cracked strip loaded in
tension

(14)
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_S 1 J 4.5 o1 = 68.9 MPa (10 kst) Thus, 82.6 percent of the fatigue life
"on the average" remains at stress level

_S 2 = 4.5 02 ffi 137.8 MPa (20 ksi) _1- The stress level referred to must
not change in order for the fatigue life

Y = 1.77 consumed and remaining to add up to 100 ._
percent. The 18.4 percent of life con-

acl = 32.5 mm (1.28 in.) sumed at level 01 is egulvalent to 21
percent (refer to the Dle val:_e) at

ac2 = 8.1 mm (0.319 in.) stress level 02 . Thus 79 percent of the '=
fatigue life "on the average" remains at :

Define: stress level 02 . "On the average" in
actuality refers to median values, not

NI = applied stress cycles £n average values.
Level I Similarly for at = 2.54 mm (0.100

in.) 51.4 percent of the fatigue life was -_
NII = applied stress cycles in consumed in Level I with 48.C percent re-

Level II maining in Level II at stress level o2 .

NTOTAL = NI +NII = total stress The damage function values of Table
cycles 2 correspond to the deterministic median "

line of the material's fatigue curve.

1he value for the damage function Table 3 indicates failure probabilities
D1 in Table 2 shows that 18.4 percent ol for the scatterband of the fatigue curve.
the fatigue life "on the average" was The results of Table 3 are plotted
consumed after 6000 cycles at stress in Fig. 12. The discontinuity in fail-
lerel _1 for al = 1.27 mm (0.50 in.). ure probability can be seen at the inter-

TABLE 2
Calculated Parameters

at ai Nfl Nf2 DI X Dle D2
(mm) (in.) (cycles) (cycles) i

1.27 0.050 32.6x103 1.8x103 0.184 1.14 0.210 0.790

2.54 0.100 15.7x103 729 0.383 1.34 0.514 0.486

TABLE 3
Failure Probabilities

NTOTAL NI, ai = ai =

NII 1.27 mm (0,050 in.) 2.54 mm (0.10 in.)F(N) F(N)

0 0 0 0
1000 1000 0.001 0.007
2000 2000 0.006 0.027
3000 3000 0.014 0.057
4000 4000 0.025 0.093
5000 5000 0.038 0.132
6000 6000 0.053 0.171

6000 0 0.067 0.252
6100 100 0.099 0.331
6200 200 0.133 0.403
6350 350 0,186 0.500
6500 500 0.237 0.576
7000 I000 0,394 0.752
7400 1400 0.500 0.836
8000 2000 0.61'/ 0.904
9000 3000 0.752 0,958

i0,000 4000 0.835 0.980
II,000 5000 0.887 0.990

• 12,000 6000 0.921 0.994
13,000 7000 0.943 0.997
14,000 8000 0.959 0.998
15,000 9000 0.970 0.999
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face between Level I and II. Level II less than unity for thls stress levelse-

F(N) values are markedly greater than quence. The corresponding failure prob-
Level I values due to the increase in abilities are shown in Fig. 13. The di-
applied stress level. The larger tnt- rection of the discontinuities at the
ttal flaw or crack size significantly in. stress region boundary and the slopes of
creases F(N) at a given value of cycles the curves in crossing the boundary are
or decreases fatigue life for a given different from those in Fig. 12.
failure probability.

1.0

I'0I_ P, l, _ _ _ -_ ////

i ai • 2.54mm _

(0.10in.) _/ 10.10in.) _.

FIN) /// ; .....
/ ai "1.27mm

/ / ai'(0.05in.)l'Rmm FIN) o / (0._
0.I // 0.I

I
I
/ I
/ /

II/I / _]VE

/ _1: u2:O'l: . u2:
l IrVELI J_VEL II L I I LEVELII

2 3,, 1o 2o3o o.l o13 z 2 3 , lo ,-o
_OTALx 10001£YCES) NTOTALx1000ICYCLES)

Fig. 12 - Failure probabilities for

o 1 = 15.3 MPa (2.22 kst) rms and Fig. 13 - Failure probabilities for
o 2 = 30.6 MPa (4.44 ksi) rms o 1 = 30.6 MPa (4.44 ksi) rms and

o2 = 15.3 MPa (2.22 ksi) rms
EXAMPLE 4

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The same as Example 3 except that

the stress level sequence is reversed It is believed that the derived

wlth N I = 500 cycles, failure probability expressions, Eqs.
(14) and (15), are simple, practical and

o I = 30.6 MPa (4.44 ksi) rms accurate. These expressions indicate
that a large value of initial crack

o 2 = 15.3 MPa (2.22 kst) rms (flaw) size has a significant effect on
probability of failure and fatigue life

Table 4 shows the calculated param- which is consistent with experimental
eters. Note that the values for X are observations.

TABLE 4
Calculated Parameters

al ai Nfl Nf2 D1 X Dle D2
(mm) (in.) (cycles) (cycles)

1.27 0.050 1.8xlO 3 32.6xi03 0.278 0.878 0.244 0.756

2.54 0.100 729 15.7x103 0.686 0.745 0.511 0.489
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SYMBOLS ksi thousands of pounds per square
inch

a crack half-length
p(_) probability density function

ac critical va_ue of crack half- of
length at stress level _S or c

N number of stress cycles

acl _ritical value of crack half-
length at stress level ASIor oI N1 number of stress cycles at

stress level AS1 or _1
ac2 critical value of crack half-

length at stress levelAS 2or 02 N I total number of applied stress ,.
cycles in the first of two se-

ai initial crack half-length quentially applied step-stress
levels '

A material constant
total number of applied stresf

average value of A NII cycles in the second of two se-

quentlally applied step-stress
b specimen half-width levels

constant of random fatigue NTOTA L sum of NI and NII abovecurve

Nfl number of stress cycles to
c o constant of crack growth rate failure at stress level _S 1 ._

curve or a 1

D cycle ratio d_age function Nf2 number of stress cycles to
failure at stress level 5S 2

D1 cycle ratio damage function at or °2
stress level _S 1 or °l

NS number of sine cycles to fall-
D2 cycle ratio damage function at ure at stress level AS

stress level AS2 or _2

NT number of cycles to failure at

random stress level o

_1 median values of the above cy-
cle ratio damage functions NT median va!ue of NT

52
S sinusoidal stress amplitude

DI median value of the cycle ratio
damage function during the AS sinusoidal stress range
first of two sequentially ap-
plied step-stress levels sec trigonometric secant

DII median value of the cycle ra- rms root-mean-square
rio damage function during the
second of two sequentially ap- X damage law correction factor
plied step-stress levels

y dummy variable

Dle median value of the equivalent
damage done at stress level Y geometrical parameter ,,

_S 2 or °2
a dummy variable

da crack growth race
d-N _ fatigue curve slope parameter

erf error function defined by A standard deviation of A

P Papoulls[2]
o random rms stress value

F(N) probability of failure in N
cycles e constant of crack growth rate

curve

in. inches
" m metre

AK range of stress intensity
factor mm millimeter

AKc fracture toughness Mrs mega Pascals
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1.0988 MPa me¢_ 3. R.G. Lambert, "Fracture Mechanics
ksi _ Applied to Step-Stress Fatigue under

Sine�Random Vibration," Presented at
MPa 48th Shock and Vibration Symposium,6.895
ksi Huntsville, Ala., October, 1977.

mm 4. T.W. Crooker, "Fractur_ Mechanics25.4
in. Fatigue Design," Mechanic_] Engi-

neering, June, 1977.
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APPENDIX A
FRACTURE MECHANICS EXPRESSIONS

A detailed discussion of the appli- N = 2

cation o4 fracture mechanics is given in ASeY8(8-2)
Ref. 3. A brief summgry will be de- Co

reerenowr / 1ular loading and crack configuration. --[- _ -_--
The crack half-length,.a, will be re- 1 . 1
ferred to as the crack length to simpli- - [_ cycles
fy the wording. The actual crack length (19)
is 2a. The stress away from the vicini- where
ty of the crack is S. AS is the stress
range; that is, it is the double ampli- a i = initial crack length
tude of the sinuoidal stress variation
with time. Static stresses are not in- a = crack length at N cycles
cluded. Y is a dimensionless parameter
that depends upon the specimen and crack The crack will grow in a stable fash-
shape and dimensions, the type of crack ion until the crack length "a" reaches a
and its location within the specimen, critical value "ac" and AK reaches the
and the type of loading [5,6J. For the material's critical value AKc (fracture
case shown in Fig. 11, the expression toughness) at which time the crack growth
for Y is: becomes unstable and the part fails

catastrophically.

Y = /_ sec 2"5 (16) AKc
ac = |_ metre (inches) (20)

The stress intensity range _K is a fune-
l

tion of Y, AS, and crack length, a c = critical crack half-length

AK = Y AS¢_ MPa¢_ (ksii/i-h-?.)(17) For 7075-T6 Aluminum Alloy,

In the stable crack propagation region, c = 1.5x I0-I0 m/cycle
the rate of crack growth is o

(6.0x 10-9 in./cycle)
da e
d"N = Co(AK) metre/cycle (in./cycle) 8 = 4

(18) AK = 2.2 MPa ¢_ (20 ksi ¢_.)
where N is the number of applied stress c
cycles, and co and e are material con- If two values of stress range ( AS1
stants. Eq. (18) can be integrated and and AS2) were independently applied, the

expressed as: corresponding cycles to failure (Nfl and
l
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Nf2)ingEqs.WOUld(19)beandCalculated(20),for 7075-T6 us- Nfl = CoAS14Y4 al acl

1 I 1 1 1 (24)[ AKc !2 Nf 2 = aia _ -- ac2
ciI V SlJ (21) CoAS24v4

The above expressions are limited in ap-
pllcatlon to those cases where the crack /

| i2 growth is in the stable crack propaga- ;
_Kc | (22) tion region [3] and where Y remains at a!

ac 2
[AY_'S2| relatively constant value.

?
4_

_PENDIX B
STEP-ST_SS DAMAGE FUN_IONS

Consider the situation where a sinus- e-2
oidal stress of range AS1 is applled for

NlCycles at a stress °f range AS2 [_" (aiy2As12) -_-

These two sequential stress levels will

be defined as Levels I and II respective- - AKc2
ly. Define N2 as the value of i_ at which (28)
failure occurs in Level II. e-2

Level I: AS = AS1; 0 _ N1 _ Nfl /atY2AS22Level II: AS = AS2; 0 < N < " 1 - _' A-_c2

0 _ N2 £ Nf2
Thus

_ and Nf_ are described in Appendix A.corres_onding median cycle ratio N1X N
d_age functions are: _II = -- + _ (29)

NfI 12 ?

BI Bi _iLevel I: = = _ k
Nfl Stress Level Interface:

_II = _le + _2 (25) At the discontinuity of sequential
Level II:

stress Levels I and II (N = 0):

B2 = _ (26) NI
Nf2 BI- BI - _ :

_le = equivalent d_age at AS2 that Nfl
is done by N1 actual cycles as

Asi " "5!
Ble = BIX NIX= -- (27) Nfl

where X = correction factor to account

for the crack propagation and fatigue The only condition imposed at the inter-
failure dependency upon the values of Y, face was _hat _he crack length not
AKc, ai, AS1, and AS2. change. DI _ DII because the value of

- _ critical flaw size changes (i.e.,9-2

ac 1
X= 8-2

1-

4O
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APPENDIX C
PROPOSED CUMULATIVE FATIGUE DAMAGE LAW

The previously proposed damage law X < 1 for AS 2 < AS1; D 1 + D 2 > 1
( [3]for the step-stress case of Appendix

B is: X = I if a. << a and a. << a
i c I i c2

DlX + D2 = 1 (30)
The above law is useful for comput-

ing the fatigue life N 2 of Appendix B in
Given that ai, Y, and Kc are constants a deterministic fashion for a single

for a particular configuration, it can line fatigue curve. It accurately ap-

be noted that plies for cases where AS 1 and 5S 2 are

X > 1 for AS 2 > AS1; D 1 + Dq < 1 both in either the elastic or plasticstress-strain region but not for cases

where the)" are in different regions [3].

APPE:,DIX D
RANDOM-SINU531DAL STRESS CRACK GROWTH

RELATIONSHIP

Fig. 1 and Eqs. (i) and (2) show the In this case, a sinusoidal stress
relationship between a material's sinus- range that is equal in magnitude to 4.50
oidal "S-N" and random "J-N" fatigue will propagate a crack the same length
curves. At a given number of cycles, as a random stress of rms value for the

Eqs. (i) and (2) show same number of cycles [3J. Thus the
fracture mechanics equations may be used

AS _ 2A (31) for random stress cases by the substitu-
j _ tion of AS = (2A/C) _ from Eq. (31).

For 7075-T6, A = 1240 MPl (180 ksi);
= 552 MPa (80 ksi).

5S = 4.5_

r P, - ;, " _'
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ON THE USE OF COHERENCEFUNCTIONS

TO EVALUATESOIIprcs OF DYNAMICEXCITATION*

StanleyBarrett
Martin Marietta Corporation

Denver,Colurado

The objoctiveof the study describedin this paper was to investigate
the use of coherencefunctionsfor identifyingthe relativecontribu-
tions of multipledynamic inputsto the ,neasuredvibrationresponse
of spacecraftcomponent_on a practical,complexstructure. Data for
the studywere generatedby applyingsimultaneousvibratoryand acou-
stic excitationto _ test model (a modified Titan instrumentation
tr,Jss).Up to three inputswere used. In some cases mutuallyco-
herentinputswere generated.

A digitalcomputerprogramwas writtento analy_ethe test data, us-
ing an _pproachbased on iterativecomputationalalgorithmsdeveloped
by Bendat. This approach is simplerthan earliermatrix methodsand
is believedto be more economicalin term_of computertime.

The resultsshowedthat the coherencefunctiontechniquewas effective
in identifyingand evaluatingsourcesof excitation,for both indepen-
dent and coherentinputs. The effect of varyingthe numberof data
samplesused in the necessaryaveragingprocesswas briefly investi-
gated and is discussedin the paper.

INTRODUCTION

In the fieldof environmentaldynamics time-domainapproachcan be appliedusing
it is frequentlydesirableto be able to auto- and cross-correlationfunctions. Un-
identifyand rank the dynamicsourcescontri- fortunately,thereare some seriouspractical
buting to the measured outputof a system, limitationsinherent in correlationtechni-
For instance,a noise controlengineermay be ques, as discussedby Broch [ref I]; conse-
requiredto estimate the relativeseverityof quently,attentionhas recentlybeen directed
variousnoise sourcesmakinguu the acoustics to using variousforms of the coherencefunc-
environmentin a factoryso he can decidehow tion to solve the problem. This is a fre-
to assign his availablenoise-reductionre- quency-domalnfunctionthat provides the same
sources. Anotherexamplein the aerospace basic informationas the correlationfunction
industrymight be the problemof protectinga approach,but presentsIt in a form generally
sensitiveelectronicassemblybelng excited more usefulfor practicalpurposes.
by simultaneousacousticand vibrationin-
puts;this can be solvedmore easily if the The coherencefunctionhas applications
dynamicistknows how the variousinputscon- in other areas. For example, it can be used
tribute to the overallresponse, to evaluate the fidelityof measured transfer

functions. Howeverthis paper concentrates
A numberof techniquesare availablefor on solvingthe source identificationproblem.

performingthis sourceidentification. If : milarwork in this area was reported re-
the sourcesh_ve narrowbandfrequencychar- cently [ref 21 in which severalsourcesof
acteristics,frequencyspectrumanalysis is vibrationthat were causingan airbornean-
satisfactoryand is often used. The result- tenna to malfunctienwere investigated. Co-
ing spectracan be ambiguous,however,when herencefunctions(CFs)ba_ed on a matrix
the inputsand the outputsexhibitpeaks at treatmentwere used. Our studywas somewhat
coincidentfrequencies. In this situationa more generaland used a nonmatrixmethod

*l'hispaper reportsa part of the work performedby MartinMarietta Corporationfor the National
Aeronauticsand SpaceAdministrationunder contractNASI-14370.
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?rginatedby Bendat [ref 3], which is judged Yi(t) =/hi(T) xl{t - T) dr, (I)
_oioemore economicalthan the matrixap- o
proach. _.

whercas,in the frequencydomain,the cortes-
DISCUSSIONOF COHERENCEFUNCTIONS pondlngrelationshipis a simpleprcductof

Fouriertransforms
Three formsof the coherencefunction

are used in this paper--theordina_ coher- Yi(f) = Hi(f) Xi(f). (2) "
ence function(OCF),the multiple coherence
function (MCF)and the partialcoherence

i function (PCF). The PCF is sometimesrefer- The spectraldensityfunctionsassociated
t red to as the conditionalcoherencefunction with the time functionsare

in the literature. Other kinds of coherence
functionshave bP=n defined[ret 4) but will Gii(f) = auto-spectrumof xi(t),
not be discussednere. The OCF, _F and PCF
are all measuresof the lineardependencebe- Gvyktl__

_uto-spectrumof y(t),

tweenspectralcomponent8of randomprocesses:
and are real valuedfunctionsof frequently Gnn(f)= auto-spectrumof n(t),

_._ing in mc_rni#udebet_ee_zero and one. Gij(f)= cross-spectrumof xi(t)with xj(t)The standardsymbolfor CF is y2(f),with ap- ' :

propriatesubscriptsused to indicate the , , = cross-spectrumof xi(t) withform and the parametek'sinvolved. Gly_fj y(t). .

Considera set of 3tationaryrandom in- We could al_o defineGny(f) as the cross-
puts xi(t) (i = 1,2,3....p) Jnd one output spectrun,of n(t) with y(t), but this would
y(t), actingon the constantparameterlinear vanish sincen(t) and y(t) were assumedto be
systemshown in Fig. I. statisticallyindependent. Note that ,_eare

using one-sideaspectrainvolvir_gonly posi-

xl(t)_Yl{t)...,,., tive frequencies. Although theoreticalstud-
_L_..__J \ n(t) ies cftenwork with two-sidedspectra,since

__\ the _orrectionis a factorof two,which,:oUldused,can safely
al_.yscancelout in the equatior,_becauseof

xz(_)" _ the way the spectraare we
, '_"-_--i'-_ _'_y(t) US('the mere physicallymeaningfulone-sided

I _i sp._ctraimmediately.

b

Xp(t) _- The ordinarycoherencefunctionbetween

any two inputsxi(t) and xj(t) is given by
Fig. i -
Multiple-input/slngle-outputsystem

2 IGij(f)12- (3)
The "noise"term n(t) shown in Fig. I is Y ij(f) (f) Gjj(f)i,tendedto accountfor any deviationsfrom Gii

the idealmodel; it would includemeasurement
noise at the output,time delays in the meas- In what follows,the (t')dependencywill gen-

erallybe omittedfor brevity. If the inputsured data, nonlineareffects,statisticaler-
rors, etc. We assumen(t) to be statisti- are completelyindependent,the OCF will van-

cally independentof the totalr,.easuredout- ish for all cocbinationsof i and j s_nce Gij
put y(t). will be zero. Thus any variationfrom zero '

indicatessome degreeof mutual coheren,_be-

The system couldequallywell be de- tweenthe inputs. Note that Yi_ = I wou,dscribedin frequencydomain termsby taking

Fuuriertransformsso that xi(t),Yi(t), mean that xiCt) and xj(t) containredundant
informationand one of the inputsshould be

y(t) and nCt) would becomeXi(f), Yi(f), eliminatedfrem the model.
Y(f) and N(f) respectively. The impulsere-

sponsefunctionshi(z)would transformto The OCF between&ry i put Xl(t)and the

frequencyresponsefunctionsHi(f). Shift- totaloutputy(t) is

_, ing to the frequencydomain introducesuse- G 2

_- ful slmpllfications_n the input/outputre- 2 • _L.. (4).. lationships. For example,in the time do- Y ly

.-C.- . main a loc_loutputYl(t) Is relatedto the
"ii -yy

inputXl(t) in termsof the impulseresponse In thls case YIx_ " I impliesthat the other
hi{,) by the convolutionintegral inputsare not contributingto the outputand

7
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the model should_,. ,iewedas a single-input/ Equation(7) does not apply if the in- \
single-outputsys._m, puts are not completelyindependent;however,

a similarrelationshipcan be developedfor
i If the inputsare completelyindependent, this case betweenthe MCF and variouspartial
t the s_ _f the input/outputOCFs shouldbr un- coherencefunctions. Before the PCFs can be

ity for all frequencies.When this resultis calculated,the inputsmust be modifiedor
not obtai_cd,it meant that noise is present "conditioned"to removethe couplingeffects
in the inputor outputdata, other inputsex- causedb) the lack of independencebetween
ist that have not been included,or the sys- the inputs. Each PCF will then show the pro-

tem is nonlinear. The OCF Yi_ shows the pro- portionof the output causedby a specific
input,with the effectsof all other inputs

portionof the total outputresultingfrom eliminated.
xi(t);t_o actualoutputpowercontributedby

xi(t)
#en directlyby Gii- Specialsubscriptnotation is used toa _

Yiy indicatea PCF and to show how the data re-

The multiplecoherencefunctionshows cords have been conditioned. For example,
the CF relationshipbetweenthe completeset x3.12(t)indicatesthat input x3(t) has been

ot inputsxi(t),x2(t).... Xp(t)and the conditionedon xl(t) and x2(t) to eliminate
totaloutputy(t). It can be used as a diag- theireffects. The correspondingconditioned

nostictool to examinehow closelyan assumed auto-spectrumwould be G33.12. The PCF be-

_de] matchesthe actualsystemby evaluating tweenx3(t) and y(t), conditionedon xl(t)the noise in the systemas follows

and x2(t) is given by

Let x(t) = xi(t),x2(t).... Xp(t) be 2

the set oC inputs Lo the model in Fig. 1, ex- 2 IG3y.121

cludingnoise,and Y3y.12= G33.1ZGyy.12 (8)

y(t) = the predictedoutput in the absence
of noise, Thus, the PCF L_tweenthe preconditionedquan-

ities is equivalentto the OCF betweenthe
y(t) = the actualmeasuredoutput, postconditionedquantities.
n(t) = effectscausingdeviationsfrom the

predictedoutput The numericalconditioningprocessis

= y(t) - y(t) quite complicatedfor a mutliple-inputsys-• tem. Matrixmethodsfor performingthis op-
erationhave been developed[4, 5, 6] and an

Correspondingauto-spectraare Gxx, Gyy,^^ applicationis describedin reference2.
Thesemethodsare very effectivein keeping

Gyy, Gnn. the computationalprocessorganizedbut can

Sincey(t) = y(t) - n(t) be expensivein computertime becausethey in-volvea considerablenumberof complexmatrix

• ^_ _ = _ inversions. An alternativeapproachwas de-
Gyy_fj Gyy_f)- Gnn(f). velopedrecentlyby Bendat [3, 7] in which

• e

iterativealgorithmsare used to calculate
The MCF is definedas conditionedspectraldensityfunctionsand

partialcoherencefunctions. The technique

2 _ Gvy'Gnn (5) uses Fouriertransformsof the data records
= = -_ and performsthe conditioningby removinganYx:y
Gyy yy optimumleast-squarespredictionof the "con-

taminating"inputsfrom each input in turn.

= 1 - Gnn/Gyy A uniquefeatureof Bendat'smethodis the useof "ordered"inputs. In this process,the
original set of input recordsis rearranged

• Gnn = Gyy Ii - y2 I (6) in a particularorderand then each record is• • x:y " conditionedon the precedingrecords. Thus

x1(t) is unchanged,x2(t) is conditionedon
If all the inputsare independent,the

MCF will equal ti_esum of the individualin- x1(t) to _ecomex2.1(t), x3(t) is conditioned

put/outputOCFs on x1(t) and x_(t) to become x3.12(t),and so
on. The noise term n(t) is equivalentto the

2 2 + 2 + + 2 (7) outputconditionedon all of the inputs.
Y^:y = _ly Y2y "'" Ypy'

A revisedmodel involvingordered,condi-
The systemnoise can thus be evaluatedfrom tionea,frequency-domaininputs is shown in
(6) and (7). FiG. 2.
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b

where the a_teri_k_indicatecomplexcon-
( h(q ; .(f) jugates.

•3=zIv)iz(_` 'iJ([)_ _ TakingexFected _aluesof both sides give an

• ):):)):]i_y_t-,.z....p v(f) expression for the meansquare system error". .... for any Li_, in te_ms of auto- and cross-spec-

. 'o._z_..(p-))(f)_ _ tra of the conditlonedinput and the output

, --J E1.iyl21Fig. 2 - , = c
Multiple-Input/single-output system with = G
ordered conditioned inputs yy- Liy Giy.123...(i-t)

The following procedure is used to estab- *
lish the new order for the inputs: - LiyGiy.123., (i-1)

(12)
+ L1yLiy*Gii.123 _i-1).I) Calculatethe OCF betweeneach input ...

xi(t) and the outputy(t); To minimize ¢2, differentiate(12) par-

2) For the frequencyrangeof primaryin- tiallywith respectto Liy and _quateto
terest,arrangethe calculatedOCFs in zero
order of magnitude; _ ,

3) The new x1(t) is the inputthat gives the _-_iy" (c2) = - Giy'123""(_-1)

highestOCF, x2(t) is the input giving + LiyGii.123...(i-1)= O.
the next highestOCF, and so on for the

remaininginputs. Taking complexcotljugatesand solving

This gives a set of orderedinputs that now for the optimumLiy gi_es

must be conditionedby the processdeveloped Giy'123""}I _I (13)in reference3 and summarizedhere. Liy(Opt) = Gii.123_" _ .

The box labeledLij(f)in Fig. 2 repre-
sents frequencyresponsefunctionsconnecting The optimuminput/oL'tputfrequencyre-

the conditioneoinputsXi.123...(i_1)(f)with sponsefunctionsfor the _ode]will thus be

each other and with the outputY(f). The Lij

termsare used to estimate the effectsof the Liy = _
preceding(i-I) inputs,which are to be elim- Gli
inatedfrom the it__hhinput in the iterative

conditioningprocess. The Lij must be optim- G_
ized on the basis of minimizingthe error in L2y = _22.1
theseestimates.

From the model,we can write G3y'12. .etc.
p L3y = G33.12 ""

Y = _ Xi + N.i=I Liy .123...(i-I) (9) In a similarmannerwe :an Find the op-
timum frequencyresponsefi:,_,:tionsconnecting

Let Niy = Y - Liy X_.123...(i_i), (10) the coherentinputsby settirgy=j

which is the differencebetweenthe totalout- Llj(opt)= _:.__..'i-I) (14)put Y and the output due to the it__hhcondi- Gii.123...(i_i)

tioned inputpassingthroughLiy.
where i = 1,2....p, j • i

= )2 leadingto
Then If4iyl2 IY - Liy Xi.123...(i.i) GI2 GI3

• * = =

= IYI2- Ely [xi.123...(I-i) Y] El2 _II{ El3 _ .....

, • G23.1 G24.1

- Liy [Y Xi.123...(i_l)]+ Lly Lly L23 = _ L24 = _ .....

IXi.123...(i.1)I2 (11) ........
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Gtp.11p.123...tP_11,,-, • .................

L(p.l)p= G(p.1)(p_l).123...(p.1)"

_P: Gyy.123...p= Gyy.123...(p_1)
At this pointwe have develo_d expres-

sions for the optimumfrequencyresponse - Lpy Gyp.123 ..(p-l); functionsin tems of conditionedau_- and
c_ss-spectra; n_ we need _ be able _ ob-
tain thesespectrafrom the originalnoncon- To obtain the generalauto-spectr_ form,
ditionedspectra. An i_rative algorithmis set i=j in (15)
used to do this; the derivationis rather
length)"and so will be omitted. Details_y =

i be found in _feRnce 3. The generalex- Gjj.123..-r GJJ.123'''(r'])

pressionto be used is _ LrjGjr.123...(r.1)!16)

Gij.123.-.r= Glj.123...(r-1) Now rewri_ equation (14)with i replacedby r
(IS)

' " LrjGir.123..(r-l)
• Lrj = Gr_'123""(r-l)_. (17)

where i = 1,2,3....p,y; j_; r<j. 6rr'123"-'(r-1)

Sper"' Isesan Take complexconjugatesand solve for

Gir.123...ir_1_,_,,then substituteinto (16) to

_I: Gij.l = Gij - LIjGil obtain

r=2: Gij.12 = Gij.l - L2jGi2.1 Gjj.123...r = Gjj.123...(r_1)

z (187
r=3: Gij.123= Gij.12 - L3jGi3.12 lLrji Grr.123...(r_l).

where
_ain, we could evaluate specialcases by set-

i,j : 2.3....p,y ring r-l,2...pand then varyingj so that
j=r+1, r+2,...p,y. The iterativeprocessof

i,j = 3,4....p,y ob_ining the orderedconditionedauto-spectra
from the originalauto-spectrais illustrated

i,j = 4,5,6....P,Y respectively, in Fig. 3.

k

GII" w_Gll

G22 _ _.-G22.1

G33 ) +_._,,'._ _ G_ iv 33.12
1.1

G44 _ _- _ G44.123
12

G55.1 G55.12 G55.123 G55.1234

.. Fig. 3 -
Diagramshowinghow orderedconditionedauto-spectraare
obtainedfrom originalauto-spectra[3]
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The PCFsbetween the conditioned inputs and Note that these are ratios of noncondittoned
outputs are now defined as spectra only.

'; 2 The relationshipsin (21) were used with
; Yly.123...(i-1) equations(15) and (18) to calculatethe first

(Ig) set of conditionedauto- and rross-spectra

IGiy.123...(i-l)l2

Gil.123...(i-l)Gyy.123...(i-i)" G22.1 = G22 ILl212 ) "". . G11

A generalformulaconnectingmultiple G33.1 = G33 - ILl312GIII (22)

" coherencefunctionswith associatedordinary

and partialcoherencefunctionsis derived (L1yl2in reference7. For a systemwith p inputs, Gyy.I = Gyy - G11
this formulais ,

Yy:x2= J_ _ YIY)2 Y2y'I)2 G23.1= G23 - L13G12 _)i - }(I (1 -

(20) G2y.l = G2y - LIyG_2 / (23)

Y3y.12)..2..(I- Ypy.123...2 I" * )
(I

P'I), G3y.1 = G3y - L1yG13.

1

Note that 2
Yy:x = 1 if, and only if, the The next set of frequencyresponsefunctions

OCF or one of the PCFs _qualsunity, and was then obtained
2

Yy:x = D if, and only if, al_lof these func- G23"I _ (24)
tionsequal zero. For the case ,here the in- L23 = _ L2y = G22.1"
puts are independent,equation(20) reduces

to the simplerresultof equation(7). Knowingthese,we computedthe next set of
conditionedspectra

APPLICATIONTO A THPSE-INPUT/SINGLE-OUTPUT

SYSTEM Gyy,12 Gyy.I )L23)2G22.1 }

The generaltheorydiscussedin the pre- G33"12= G33"I G22"I

vloussectionwas appliedto the specialcase = iL2yl2 (2S)of a systemwith three inputs,which may be
eitherindependentor mutuallycoherent,and ,

a singleoutput. This systemcorrespondsto G3y.12 = G3y.1 L2y G23.1.
the test setups used to obtaindata from

which the computationaltechniquewas devel- Using (22), (23) and (25), tiletwo partialco-
oped. The test resultsprovideinputs herencefunctionswere calculated

xl(t),x2(t),x3(t) and an outputy(t); both 2

independentand coherentinputswere applied 2 IG2y.ll (26)
as separatecases. These time historieswere Y2y.1 = G22.i Gyy.1then processedto yield averageestimatesof

auto-spectra Gll(f), G22(f), G33(f) and 2

Gyy(f) and (for the coherent case) cross- Y3y.122= )G3y.12) (27)G33.12 Gyy,12"
spectra G12(f), G13(f), Gly(f), G23(f),

G2y{f) and G3y(f). For the independent input Finally, the multiple coherence function was
case, the OCFswere computed using equations computed
(3) and (4) and then the MCFwas calculated
from equation (7) 2

' Yy:x = I (2B)
In t),ecoherentinput case, the OCFs were

" l y_y.l)(1 2computedfor use in reorderingthe inputs. - (l y y)(1 - - Y3y.12).
The ordered,conditionedauto- and cross-spec-

tra were next calculatedfrom equations(15) The data analysls processis summarizedin
and (16). To start the iterationprocessit Fig. 4.
was necessaryto calculatethe first set of
optimizedfrequencyresponsefunctionsfrom EXPERIMENTALPROGRAM
(14)

, A typicalcomplexaerospacestructure(a
G12 G13 Glv modifiedTitan instrumentationtruss)was

=----. (21) testedto providedata for use in demonstra-
LI2 " _ L13 " G11 LIy G11 ting th_ computationaltechnique. A panel
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carrying a simulated componentwas mounted on on a 2-Hz suspension system and was connected
the top of the t,-uss. It was designed so its via two pushrods to two shakers. The shakers
first three resonances would occur in the were mounted on rubber isolation pads to min-
range from 50 to 300 Hz. The assenbly was imize feedback of mechanical vibration through
hung inside Hartin Marietta's acoustic chamber the floor.

I Record Analog Time Histories, xt(t) & y(t) " !

j Digitize Data, Subdivide Each Channel into n Records )

Independent _ Coherent

Inputs -- Inputs

I ' ComputeCross-SpectraGJAveragedOver n Recordsly J ComputeCross-SpectraGI,,&AveragedOver n Records_ Gij 1

l )  omouto )ComputeOCFs Yiy ReorderInputsYiy & Use to

I Compute.CF2 1 ComputeOptimumYy:x FunctionsLi

ComputeOrdered
Auto-Spectra_ii.123...

J ComputeOrderedConditioned JCross-SpectraGiy.lZ3..&Gij.123..j

ICompute PCFs 2 & MCFy2 JYty.123... y:x
i

Fig. 4 - Data analysisflow chart
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The test setupwas designed to be capable shou';dthereforebe treatedas a single input
! of applying two separaterandommechanicalvi- to the system.

brationinputsthroughthe truss to the panel,
combi,,edwith directacousticallyinducedvi- Six differentcombinationsof inputs >
bration. Thus as many as threeinputscould were used in the test program,but for the
be appliedsimultaneously. For the coherent purposesof this paper it will sufficeto
input case, the two shakerswere driven discuss the resultsobtained from analyzing
througha singlepower amplifier/randomnoise threecases.
generatorsystem. For the case of three in-
dependentinputs,separatepoweramplifiers Case I used two vibrationinputs that
and randomnoise generatorswere used. The were intended to be correlatedwith an inde-
outputwas definedas the responseaccelera- pendentacousticinput,while case 2 used two
tion nw_asuredat the simulatedcomponenton nominallyindependentvibrationinputs. Case
the panel. 3 was a single-input/single-outputtest set- :

up.
A sketchof the test setup is shown in

Fig. 5 in which the transducersused to meas- Case 1 Data
ure the inputsand the outputare :dentified
in the notationused for data analy;is. Accelerationand pressurespectralden-

sity plots for the three inputsand the re-
Acoustlcho_ sponseare given in Fig. 6. The two shaker _-

_.._\ inputswere very similarin spectrumshape.
_\_\_-_'_\_'_ _\_ -_\_\._\_ The paqel responseexhibitedprominentpeaks

/,
_\\_\ et approximately68, 160, 230, 290 and 420 •• Hz.

IF The OCF betweenthe two shaker inputs
Hic_phone....x3(t ) is plottedin Fig. 7. This shows that the :

coherencebetweenthe inputswas quite l._w
II Accele_ter3....y(t) in the frequencyrange below 100 Hz, and re-

lativelyhigh at some higherfrequencies.
Howeverthe OCF was in the desiredrange of

F Ti_ntruss 0.10 to o.go over most of the frequencyband.The OCFs betweeneach individualshakerin-
put and the acousticsinputwere examined

next; these are pre_entedin Fig. 8 and 9.P h d Although the shakerinputs_nd the acoustic
m

u|./_ us_ inputwere theoreticallyindependent,a sig-

_ nificantdegreeof mutual coherenceis indi-
\_I cated. This is thoughtto be causedby the

acousticallyinducedpanel responsebeing
transmittedthroughthe truss structureand

_ ._\_ coupledinto the vibrationenvironmentas r_-
cordedby the shakerinput accelerometers.

Fig. 5 - Sketchof test setup Itwas thereforedecidedthat case i data
shouldbe regardedas representinga system

DISCUSSIONOF RESULTS with three correlatedinputsand a single
output.

The techniqueused un the test rata con-
sistedof first calculatingthe ave_dged The resultingcoherencefunctionsar,_
auto- and cress-spectrafor the inputsand shown in Fig. 10 through13. When these are
output signals,then computingthe OCF be- _xamined in conjunctionwith the panel re-

tween each pair of inputs(y_j) and between sponse plot [Fig. 6(d)],severalfeatL,.es ;'become apparent:
each Input/outputcombination(y_y)..The

y_j were then reviewedto determinewhether I) Figure10 indicatesy2 = 0.7_ at 68 Hz,iy
the two inputsxi and xj shouldbe treated showingthat the high responseat this
as being independentor correlated(i.e.,mu- frequencyt'esultedmainly from the
tuallycoherent). Accordingto Bendatin shaker I input. Figures11 and 12 are

privatediscussions,a value of y_j of 0.1 is plots of the partialcohere_,cefunctions "betweenshaker2 and panel r_sponsewith
low enoughfor an assumptionof indepen- the effectsof shaker I removed,and be-
dance;a highervalue indicatessignificant tween the acousticinput and panel re-
coherencebetweenthe inputs. At the other sponsewith the effectsof both shakers
end of the scale,_j _ 0.9 n:eansthat the removed. Both of the PCFs have quite
two inputsare effectivelyfullycoherentand low valuesat 68 Hz;
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(c) Acoustic Input (d) Panel Response

Ftg. 6 - Input and responsedata for case1

2) The next responsepeak is at approxtma- actually be analyzed as a h_)del having
rely '160Hz. Figures 10, 11 and12 show two independentinputs anda single out-
that the two shakerswere primarily re- put;
sponstbletar thts peak, havingOCFand
PCFvalues of 0.44 and 0.47 respucttvely. 3) Thethird responsepeak, occurring at
The PCFassociated wtth the acoustic in- about 230 Hz, wasevidently duematnly

put at thts frequency is less than 0.10. to the tnput from shaker 2 since Y_y.1
Zt ts interesting to note that (Ftg. 7) - 0.53, whereasy_y Y3y.12the mutual coherencebetweenthe two - 0.15 _nd 2 ,
shakerswas very htgh(0.98) In the 0.26 at thts frequency;
150 to 180-Hzrange, whereasthe mutual

+" coherencesbetweenthe individual 4) Another narrow responsepeak is seenat
shakersandthe acoustic Input (Fig. 8 approximately 290 Hz. The CFvalues
and9) were close to zero (0.02). Thus at 290 Hzare yZ = 0.02, y2 • 0.01
tn this frequency bandthe systemshould ly 2y.1
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• anO2,,12.085,,husth.oeakw,040 iclearlycausedby the acousticinput; 0.36 ............. -
ll,ll

..... F ,14 _-44-- k-t

5) A ratherbroad responsepeak is centered ,-,_0.32 --- -_--I]

at about 420 Hz. This also was obvi-

{ ously causedby the acousticinput, o_-_0.28.: which has z = 0.6 at 420 Hz. The ....

_3y.12 ._L_I]
OCF and PCF for the shakersare approxi- _ ....

matelyy y 0.05 and Y_y.1 = 0.06 at _ 0.24

this frequency. _ 0.20 ..... II,--I_-I-

i.oo _ i [__ _m 0.16 -

IfIT1!
o.9o] - -_]I ', '

-_ Li!tII[_-....... _Illlll£11i

_o-]-L _].Iill. ,,o.12 - -.
, '" -_-H-II e -

9.70 -' - _ 1 *_ ....

= - --i-itii o o.o0.60 --"

" - --i'-i_ii

e - TFTIIII......... Frequency,Hz

== 0.30..... ',;'.;;;. Ordinary coherencefunctionbetweenshaker I
8 I and acoustics(case i)

; o.,o- - illlli ...... 0.32

°'1° i- - __ -
0.28 .....

.... _ 0.24

Frequency, HZ ¢_1_

Fig. 7-

Ordinarycoherencefunctionbetweenshaker 1 _ 9.20

and shaker2 inputs (caseI)
0.16

Table 1 summarizesthe ordinaryand par-
tial coherence functions associatea with the

first five responsepeaks on the panel. The _= 0.12----I--multiplecoherencefunctionvalues from Fig.
13 at these frequenciesare also tabulated.

TABLE I _ 0.08
Valuesof CoherenceFunctionsat

Frequency, 2 2 - - -

Hz Y_y Y_y.l Y3y.12 Yy:x 0.00 1..
68 0.78 0.09 0.04 0.81 _ _ *'_'_" "_ '_ _,_w_, ,_ ,_ ._
161 0.44 0.47 0.08 0.73 " " "
230 0.15 0.56 0.26 0.72 Frequency,Hz

290 0.02 0.01 0.85 0.86 Fig. 9-
420 0.05 0.06 0.60 0.64 Ordinary coherencefunctionbetweenshaker 2

and acoustics(case I)
The an_untby which the MCF is less than

one representsthe effectsof noise and non-
linearitiesin the system. Since theseef- sociatedwith the inputs. They contaminate
fectsmay be assumedto be statisticallyin- only the multiple coherencefunction,which
dependentof the inputs,they do not contam- representsthe coherencebetweenthe full
inate the individualcoherencefunctionsas- set of inputsand the measuredoutput.
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Fig. 10 - Fig. 12 -
Ordinary coherencefunction betweenshaker 1 Partial coherencefunction between
andpanel response(case 1) acoust|cs andpanel response(case 1)

Fig. 11 - Ftg. 13 -
_" Parttal coherencefunctton betweenshaker2 Hulttp]e coherencefunction between

andpanel response(case 1) total set of Inputs an¢ pane| response
(case 1)
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Case 2 Data

L

Two nominallyunco.'relatedinputswere The OCF plots betweeneach input and the

: used for this test run. Fig. 14 shows the output appearin Fig. 16 and 17. When these
inputand responsedata. As usual, the co- are reviewedin conjunctionwith the panel
herencebetweenthe inputswas first calcu- responseplot in Fig. 14(c),it is clear that
fatedto verifythat the assumptionof inde- the responsepeaks at 70 and 160 Hz are due
pendencewas correct. Fig. 15 shows that primarilyto the shaker input,while the re-
this was the case exceIJtat the 4.8-Hz point sonapceat 410 Hz appears to be drivenmost
and at some frequenciesabove 500 Hz when the efficientlyby the acoustics. The MCF plot
value of'the OCF exceededthe Bendatcrite- in Fig. 18 again shows that a high degreeof
rion of 0.10 by a smallmargin. It was con- "noise"is presentin the data. The CF
cluded that itwould be reasonableto ignore valuesof the first threeresonancesare
this degreeof mutua'_coherenceand treat the given in Table 2.
syste¢,inputsas uncorrelated.

- •........ - ......... _-4LI ia':/: '!iN "-H-H .................

- - NIH_II ' _;4!M!F--
u_ ..--W---..w4-_.¢, _+ll_P--

g -TTT]!IL _+-'-'_ ;l!:

Frequency,Hz Frequency,Hz

(a) Shaker 1 input (b) Acoustic Input

'
N

"_ i iM!!! .............
iiiiii i i +.I

: "- _f--i -.'F'MI.1 If:

° i ill-i,w -l-l-Ui
P,

_ i !!!!

...... i:-_.' "

--l_,l-ii

U L ......

-, Frequency,Hz

(c) Pansl Response

Fig. 14 - Inputand responsedata for case 2
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TABLE 2 0.7( - •

I at Panel Resonanc.(Case 2) - - ........

Frequency, 2 0.6( .-
Hz YIy 3y.1 Y :X _ ....

70 0.5s0.050.,_ _ _ -...
160 0.47 0.05 0.52 _ 0.5 - -- i
410 0.08 0.58 0.66 /

0.4-"u

C =
Case 3 Data _ -

u 0.30 --
taken from this case were usedThe data

to investigatethe effectof varyingthe __ "
numberof data segmentsused in the averaging o 0.20 "-"
processprior to calculatingthe OCF. Fig.
19 shows four versionsof the OCF, in which _ -'
I0, 50, 100 and 200 averageswere used. With
only four different_ases the resultswere _ 0.I0-.' 0

not conclusive;however,as i11ustratedin
Table 3, the variationat some frequencies
was large enough to suggestthat a numberof 0.00 , ,,,,am. , ,,,,a_m_ , ,,,,,Nu
averages in the regionof 200 _re necessary - - -

to ensure reasonableaccuracy. On the other Frequency,HI
hand, if a fixed record lengthof data is
availablefor analysis,the accuracynf the
resultswill be degradedif the lengthof Fig.16 -

Ordinary coherence function between shaker 1
each segmentis reduced. A detailederror and panelresponse(ease2)analysis is necessaryto ensure that the best
tradeoff is made (see referenceg).

CONCLUSIONS

From the study resultsit was concluded
that the coherencefunction techniqueis ef-

°'°I I,,,ii o,o

!!,..! o.oF
_ o.,o_....... i - ' o.,oF _io.,,,,,,!',io,oF
".,, o 0.10_Llll ooo

.... Frequency, Hz
" . Frequency, Hz

Fig. 15- Fig. 17-
Ordinary coherence function between shaker 1 and Ordinary coherence function between Acoustics
acoustics (case 2) and panel response (case 2)
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I.co ilii)l ()))IiI-Ti-_ I-T-l_i] techniquestrictly for source identification( " (llHi ""v',, , r'm;i'" since such informationis generallyof great-

,ilrll )) , i ) ) ( IlliI4: "noiselevel" was high in all of the test
°- ::L . :')1,i cases, as indicatedby the fact that the mul-

o.ao Ill[J( -Ill J[ I I II!IIIH tlple coherencefunctionapproachedunity
c '"'"- only at a relativelyfew frequencypoints.

"_x 0.70 J_'_L_ltiiii i partialFor an Ideally11nearand nolse-freesystem,case

_i_ "" I))-" the t_F shouldhave a value of 1.0 across

0.60 lff the full frequencyband if all the appro-
s i-ll.r- priate inputshaw been properly included.

III

._ o.so ...... The iterativeapproachdevelopedby
L LIIIII-. Bendat [3 and 73 was used to calculatethe

o.40 UIIII/ coherence functionsfor the in-
8 ,,, _ volvlngcorrelatedinputs. A comparisonof

........ _li this approachwith the oller matrix-basedfor-

o.)o _,,, mulatlon [4, 5 and 6] showed the Iterative

o,o :IIIIIF method to be conceptuallysimplerand probably.. more economicalin computer time, especially

To verify this conclusionit would be neces-

o.o( _ _i sary to analyzean appropriatemodel by both- - methodsand make a directcost comparison
w u h u

r_quency,Hz To determinewhetherthe inputs to the
systemwere correlatedit was n_cessaryto

Fig. 18 - calculate the OCFs betweenthe various inputs;
Multiple coherencefunction betweentotal if the value of the OCF _us no greater than
set of inputsand panel response (case 2) 0.1, it was assumedthat the two inputs in-

volved were uncorrelatedso the source identi-

TABLE 3 ficationcould be carriedout in terms of

Effect of Averagingon OCF OCFs. If the OCF • 0.1, the inputswere as-
Values sumed to be correlatedand the more complex

PCFs had to be calculated. This test must be

Frequency, No. of Value performed as a routine part of the analysis.
Hz Averages of OCF It was found that in some cases inputs de-

44 10 0.69 signed to be independentwere actually quite
50 0.52 well correlatedat certain frequenciesdue to
100 0.52 structuralfeedback betweenthe measurement
200 0.55 points. When the test indicatesthat the in-

puts are well-correlatedat some (but not all)
110 10 0.41 frequencies,the problemcan be broken down

50 0.43 into two parts on a frequencybasis, and the
100 0.48 appropriatecoherencefunctions(ordinaryor
200 0.58 partial) can be calculatedfor each part. If

400 10 0.60 the two frequency rangesare not well separ-
50 0.50 ated, a practicalapproach would be to assume
100 0.46 that the inputsare correlatedat all frequen-
200 0.40 cies and analyzeaccordingly. At frequencies

where this is not true, the appropriateterms
660 I0 O.gl will drop out and the correct solutionwill be

50 0.85 obtainedat the expenseuf same increasein
100 0.77 computer time.
200 0.74

The effectof increasingthe number of
data segments used for averagingwas demon-

fective in identi/yingthe relativecontri- strated. The input/outputOCF was plotted
butionsof multiple sourcesof dynamicex- for 10, 50, 100 and 200 averages. Itwas con-
citation to the responseof a practicalme- cludedfrom variationsin the plots that it
chanical system. However, this was found to is d_sirabl_ Lo use 150 to 200 averages to
be true for the system testedonly in the ensure that the CF estimate is reasonablyac-
regionof resonantresponse frequencies. The curatewithout incurringexcessivecomputer
techniquedid not give good resultsat fre- costs. Since the durationof the data sag..
quenciesbetween resonancewhen errors in- meritsaffects the accuracyof the results, as
duced by noise and/orsystem nonlinearities well as the numberof segments,a tradeoff
were apparentlysimil_rin magnitudeto the between the two is necessary. A thorough in-
quantitiesbeing used in the calculation, vestlgatlonof this problemwould be deslr-
This is not a serioushandicapwhen using the able but was beyond the scope of this study.
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°"_ Tllt111-lllll!lll ll[lllll

_r 1-111 o,, Averag

o j--

-- ="OOo°°°...'"0- i i )_]_L-_:]/,i.II_1,IUI'I_II0 0.$0 _

! '.i i i, illll,r tl!il._. ...__ -
"1_ 0,10 _ ""s.

0.00. l. _amo,ll_ II ,,_l*m e *o BIm_llj . "s mss*uP'gl.
w .1 • • i •

Frequency, Hz Frequency_ Hz

. - A -- 200 Averages 'c- -- _

o
o "

e-

_f_ 0.40 0., --

_o_ - _ -

0.30-- O. --

I
O,tO -- O. --

S..
0 O.lJl -- O. --

r iJiJlll]- - _
0.00 m, mlPl_ll-_. _, _1 l,/_l-_. II ,sore O. -- _ B_'sw.,ll _ +,+_*l',m_ _ _,+.l+W, mlt.

Frequency, Hz Frequency, Hz

, Ftg. lg -
Effect of number of samples on the estt,,;ate of ordinary
coherence functton (case 2)
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STATUSOF CAVITYNOISE
PI-I]_O_NAMEA.__IRH_ENT

) .ANDSUPPRESSIONON
THE B-1 AIRERAFr

A. G. Tipton and C. H. Hodson
Los Angeles Division, Rockwell International

E1 Segtmdu, California

During the B-1 aircraft development, an extensive program of
weapons bay cavity noise measurement and suppression studies was
performed using wind tunnel models, flight test measurements, and
aircraft dssign modifications. Substantial cavity noise reduction
was demonstrated during flight test operations. The umsuppressed
cavity noise level of 170 dB was reduced to _ralues less than

150 dB with external retractable spoilers upstream of the cavity
opening. This paper presents an overview of the cavity noise
investigation and the development of the B-1 weapons bay noise
suppressor. Flight test data obtained with and without the noise
suppressor are shown.

S[I_MARY

High-speed flow over open cavities generates spoilers. The concepts evaluated consisted of
intense discrete and broadband pressure fluctua- simple 45 and 90 degree ran@s on the £_rward
tions that adversely affect aircraft systems, bulkhead, and on both the fon:ard and aft bulk-
During the B-I aircraft development, an exten- heads of an open cavity, as well as a more
sire program of weapon bay cavity noise measure- sophisticated deflector-diffuser concept.
ment and suppression studies was performed using
wind tunnel models, instm_nented aircraft, and Flight test measurements with retractable
design modifications, spoilers installed upstream of the cavity front

bulkhead showed substantial noise reductions in

Initial noise-level measurements for both the broadband pressures and discrete cavity
unsuppressed cavities at low dynamic pressures resonances. The broadband pressures were reduced
and math n_bcrs indicated the presence cf four 10 dB, and the discrete cavity resonances were
discrete cavity oscillation modes superi_osed reduceJ approximately 20 dB. The cavity noise-
on broadband turbulence pressure. Fxtrapolation level reduction achieved by the retrofitted
of the low-q d o high-q flight conditions spoile- reduced door vibration amplitudes and
showed _ood c son with calculated values cxew station vibration to acceptable levels.
based on en_i_ .l predictien techniques for the The maximum bay acoustic environment of stores
maxin_cavity discrete and broadband pressures, and equipment was reduced from 170 to approxi-
The maxim_n e_trapolated overall level for the mately 150 dB.
unsuppressed cavity was 170 dB.

INTRODUCTION

The high noise levels caused unacceptable
weapons bay door vibration, high crew station High-speed flow over open cavities generates
vibration, and concern for internal stores and intense discrete frequency and broadband pressure

_ aircraft subsystems in the vicinity of the fluctuations. The desigr of aircraft structure
weapons bays. and equipment for adequate life in the severe

noise environment can require unacceptable time,
Initial wind tunnel investigat£on of several cost, and weight increments. Supression of the

cavity noise reduction concepts indicated sub- cavity noise is a possible altezmative to design
stantial attenuation was possible using external for tolerance of the environment. In the case
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of the B-I weapons bays, the environmental prob- which are the same for all three bays. The loca-
, 1era was particularly severe without noise tions of the microphones used for noise measure-
, stq_pression becat,se of the high flight d)_amic ments within the bays are also shown in Figure 3.

pressures at which the weapons bays were

required to be opened.

A noise-suppression device was developed
anti tested for the B-1 weapons bays. The purpose

of this paper is to describe the development
" program for the B-1 weapons bay noise-suppression ..

device, anti to report some of tile test results .-

which have been obtained. FUSELAGE '_LOWERMOLDj, CLOSED :

b_T.LPONSI_._YI/3CATION:L\'l) DE.C£RIVI'ION LINE j_ _t|/_ ,_7"_ ""--'-at--'- -" _

Figure 1 shows the locatioqof the three ' • ,_. /(I/ !!weapons bays on the aircraft. Although all three
bays are the same internally, there are differ- FRILLY , \_\ ItALF--._j'/ t

ences in the botmda D" layer characteristics at OPEN _] _ OPEN{/ _ :
each bay location. The differences in flow field
over the forhard and center bay are not appre-
ciable. Therefore, the internal bay acoustics Fig. 2 - Weapons bay door positions _
would be ex-pected to be very similar in the for-
ward and center bays. However, the aerodynamic

characteristics over the aft bay are signifi- -- .

cantly different from those over the forward and I]13_'_ %

center bays. The boundary layer is thicker at .3
the aft bay location. The engine nacelles cause

a venturi effect so that the local machnumber &_'S"/

and dynamic pressure over the aft bay are higher r L
than the freestream ",alues. At supersonic roach j "
nt_bers, shock waves from the engine inlets also 7
inGuence the flow over the aft bay. These
external aerod)_amic differences over the aft

bay area would be expected tocause the acoustic _..-_ _ _

characteristics in the aft bay to be signifi- 95.00

cantly different frem those in the forward and 100.1_'" _

center bays. -._,../
M* OkY "

• MICROPHONE
FWD LOCATIONS

n:icrophone locations
UNSUPPRESSEDGW:TY NOISE LE3fl_LS

Fig. I - Ifeapons bay locations The first B-_ weapons bay noise-level :
measurements were made at low dynamic pressure
without noise supple:;sion devices. Figure 4

'fhe weapons bay doors lr_i)' be opened in shows the acoustic Jevels ,_easured for half-open
flight to the fully open position, or to a nomi- :,nd fully open weapoas bay doors, The first four
nal ly "half-open" position, depending on tile natural frequencies cf the doors were detemined
operational requirement. I:igu_e 2 illustrates during grotmd peso; ante te: _s. The resulting

_" . the two door positions. 1he width of the cavity frequencies are shown in figure d. It may be
which is open to the airstream is different for noted that the cavaty resonance frequencies are
the two door positions, and results in different in the same range as th,' door natural frequen-
cavity noise levels, Figure 3 shows the shapo ties, 'llds resulted in :xcessive door vibration
anti dimension.q of the weapons bay car:ties, at lo¢ d)71amic pressures. Fxtrapolation of the
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door vibration response to higher dynamic pres- relative to an empty bay. The broadband levels
sures indicates premture failure of the doors were only slightly affected by do--opening

: or operating mec?_mism, position and the presence of stores. The broad-
band levels with internal stores were in close

• _,.ma_t_.sla-Jtm,1 _vtLw_.tm-atm. agreement with predictions for empty cavities.

x [ i m SMRNtml
, , _ -----[IIWL01'[ _ ItlCHt _St _1A

u_ ucl ' ' ' , . 11 ;R

, ,j: /:° - ,,,s _ L RIGNT _Sl 0AtA _CnlAPOLAUO

'£ , e : " 't u.a I..I _ n

11C I i , I _ : , OSIOIKS_iI.I/_INK n,. ', I \ : ',
N0 _ m | no 0 RIJ.Y OliN, [MPIY IIAY

, . HZ _ .._t_ HZ M, QIA| NK n
OOm mltat_ m _11at_

F_I_ I_l[S _0 i ' . • RJ_Y OI_[N. _ DAy ! |NI_IIALm _ m m m me s_s,u.o, A1_x-

: Fig. 4 - Weapons bay acoustic levels - r_,c_ _

! unsuppressed Fig. S - Comparison of measured and predicted
unsuppressed acoustic levels

The acoustic levels for broadband noise and

• discrete frequency cavity resonance were pre- Vibration levels were measured at the
dicted by the methods of reference I f_r the B-1 pilot's station with weapon bays open and closed.
weapons bay with full), open doors. The pre- The vibration amplitudes with fully open doors
dictions for M- 0.85 at sea level are shown in

were extrapolated with dynamic pressure to the
figure 5. The flight test measurements taken at levels which would be expected for M ffi 0.85 at
lower dynamic pressures were extrapolated to sea level. The vibration levels in the vertical
M - 0.85 at sea level. The extrapolation is direction are shown ;.n figme 6, compared with
based on the asstanption that acoustic pressure vibration tolerancv level_- from reference 2.

is linearly dependent on flight dynamic pressure, The highest vibration !evel occurs with fully
and on roach number effects developed from the
data of reference I. A subsequent section of open doors at the fundamental cavity resonant
this paper shows experimental data on the varia- frequency, and is above the voluntaD' tolerance
tion in the weapons bay acoustic pressures with level. With closed weapon bays, the vibration

response in the frequency range of the 20 to
flight dynamic pressure at M = 0.85. The data 40 Hz cavity resonances is not measurable. The
show that over the dynamic pressure range of low-frequency response at approximately 3 th,
367 psf to 1,015 psf, the acoustic pressures are shown in figure 6, corresponds to the first
very nearly proportional to flight dynamic pres- fuselage bending mode, and is the same amplitude
sure. The extrapolated flight test data are with open or closed bays.
compared with the pred-'.cted acoustic levels in
figure S. The flight test data shown were
measured by the microphone at the lower aft bulk-
head location which is designated vs microphone
location 1 in figure 3. The noise levels on the
bay lower aft bulkhead were at least as high as =,,.._
at any of the other locations in the bay. • m ....... ., .... ....
Figure S shows good correlation between measured ..,n_,.,.,.._'m"'"""""
and predicted levels for empty bays with fully . ._,. ..... _.......,
open doors. The door position and the presence _""""_""

of stores influenced the acou._tic levels of the _._._,_.m,,_,_,_,,.
discrete frequency cavity resonances. As shown
in figure S, the ftmdamental and third cavity _. _.....
resonance for empty cavities was suppresse_ by _
the half-open door position. Stores inside the ' _=_-_ "

bay with helf-open doors suppressed all discrete ,,. ,_,
resonances to values close ".o the broadband ,n,_,.u_

pressure levels. The presence of stores inside
a fully open bay, however, resulted in no appre Fig. 6 - Crew station vibration environment
ciable reduction in discrete cavity resonances compared with tolerm_ce levels
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NOISESUPPRESSORDEVELOPMENT effects of the spoiler were acceptable. Weapons
separation characteristics were actually shown to

Initial wind tunnel tests showed substantial be slightly improved by the spoiler.
noise attenuation could be obtained with external
spoilers immediately forward and aft of the A temporary flight-test spoiler was
weapons bay. Several types of spoiler, and vat- installed on the central bay of A/C-1 shortly
iations of the types were tested. Simple 45 and after the weapons bay wind tunnel tests were
70 degree ramps, 90 degree fences, and a more completed. The installation is illustrated in
complicated deflector diffuser concept were figure 7. This spoiler installation was tested
tested. Although the wind tunnel tests indi- over a wide range of subsonic and supersonic

,_ cated the deflector-diffuser type of spoiler to speeds. Test data were acquired at dynamic pres-
be the most effective noise-reduction device, the sures up to 1,015 psf with half and fully open
associated weight and installation complications weapons bay doors. The flight tests were con-
were prohibitive. The space available for the ducted with spoiler spans equal to the weapons
spoiler and its required retraction mechanism bay width, and the spoiler span half the weapons
was severely limited, particularly for the aft bay width. As predicted by the wind ttamel tests
bay. The 90 degree fence-type spoiler, which for the part open door position, the half-span
could be retracted vertically, required the spoiler provided better noise attenuation than
least installation space, and was the most com- the full-span spoiler. For the fully open door
patible with the existing aircraft structure position, the half-span spoiler prowded approxi-
which reacts the aerodynamic loads on the mately the same suppression as the full-spa_
spoiler. Consequently, the wind tunnel tests spoiler. Both solid spoiler panels and panels
emphasized testing variations of the 90 degree with 20-percent porosity were tested. The porous
spoiler. Variations in spoiler extension dis- panels provided more iraprovement over the solid
tance and soan were tested over subsonic and panels than was predicted by the wind ttamel
supersonic .aach ntarber ranges. The most signifi- tests. In gener_, the flight test spoiler
cant results of the wind tunnel tests indicated installation provided greater noise attenuation
that (1) a 90-degree spoiler with a span approxi- than measured in the wind tunnel tests. A lO-
mately half the width of the weapons bay pro- to 15-dB noise reduction in the discrete fre-
vided better noise attenuation than a 90-degree quen_" cavity resonance noise was measured in the
spoiler which spanned the full width of the tonnel test for the subsonic range, whereas the
weapons bay, (2) the spoiler panel in front of flight test spoiler installation provided a 20-
the bay provided the major part of the noise to 25-dB reduction in the discrete frequency
suppression, and (3) a spoiler p_nel at the rear cavity resonance noise.
of the bay is not required for the B-1 weapons
bays. These results were of great significance

to the weight, complexity and cost of the spoiler _/ _ s_0flv,f,_

_ORt'_,_RDt_D

installation. In addition to the savings allowed I _ BAY
by fewer and smaller panels, even greater savings
are realized in the actuation system and internal _
structure required to react the spoiler airloads. ,our,_ocp_otN_

The wind ttamel tests also indicated that small AClUAI[D PA_[i$ __'_i__

improvements in spoiler performance could be
obtained by making the panel porous, and leaving
an open gap between the fuselage surface and the _. --

top edge of the spoiler. These features were _-- .._desired to reduce the static and buffeting loads
on the spoiler.

Several wind tunnel tests were conducted
with the adjacent forward and center bays open
simultaneously, with and without spoilers. In Fig. 7 - 70-degree porous spoiler installation
general, the wind tum_el tests indicated the

spoilers to be less effective for adjacent bay The weapons bay door vibration and the crew
operation, particularly in suppression of the station vibration levels were significantly
fundament.',l cavity resonance mode. reduced with the 70-degree flight test spoiler.

Figure 8 shows the weapons bay door vibration
Aerodynamic wind t,._ne] tests were conducted amplitude variation with flight dynamic pressure

to detc.mine the effects of the spoiler on air- which was measured with the weapons bay spoiler
craft trim loads, engine inlet airflow, and installed. The door vibration, measured at low
weapons separation. These tests showed that the dynamic pressure and mac]',number without the

e2 ORIGINALPAGF._'-
"v" pC_,_ C_'' .......
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spoiler,is also sho_ in figure8 for compari- shouldbe very similar. Therefore,the acoustic
son. With fullyopen doors, the door vibration levelsin the centerbay without a spoilerand
is approximatelyan order of magnitudehigher with doors fullyopen at M • 0.85 are shown in
withoutthe spoilerdeployed, figure 12 for comparison. The tmsuppresed

acousticlevels in the center bay exceed the
:0 suppressedlevelsin the forwardbay by more than

10 d5 for all discreteand broadbandpressures.

MAX ¥11UllOq " t i_'_.._ NOSI_OIL{IIM • .T_FUILY _£N

AAIPUI_ - IIOCHES //HALl 10i1[N AC_AIOR_L t MIX VI[W
" 0 _ PruL_{ f_mlD

E¢[L[ilIOpA{l{i / I'HIR{}H VIIIIJiTI(]_I { _

: , / ",_s_sEf,._x.,,_ _ " :, \\r_._.-v_. ,.. ,, '_
.---'IU-- [Bni

• , |XI[_D[D fUS MI.

; .dilmm. --

I I l ,,i
• 0 _0 i00 60O 9OO Imn I_

oYW_tc PR[SSU_ - PSF lilll

Fig. 8 - Weaponsbay - door maximi_vibration .___ _._ i

amplittgle versus dynamic pressure _ _.
The crew station vibration levels with

spoiler extended are shown in figure 6 relative Fig. 9 - 90-degre_ porous spoiler installation
to the unsupp--essed case. Approximately an order

of magnitude vibrat ion reduct ion was achieved '",am--,,-.-,. I [tl!l_ I I 1111111_ "

with the 70° spoiler, w,,,,,,.,,,,m _mmm #

• i....... -_llllll '
. FLIGHTTESTS OF FI/_kL SPOILERCONFIOJRATION ._,,-,. ,.,,...,"'m""

: for the production design is illustrated in l,/llll

figure 9. The spoiler panel extends at a i i.....gO-degree angle with respect to the fuselage _1 IlilNP,%
undersurface, and has the same area as the pro .... i_x l ltl_ UiIIiHI )q illl!/I
jected frontal area of the inboard two panels on .-,_,,• lall_, •liN!

the 70-degree spoiler installation shown in ,,,--- """'".,.,

fuselage mold line, is 42 inches wide, and has a ,,, 1_ .
3.S-inch gap between the top edge of the spoiler "_"-"

_. d the fuselage. The panel has approximately Fig. 10 - Aft bay acoustic levels -
20 percent of its area removed by 1.3S-inch- doors half open
diameter holes approximately as shown in fig-
ure 9. The spoiler is extended prior to opening ,,

the weapons bay door, and completely retracted {111 1_ finafter closing the bay.. .Extensive flight tests _, i III1111

tion. Figui_sif} and 11 show acousticlevelsin .......,,.,_, L"_,."._'_.!(
the aft bay for half and fullyopen doorsat --,..._m, ,,::::::
M • 0.85 with the 90-degree porous spoiler and ' '_'''''
without a spoiler. The suppressed acoustic ,,, , f_HH

levels are substantially below the unsuppressed "5_ ir[noise levels for both the cavity discrete fre- ,,,_,,
quency resonances and the broadband turbulence '_._',1;,.'" _lllll

i ili.tolll I I I Illll

pressures ill the aft bay. Figure 12 shows the ' Illlill
acoustic levels in the forward bay for fully open "': - : ::::::: .....

'_ doors at M- 0.85 with the 90-degree porous '""""'
......... I I I Illll

spoiler. The forward bay acoustic levels with- '" "'= ",,,M._.-.," _
out spoilers are not available for comparison,
However, it is expected that acoustic levels in Fig. 11 - Aft boy acoustic levels -
the forward and center bays with no spoiler doors fully open
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The center bay acoustic data _ith the The unsuppressed cavity noise levels decrease
:O-degree porous spoiler are also compared in with roach number at constant dynamic pressure,

, figure 12 _ith data for the forward bay with the while the suppressed bay noise levels remain
90-degree porous spoiler. The noise levels for rolatively constant. A plot of normalized
the tt, o spoiler/bay combinations are approxi- acoustic levels versus roach number for the first
mately the same except at lower frequencies, two cavity resonances in the aft bay with half-
_he, e the levels are somew_aat lower w,th the open doors is shown in figure 14. The second
-0-degree spoiler. It is e_pected that the for- cavity resonance in the aft bay shows the same

_ ward and center bays wvuld have very nearly tendency to decrease in a_litude with increasing
identical acoustic levels if the spoiler config- mach number. However, the first mode is rela-
uration were the same on both bays. Therefore, tively constant with increasing roach m_ber.
the small differences in the suppressed acoustic Supersonic data for the aft bay with spoiler are
levels sho_ in figure 12 are attributed to the not yet available.
difference in spoiler configuration, rather than

O I$l M0_ Oa_"-_WID SPOIL[iI$ " C[N_R lAYthe diffPrence in bay location. _:,_,o0t
eAe° ..ow $FOIt£115- _" _ll_llXr[D - _IIWAIID lAY

D )_ MOK DOORSHALf 0PIN - [.MPIY lAY
4'0

_' I w-• [

omtvl_l

to tmmu, ._ p_
Ili_QI 1IU I I || $1 -I -

,,1 _ II i L / i_lN'rlmlAv _ 0

.i N ,, ,
i ...'%../ _ -IG 6 04 10 1l 14 06 08 I0 12 14

,,, ' ' ** ..... _ ........... Fig. 13 - Aft bay discrete cavity resonance
',,*_'-" acoustic levels versus Mach number

Fig. 12 - Forward and center bay acoustic levels

' ] ,._/ha MOO(J -
The acoustic noise in the aft bay and _ I _-,elsl_ l_' P(II_OilA"_{

for_'ard bays with noise suppressors is approxi- 40 .,,, -- --;,__oo[lS_00t(,

mately the same. The unsuppressed noise level .oh - ;...._
in the aft bay differs from the forward bay ._ 7.., _i_ll

values. The first cavity resonance and the _broadband pressure in the aft bay are lower than -_

the forward bay values, but the second cavity ....... ._*-'_.--*--'-:-.-¢_. r L.

illustrated are for a single roach number, and t, _Y
significant variation of cavity noise is expected ._ _ , , _ _ , , ,

06 o_ 08 o,_ _o _n tz _3 t_ _
with roach number for constant dynamic pressure. _¢,_o

The acoustic levels shown in figures 10, 11, Fig. 14 - Aft bay discrete cavity resonance
and 12 were measured at the lower a£t bulkhead acoustic levels versus Mach number
microphone, designated location 1 in figure 3.
In general, the locations on the forward bulkhead Figure 15 shows acoustic levels at three
and sidewalls experience broadband and discrete dynamic pressures ranging from 367 to 850 psf
frequency noise lew.qs equal to or lower than for M = 0.85. These data are for the aft bay
those at the lower aft bulkhead location, with doors fully open, and are taken from the

microphone designated as location 1 on figure ].
Figure 13 shows how the levels of the first The data of figure 15 are expressed in decibels

three discrete frequency cavity resonances vary normalized to dynamic pressure in figure 16.
with mach menber for the unsuppressed center Figure 16 illustrates that acoustic pressures in

• bay, and for the forward bay with spoilers, for the bay are proportional to flight dynamic pres-
" - the half-o.-en door position. The acoustic sure over the dynamic pressure range spanned by

levels are ,xpressed in terms of decibels normal- the datv for a constant roach number. The devia-
ized to dynamic pressure, for data obtained at tions from this proportionality are no greater
ttym_,ic pres.:ures ranging from 367 to 1,01S psf. than those which would be expected from limita-
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q

tions on measurement accuracy. In general, the loading nearly fills the cavity, acoustic levels
acoustic flight test data are accurate within are essentially the same as the empty bay levels '..

_' 3 dB. shown in figure 10 through 16. With a full load
:. _, of internal stores, the acoustic levels are some- :

•_.u...,,,. what lower than with an empty bay. It has been

:__,_--""_'- JII""-___A "_.,._._,'.'"" observed that when the store in the launch posi-

_ -,.-_. -- tion is ejected, the acoustic levels are vexw
.,...-- _. nearly the same as with the bay empty.1_,Jl x w w_/Nz

A

--..?%,
..,_ CONCLUDIIgd Rf_tARKS

A _un_try of the B-1 weapon bay noise

, ,, .... , ,, .... ,, .... levels, effects, and methods of suppression has_r ,_ ,o been presented. The flight test data obtained
I I i I

pml_v Nz

show large reductions in the acoustic !evels are
Fig. 15 - Aft bay acoustic levels for three provided by the weapons bay spoiler. The

flight dynamic pressures acoustic environment with the spoiler extended
is well within the m&nimumpredicted which was
used for design and qualification of aircraft

_ _.,,. u _ _w,,,, _ i _,-, structure and equipment.

.... ,. Jnp_ eao. go

•--'_' Only a small portion of the data obtained

A .titular

|etlmd

.._.,... ,,_, during the B-1 weapons bay test program is
•.--,.-.°_o referenced in this paper. A large amount of more

_ % detaileddata remains tobeanatyzedandcor-. related. It is anticipated that -'vstematic eval-A uations of full-scale and wxnd tunnel data will
be conducted. These should include n_re complete
studies of the acoustic trends with mach m_nber,
the acoustic distribution within the bat" with
and without stores, correlation of wind tunnel

. L _,, .... n I _, .... [ , ,_ .... and full-scale data, and comparison of measured
,,,*_,¢.... data with predictions resulting from methods

Fig. 16 - Normalized aft bay acoustic levels for presented in current literatm'e.

three flight dynamic pressures The acoustic levels illustrated in this
report for fully open, en_ty bays show good '_

Door vibration levels on the forward and correlation with predictions made by" the methods
aft bay with 90-degree porous spoilers installed of reference 1. Itowever, the studies of wind
are comparable to those measured on the central ttmnel oJ_d flight test data with noise suppres-
bay and shown in figure 8. sors have not yet fm_ished enough data to pro-

vide a thorough understanding of the aerodynamic
A minimum amount of flight test data have phenomena involved in the operation of the ":

been acquired thus far in the flight test pro- spoiler-ttl)e noise suppressors. Additional _,,ork
gram for multiple open bay configurations. With is required to ex3_lore the aerod_n_amic mechanisms
the forward and aft bays open sin,oltaneously, which detemine the effectiveness of spoilers.
the acoustic levels measured in beth bat's with The areas which seem most likely to provide
spoilers extended are very nearly the same as improved insight are tl) flow visualization
with the.bays open individually, studies, (2) more detailed static and osci 1latory

pressure surveys ill and near the weapons hays,
Several weapons separations have been made and (3) more extensive correlation of availahle

from the forward and aft weapons bays with B-1 data with published data on noise suppres-
deployed spoilers. All store separations have sots, such as the data of references 3, J, and 5.
been completely successful. Such improvement in understanding the phenomena "

_. involved in noise SUl_pression could lead to
"" Acoustic levels /',ave been measured with general methods for predicting noise suppressor

several internal store configurations with the performance, and the capability for opt im_zing
spoiler extended. In general, unless the store noise suppressor configurations.
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, Flight tests of the B-1 weapons bays are in 2. System Safety ttandbook 13111-6, 3rd Edition,
, progress as part of the continuing research, Rev 5, AFSL DH 1-6, Criteria for Vibration
, development, testing, and evaluation program. Tolerance, 20 Janua_T 1974

Additional testing with various store configura-
tions is planned. Acoustic measurements within 3. tteller, It. II., and Bliss, D. B.,
the aft bay are also planned for supersonic "Aerodynamically Induced Pressure Osci_.la-
speeds with doors half and fully open. 1his _ill tions ill Cavities - Physical btechani._:as
complete the data base for all bays over the and Suppression Concepts," AFFDL-TR 74-133,
operating speed range of the aircraft. 1975

4. Clark, R. L., "V,eapons Bay Turbulence

Reduction Tecbmiques," AFFDL-qN-75-147-FXN, )
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SPACE SHUTTLE SOLID ROCKET BOOSTER AFT SKIRT REENTRY NOISE

INDUCED BY AN AERODYNAMIC CAVITY-FLOW INTEI_CTION

{ L.A. Schutzenhofer, P. W, Howard :
W. W. Clever, and S. H. Guest

_. Structural Dynamics Division
Systems Dynamics Laboratory

Gecrge C. Marshall Space Flight Center _
Marshall Space Flight Center, Alabama 35812

High amplitude discrete frequency cavity induced home wa._ osbserved
during wiud tunnel testing of the reeff.xy flight phase conditions of the
Solid Rocket Booster (SRB) of the Space Shuttle vehicle system. These
wind tunnel tests were designed to acquire aerodynamic noise data for

the development of vibroacoastic design and qualification test criteria
for the SRBo

The reentry trajectory characteristics of the SRB are random with the
angle of attack varying from approximately 96 ° to 180 ° and with the
dym3.micpressure varying from approximately 360 to 1,020 lb/ft 2 for a
95 percentile envelope for a Math number of 3, 5. The SRB model was
a 2, 8 percent scale model with all the e_rnal protuberances. It wab
tested with internal motor volumes of 5, 50, and 100 per_ .c of the
burnt-out SRB motor volume. Results of tests are given for two cavity

volumes, lbe., 5 and 100 percent.

INTRODUC._ION dynamic pressures and vehicle attitudes r . ,lt in
high pressure fluctuations together _ith s._equent

The Space Shuttle Vehicle (SSV) is currently struvtursl vibrations.
being developed by the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) and It will serve as the Preliminary aeronoise screening tests in the
primary space tranaportation system for thc 1980Vs. Marshall Space Flight Center's (MSFC*s) low noise
The SSV is a multi-component system which consists trlsonic wind tunnel (TWT) facility [1] indicated that
of an orbiter, an external tank (ET), and two solid high aeronolae levels exist in the vicinity of the SRB
rocket boosters (SRB's). At the end of the first aft skirt. These levels were approximately 189 dB at
phase of the aerodynamic ascent, the SRBVs will be certain angles of attack for supersonic reentry Mach
jettisoned from the orbiter and ET, and the empty numbers of 2.75 and 3.5. These high levels were
motor cases will reenter the atmosphere while the induced by an unstable shock wave attaching and
orbiter and ET continue their ascent flight° Subse- detaching at the SRB motor nozzle extension as the
qnsntiy, the SRBVs are recovered for eventual reuse vehicle, went through the coning motion. Through
in future SSV flights. This sequence of flight events systematic testing, it was determined that jettisoning
is shown in Figure 1. the SRB rocket motor nozsle extension at reentry

flight apogee and using the already present heat
Since the SR3 vehicle will be reused In the SSV shield were sufficient to reduc.- the 189 dB to levels

program_ all atruc_ral and avionic/hydraulic system which are acceptable for design.
componsnts _thrust vector control power supply,
actuator, boot_ter separation motors, etc.) are The specific wind tunnel results that are pre-

.,.. required to ren_aln intact and below design limits for eentsd in this paper pertain to the aeronolae levels
ascent and reentry flight phases. During the reentry in the vicinity of the SRB aft skirt (Fig. 2) for the
flight, the SRB e_riences a "coning" motion present reentry flight configuration at a flight Math
together with high 4ynamic pressures° These high number of 3.5. This configuratlnn is without the
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Fig. 1 - SSV .'lightsequence,

- nozzleextension,andtheshockwave attachmentand

detachment during the coning motion are significantly

Q more stable, Thus, the 189-dB levels are reduced
to less than 170 dB. However, the pressure fluctua-
tions that were observed are at discrete frequencies
for certain vehicle configurations and aerodynamic
conditions. These discrete frequency fluctuations

' arecavity-lnducedpressurefluctuationswhere the
cavityistheSRB motor'sinternalvolume. These

. discrete frequency results have been singled out of
the SRB reentry aeronolse data base for presentation
because one of the major goals of this paper is to
delineate the conditions that precipitate these cavity

induced pressure fluctuations as well as their
". _ amplitudeand frequencycharacteristics.

_ Additionalgoalsofthispaperai.etoclelln_atet l (1) the application of random trajectory characterls-
| . .x tics toward aeronolse environmental predlctlovs,

l (2) the method of scaling the wind tunnel data to SSV
flight conditions0 (3) thewind tunnel testing tedl-

, nlques, (4) the data acquisition and data ."eduction
systems, and (5) the aero/acoustlc cavity noise
coupling mechanism,

b

!_r-,__ SRB REENTRY TRAJECTORY

After the SRR separates from t_e SSV, it
; Fig. 2 - Typical wind tunnel test hardware, reenters the atmosphere in a way that the
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characteristics of the trajectory, i.e., dynamic range of dynamic pressure is 18 x l0 s N/M s __q
pressure, angle of attacK, etc, ° are expected to have 49 x 10s N/m 2 and the range of angle of _ttack is
random variations when cons!oering the entire popu- 96" _ a -_ 183" at a Mach m_mber of 3.5. This
lation of possible reentry conditions, The reason type of data was applied in the design of the fluctua_-
that these trajectory characteristics are rendom iS lng pressure test to estimate various test conditions.
that they depend upon parameters such as initial Then_ subsequent to the test, these data were
separation conditions (rates, etc.), atmospheric sF4)|_d to scale the wind tunnel results from the
properties, center of pressure, center of gravity, t-,ume' conditions to SSV reeL_ry flight conaitions.
aerodynamic pitch and yaw dampS, anQ normal an_ In addition to the _-_ contour, the expected range of
axial for =e coefficients, which are random variables the _eentry vetocity, V, is from 1024 m/s _ V __

[2]. Since t_ov_ independent trajectory parameters 1048 m/s and the expected Reynolds number range is
are input variables, the output characteristics 8 × 10s s R N -_ 24 × l0 s at a Mach number of 3. 5.

; (dynamic pressure, etc. ) of the trajectory must be
expected to be random. In considering Math numbers other than 3.5,

a 95 percentile ,Jynamic pressure range can be con-
The method of computing the reentry charac- structed as shown on FlU,are 4 [5]. Similarly, one

terlstics was through Mont_ Carlo analysis. In the can construct a 95 percentile angle of attack carla-
Monte Carlo analysis, the input variables are tlon with Mach number as shown in Figure 5. These
selected randomly over certain limits; then the figures clearly show the range of q and o over the
output c_ ,meter,sties for each sample function are Mach number range 0.6 <_ M -_ 3o50
similar _ those of an actual flight. The entire popu-
lation of flight output variables, l,e., dynamic
pressure, an_e of ,._mck, etc., are then analyzed I_ARDWAREDESCRIPTION AND SYSTEM
to comp_te reentry fll_ _*._tistics. ACCURACIES

A typical stat_stical outpct is a dynamic The SRB reentry fluctuating pressure environ-
pressure, q, and angle of attack, _, contour as menis and ".he data presented in this paper were
shown in Figure 3 [3|. This q-_ cont',ur was deter- derived from wind tunnel tests of a 2.8 percent model
mined by the method dev-'oped in Reference 4. with all the protuberances geometrically scaled.
Figure 3 represents a 95 percentile q-_ boundary The data reported herein were acquired with a 100
for a Mach number nf 3.5. The 95 per,'entfle percent and also a 5 percent lnh_rnal motor volume
boundary is a constraint for the SRB reentry design simulation. Some significant dimensions pertaining
environments. From Figure 3 it is seen that the

!

I10X lOJ

) M-3SO 1200

50 x lO1-1

e,

3o x lo,.1,. _oe

_o x lo-1- _oo

ANGLEOP£TTACK.D|G

F_. 3 - 95-perc_nt3Ie contour form_lo of attack versus d_namJcpressure.
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tothogeometricalfeaturesofthesetwo cunflgura- The SIRBflightconfigurationheateb__Idisa quartz
tionsare showninFigure6 [5,6,71. woven fabricandflberfaxwhichishun_b._tweenthe

rocketnozzleand skirttoprotecttheskirtandother

A significantfeatureoffl_esewindtunnel componentsfrom hightemperaturesduringtheascent
modelsws_ thedynamicallyscaledSRB heatshield, and reentryflightphases. R was feltthatthe
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Fig. 6 --Schematic of SRB tee _:try acousUe wind mm_eltest model,

dynamic motion of the heat shield ,voul_" _. :9o, ./nt
iL determining the acoustic er., ;romne.t .1the r_io:_
of the alt skirt; consequently, the heat shield was ._,,
dynamically scaled [ 5,6, 7 ] for application in the
wind tunnel testing.

AI; of the ._sttng was accomplished using
miniature prvseta-e trrnsducers. The type of trans-
ducer was a K_ite XCQL-17-093-25D. These trans-
ducers were operated in the ae coupleo mode during
data acquls!tion and uc coupled ng the system
calibration. Tic ,,_nsd,'cers hE - screen cover

that p),Jtected the dlq_kz _gm fro, __9.rticles in the
strea._. I r:.ng ;: .i the testing, with the

external conf' 'r._'r t "_etzlcally scaled, 120

pressure l:rm.soucez. ,_. "v used t5 acqture the d_a. o,_,
•_ This configuration was zor the 5 pc, cent volume

(Fig. 2). For details of the transducer locations,
_XTER_a_ _T sgmv i_

see _¢ference 6. For the 100 percent volume testing, _,,._.
35 transducers were used [7] &__ the locations uf the
pertinent transducers are shown in Figure 7, In _act, Fig. 7 - Instrumentation location.
the data pres_m J herein were obtained from trans-
ducer_ 112 0._zzle), 11_ (compliance ring), 119 band fl_,e_.._*.L,_uressure spectra." Much of _e dat.'_.
(wzzle/s:_lrt cavity) .-.rid99 _external skirt), as were superimposeu a_ cro_s-plotted for comparis_,u
shown hz I lgure 7. purposes. Thl" system wa_ developed by the Exper_ -

mental As.-uhyslcs Branch at MSFC.

4* The data acq,3sitlon and data reduction sche-
matic is strewn in _ lgure 8 [8J. The basic concept of As seen lu Figure 8, the _ata signals, i.e.,
this sys_m was to require on-line data for _._rtinent transducer outputs, .vere processed througn signal
decision-making at the test site, in addition tc_d.ta conditioning equipment consisting of 1._e drivers _nd

.. reduction and scaling 4t the test site in _.day.to-day amplifiers. For the overall fluctuating pre,_sure
• operational mode, Typical types of ,_omputer outputs levels, lz terms of angle of attack for a fi_cu M_.ch

are shown on Figure 8. They consirt of "o','c.'all numbs. - and roll angle, the condltion_.d signals were
level versus angle of attack" and 'bne-thlr_ octave recorded on magnetic tape and paralleled througl a
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Fig. 8 - Data acquisition and reduction system.

crossbar-scanner for root*mean-square (rms) The uncertainty in the l_lach number and total
detection. It should be noted that the crossbar- pressure was within l percent; the uncertainty In the
scanner is used to service all inputs In ",_¢quential total temperature was 2 percent. The power supply
fashion. The rms signals were .hen input to a mini- voltages, tr_,nsducer sensitivities, cable losses, and
computer (also to the computer storage disc) for amplifier gains were calibrated and operated where
on-site display, I.e., fluctuating pressure level the _rst-case error was 0.4 riB. The error and
(FPL) versus angle of attack (_), to determine the uncertainties result in a full _cale SRB environmental
model angle of attack position where the highest rms error of approximately *1.25 riB, This uncertainty
levels occurred to capture a long data sample for leads to confidence interval estimations of approxi-
spectral analysis. The model was then positioned at mately ,3.0 dB for a 95 percent confidence
those selected ._ngles and 30-s data records were coefficient.
acquired. In this operation, the conditior_ed signals
were again input to the magnetic tape recorder and The frequency response of the data acquisition
again they were paralleled to a crossbar-scanner system was 'Tlat" from 20 Hz to 20 Id_z, modei
where each sign,_ was sequentially input into a 1/3 scale, and the uncertainty In the full scale frequen-
octave ;ilter bank ,and then into another crossbar- ties was approximatel,' 1 percem. The uncertainty
scanner. The output of this scanner was input _o the In the roll angle and ,-_le of attack was los.; than
rms detectors and In this way 1/3 octave spectra ,0.2 degree.
_,_,re acquired on-line. 'rhese speetr __ere then
stored on a disc for easy access. The 1/3 octave
speetr._ tkat were s:ored on the disc have an effective TEST FACILITIES, CONDITIONS, AND OPERATION
averpging time of approximately 1 s. These spectra
were then sealed for environmen*-_ p-ediction, The results presented in this paper were

, acquired In tunnel A at the Arnold Engineering
The parameters that were usec _n sealing the Development Center (AEDC) lx_Tu!lahoma, Tennes-

model wind tunnel data to full s2alc : re the dynamic _.ee, and at NASA's Ax;,es Research Center unitary
pressure, velocity, and the ch;trac+_rlst!c length, wind tunnel facility [9,10). The ;est cox_dltlon_ used
The wind tunnel eh._ractertstic parameters were ,_nthe overall prc.7.r._.-._were as [oll_ws: _,6 _ M

computed on-line ._rom the wind tunnel conditions, 3,, 5, 88 × 10_ _ PT _ 149 × 10$ N/m_, and 293 _<

.. while the SI{B reentry eharacterlstle._ were obtained TT _ 346"K. The roll orientation_ of the modelfrom the trajectory characteristics (Fig. 3). These
wind tunnel conditiox_ are shown in Figure 8 a_ an were 150"0 )SO', 2._0°, and 27t)°; whl_e the angle of
input to ihe computer, attack varied from 90° to !L,"00. These conditions
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were dete-mined from the statistirs of the SItB number effect in the leading edge apprc_.cn flow at a
reentry tra_ector._. The data presented herein per- .Math numl_r of 3.5. thus, these wind tunnel model

" tam specifically to a Math number of 3.5, a tot:d test results are expected to produce reasolmbly

' temperature of 322"K, PT = 149 _. 103 N m"_, accurate environmental estimates with no significant

Reynolds number = 0. 736- 10 _, and a role at,It of Reynolds number dependence.

lq0". These conditions were selected because they Througl= d'-x._n: k,n:d analysis it can be shown
d¢!ineate the s:flient features of cavity induced

_' pre,_ure fluctuations, that the rms fluctuating pressure (Prms) divided by
the free stream dynamic pressure (q) is the same

The test operation was design2d in _hat can be for the model and the prototype, i.e,,
described as an angle of attack sweep mode alxt a

discrete angle mode. In the angle of attacksweep [Prmsi [_"4mode, the model's angle of attack was varied over = = { 1)
three 30 ° ranges in segments of 90 ° < _ y 120 ° , L q .]M t q JP -_'CPrms
120" _< o < 150', and IS0 __ c, __ l g0", thus

encompassing the entire o range shown in Figure 5. where the subscript .M pertains to the model and the
This was accomplished with a fixed Mach number and subscript P pertains to the prototype. This quantity

a fixed roll .-ingle orientation. During the angle of is usually denoted as ACPrms. It can also be shov, n
1 attack sweep, rms data were t&ken and the data were that frequency [ _ multiplied by a eharaeterisUc

recorded on magnetic tape. The sweep rate of length (D) and then divided by the free stream velo-
approximately 0.2"/s was selected since the data
_'ere quasi-stationary for this rate. Tttese rms data city (V) is the same between the model and the

were analyzed on-line to select the angles of attack protot.wpe, i.e.,

where the highest levels occurred. The model _ as [!D] ['_7]
then positioned at these selected angles _bere 30-s f = fD (2)
data samples were acquired and put on tape, and, at M P

the same time, on-line i 3 octave spectra _ere taken
and stored on a disc. This discrete mode of opera- Enuation (1} is the basis for scaling fluctuating

,ion took approximately 55 s. A cemparlson of over- pressure data amplitudes. Equation (2} provides

m] levels between data taken in th._ sweep mode and the br or scaling frequencies from model scale

' dls,,'¢ete mode was always less than 1 dB and in most to fuh ,cale. It shoulu be clear that exact scaling is

eases the values were nearly identical, i.e., _0.3 achieved oRly when exact haiti dynamic similarity is
dB. achieved together with all the boundary conditions,

e.g., momentum, thermal, kinematic, etc., being
After data were Required in the sweep and exactly scaled. This situation is rarely achieved in

discrete modes, the Math number and roll or_.enta- practice because exact similarity is not actually
tion were changed anti this procedure was repeated, required. It is believed that the scaling procedures

In some of the more recent tests, the model was (including the dynamic'ally scaled heat shield) applied
roiled automatically. This procedure significantly in the testing described herein is sufficiently accur-

reduced the tunnel do_'n time, w.b,wh iacreased the ate to e_timate the full scale SRB reentry acoustic
test efficiency [ 5l. environments.

The data presented in Figures 9 through 15 are

SCALING AND TEST RESULTS overall fluctuating pressure level variations with

angle of attack a_d one-third octave band spectra,
The basis for estimating aeronolse environ- in prototype frequency, taken at selected angles of

ments is geometric model testing in conjunction with attack. They represent typical fluctuating pressure

fluid dynamic similarity which is achieved tttrough level variations in the vl.'inity of the Mt skirt. *n

dimensional anal-sis. The dependent variable is the particular, transducer i12 (Fig. 7) represents the
fluctuating press, re environment and, in this applica- nozzle, transducer 114 represents the compliance
tion, it depends primarily unon Mach number, ring, trans(' Leer 119 represen'.s the cavity between

geometric similitude, and model orientation. There the nozzle and the aft skirt, and 'ransducer 99
is a difference in Reynolds number between the model represcWs the external .fit skirt. /'he data presented
and prototype; however, it is thought that this in Figures 9 through 15 have been s_aled with _ model

difference is not significant in the consideration of dynamic pressure (ql_) of 15, _.13 N,'m z (324 PSF)
the cavity induced flow noise presented in this paper.

" The Reynolds number effect is negligible because the and a full sc,'de dynamic pressure (qp_ of 40,698

sharp edg,: of the SRB aft skirt fixes the separation N 'm 2 (.qS0 PSF). This i'ull scale qp is shown in

point of the shear layer at the leading edge of the Figure 3. This one value of qp was used 8o that thenozzle. In addition, there is no anticipated lleytx)lds
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Fig. 9 - Hezzle overall fl,_ctuating preesur_ level variation.
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Fig. 10 - _loazle 1/3 octave band spectra.

true picture of the cavity induced pressure fluctus- for th_ 5 percent volume a significant aml_iltude
finn would be revealed and yet indicate the m_nitude increase occurs at o _ 140" with levels in
of the SRB reentry fluctuating pressure levels. For e_cesa of 170 dB. At this angle of attack it is
environmental estimation, however, the upper believed that the local Mach Nnmber, Ms, is about
boundary of the q-o contour, also shown in Figure unity. This high _evel is believed to be a cavity
S, wan used. In this way, the _ats were dynamic induced pressure t_uctuaUon. For the 100 psrcent
pressure scaled for each angle of attack. All these volume, the cavity induced pressure fluctuations

" data pertain to s Mach number of 3.5 and a roll occur at an ar.7,le of mttack of approximately 160". It
angle of 180". is believed tha, tbz local Mach number over the nozzle

exlt plane is 9.pproximately 0. _. The one-thlrd
In the _c_sle. the overall fluctuating pressure octave bancl spectra that correspond o the aforemen-

variation is shown in Figure 9. It can _e seen that tloned c+mdltlons Is shown in Figure I0. These
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Fig. 12 - Compliance ring 1/3 octave bezldspectra.

spectra were taken at the angles indicated by the In the vicinity of the compliance ring, the
(x) In Figure 9. For the 5 percent volume, the peak pressure amplitudes are similar to those In the
In the one-third octave spectrum is approximatelv noz,le shown in Figure 11; however, the levels are
27 to 32 Hg and the peak for the 100 percent volume slightly less in the angle of attack ranges where
is approximately 9 to 10 Hg. Nar_)w band analyses cavity Induced pressure fluctuations occur, The
of these data indicate additional peaks at integral compliance ring spectra are shown In Figure 12, and
multiples of these dominant trequencies. It is the functional variation with frequency Is similar to
believed that th_de harmonics probably represent the spectra in the nozzle.
waveform dl_.mrtion of the pressure fluctuations and

... not a new and/or separate phenomenon. It is The environmental variation with c_ 1_ the
believed that this effect is similar to that reported In cavity between the nozzle arm the _t skirt is shown
Refe_'ence 11. In Figure 13. These levels are also slightly less
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Fig. 14 - Cavity 1 ;3 octave band spectra.

than those In the nozzle as expected. The 1J3 The time variation of the fluctuating pressure
octavebandspectracorrespondingto the (x's)on datais shown InFigure16. These datacorrespond
Figure13are shown inFigure14. The harmonic toanangleofattackofIG0U fora Mach number of
content shown in this figure is similar to that of the 3,5 for the tramlducers 112, 113, and 114, This
data in the nozzle a_.dcon_pliance ring. figure clearly indicates that ,he waveform has been

distorted from that of a pure sll.e wave. Further-
The fluctur,ting presemre level variation on the more. the wa, _orm distortion Is most pronounced in

external portion of the aft _klrt is shown _!nFigure the nozzle with a rounding effect on the compliance
15. These levels are considerably less than the ring and then additional rounding In the nozzle/skirt
nozzle and compliance ring levels. In fact, while cavity. The distorted w,veform Inculcated by true-
the 5 percent volur:e resonant effect at @ = 140° ducer 11:! leads to harmonics of the p_edominant
can be been, the .100percevt volume resonant effect frequency as mentioned above.
at _ ffi160" is being masked by other effects.
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All of these data indicate that a cavity while being ]{ower are probably at a Maeh number of
resonance effect exists in the vicinity of the aft skirt, apprcx/mately 0.7 for an _ = 160".
The highest levels occur for the ,_percent volume
and the predominant frequency is approximately 2? b) For the 100 percent volt,me, there exists
32 Hz. For the 100 percent volume, _he levels another independent resonant t:_mdition at an ¢v: 169".

" decrease considerably and the predominant frequency This resonance _s of considerably less amplitude
is approxi.nately 9 to 10 Hz. It is believed that the than those shown in the figures, however, it does
highest levels for the ,5percent volumc axe asso_'iatvd exist. The frequency of this resonance is approxi-
with a local Math number of approximately unity at mately 3 Hz. This particular co_rdltion has not been
r_ = 140% and the levels for the 100 percent v'_lumc shown in the data because of Its low amplitude;
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however, the presence of this resonant condition is then equation (3) can be extended to deep cavities.
: important toward understanding the cavity induced Thus, equation (4) Is an additional modification t_

fluctuating pressure phenomenon. Rossiter's equation to permit application to the deep
' cavity case. To apply equation (4) to the SRB
J reentry cavity induced fluctuating pressure frequency

INTERPItETAIION OF RESULTS predictions, the frequency ! was nondimenslon-v

The high amplitude fluctuating pressures, allzed :._ D and V. It can be shown that the dimen-
sionless frequencies are given byshown in the data of the previous sections, are

thought to be induced by the SRB motor internal t/2

cavity. This deduction is supported by a comparison fpD r..__l + K-l] (u-7) (D/H)of frequencies measured in the vicinity of the SRB -- = 1, ;

tions developed ITem smooth flow over rectangular 1 + _ M (5)cavities.

Ro_siter [11] developed an empirical equation Dn--<1
for estimating unsteady vorticity egcltation by she_r H
layer flow over a cavity, This equation was eventu-
ally modified [12] to include temperature differences where K is the ratio of specific [,eats and lt,_ is the
between the external flow and the cavity. The free stream Maeh number. In the development of
modified equation, written in terms of the SRB this equation, it was assumed that the cavity tern-
notation, is of the form perature was the total temperature. Equation (5)

will be applied in this paper in the interpretation of

f,D D the frequencies presented in the previous section.n v-Y n

V--_-.... / \a1 ; "_ • 1 (3) These frequencies are characteristic of th_ potential

/ac/ the nozzle exit plane. To realize excitation at these
frequencies, there must be a coalescence with some

where f is -he vorticity excitation frequency, D type of acoustical mode of the cavity. If the cavity
_, n is deep, the depth modes of the cavity tend to become

is the diameter of the SRB nozzle at the severed the predominant resonant acoustically excited modes.

nozzle plane, V1 is the local velocity, v is the mode In fact, it will be shown that depth mode excitation

number (i, 2. 3,..... ), M 1 isthelocalMath occursonSRB. Ifthecavityisshallow,thelength" modes acrossthecavityareusually_e predominant

number, aI isthelocalspeedofsound,ac isthe resonantacousticallyexcitedmodes.

cavityspeedofsound,7 isaquantitythataccounts
Inthecaseof deepcavities,East [14]hasforphasedifferencesbetweenupstreamacoustic

wave propagatlo,.--ddownstreamvortexsheddingor shown thatthefirstacousticdepthmode isgivenby

- shearlayerundulationsinthelocalflowoverthe

Is the ratio of eddy convection speed to the local fld 1
velocity,and H Istheoepthofthecavlty.It a - 4 +.65 . (6)

appears that equation (3) applies for shallow cavities c
where D _> 1.

n If equation (6) ts multiplied by (2j - 1) where (j =

The 5 percent and 100 percent volume cases of 1, 2, 3, .... ) to approximate high order modes,
the SRB :annot be classified as shallow cavities and if the cavity acoustic response frequency is

since D _1 = .6761 and D /H = ,0845, for the nondimenslonalized by L and V, the dimensionless
n v cavity frequency equation becomes

respeetivv volumes, Experimental results in Refer-

, e_ce 13 and the experlmer.tal results presented _-1
I

ismodifiedfordeepcavitiesasfsllows: V M 2 \H / 4 ' + .65 , j

f D (,,- _)(Dn,,_) D
_.. p n = ; __n < 1 , (4) where w, aln the cavity temperature is assumed to beH

V1 M [al_+ 1/_ the total temperature,
_J. l\ae/
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The classical equation for an oper,-closed It is assumed, b:lsed on the measured results.
organ pipe acoustic mode [ 15J is given b._ that equation (9) with _ 'It = 0 predicts the cavity

: acoustical frequency and equation (5) predicts the
f H aerodynamic vortlcity excitation; then Figure 17

.A_ = 1 _ (8) clearlyindicatesa resonance at M 1 = I, Further-a 4 (1 + e }l_
C

more, consideration oi the modes 7, : 2 and 3

together with j= 2 and 3 indicates that resonances

where • Is an end correction efiect. Equ._tion (8) are not expected {recall e/H = 0 is being considered)can be nondimensionalized with D and V to obtain the
since these modes do not coalesce. Thus, the pre-

equation dieted frequencies and resonance conditions are

t remarkably consistent with the observed reson,'.Jces

I D [ 1 _.l]l D _ ior ,he firstthree modes.

-2-- = + • (9)
V tt( 1 + _ "H) 4 The consistency between the measured lre-

quencies and the calculated coalescence frequencies

"; Equations (5), (7), and (9) will be applied to and conditions clearly indicates that the high ampli-
interprf.e the dats discussed in the previous section, tude pressure fluctuations measured on the SRB are
Reealt, equation (5) reFresents the frequencies of induced by shear layer vorticity excitation.

the ,.hear layer excitation, and equations (7) and (9)
represent the frequencies of the cavity acoustical Figtu'e 18 presents a plot of equations (5), (7),
response° When these frequencies coalesce, a and (9) for v= 1, 2, and 3 and for j = 1, 2, and 3.

potential high amplitude acoustic resonance conditinn In the 100 percent volume case, M = 3.5 and D }t =n

exists. .0845. For this eav;.ty depth ratio, v was selected to

be. 57. The dashed lines in Figure 18 are the pre-

Figure ] 7 presents a plot of equatlnns (5), (7), dominant frequencies measured. These frequencies
and (9) for J, = l, 2, and 3 and for j,_ 1, 2, and 3. The

are harmonically rel-lted and they occur at different

excitation frequencies and the r_ponse frequencies angles of attack• When each of these predominant
are plotted as a function of the local Mach number.

resonant frequencies exist, integral multip.es also
In the 5 percent volume case, M = 3• 5 and D _I =

n occur and it is thought that these harmonics are
• 6761. For this cavity depth ratio, ), was selected caused mostly by waveform distortion. Equation (9)

to be .25 and B was selected to be .57. These with _/H = 0 and _.quation (7) represent the cavity

values were based upon References 11 through 14. modes for ._= 1, 2, and 3. Equation (5" is repre-

sented by ' . solid curve for r= 1, 2, and 3.

The dashed line in Figure 17 is the predominant

frequency measured. The harmonics of this ire- The predicted frequencies for the excitation and

quency are not shown since they result from wave- for the acoustical response coalesce for the first
form distortion. Equation (9) with E/H= 0 and .196 three modes° This indicatespotentialresonance

represents the cavityacousticalmodes for j= 1, 2, conditionsfor these modes. For the i00 percent

and 3 and they are shown by the dottedbands. Equa- volume, itappears thatthe second mode is the mode

tion (7) is represented by the shortlinesto i_icate of predominant excitationsince the coalescence

itsmagnitude and equation (5) is represented by the occurs at M 1 = I.
solidcurves linesfor v = I, 2, ahd 3.

The experimental :,_lts indicate resonant ire-

The predicted frequencies for the excitation ,mencies (see dasher, lli,-s ,n Figure 1,_) tor the first
mode of approximatcl5 3 Hz and for the second mode[equation (5) ] and for the acoustical response

[equation(9) with c/H = 0 and. 196] l_dicate :,Lapproximately 9,0 it,I0 Hz. The firstmode is
coalescence for these (irstthree modes. This excitedat an angleof attacl,of 169° and the second

indicate_potentialresonance cnnditionsfor these mode is excitedat an angle el attackof approxi-

-r.odes. In particular, ,he P = 1, j -- 1 mode appears mately 160% These angles of attack correspond to

particularly strong because these frequencies local Mach numbers of approxin_atcly. 4 and. 7

conferee at M1 = 1 where it is believed that the most respectively.

: intense pressure fluctuations will occur [11-14J. The cavity acoustical frequencies :'stimatcd "

with equatmn (7) exceed the measured f_cquc, ncy by

The experimental results indicate a resonance 14 percent for the first mode an(_ by 9 percent for the :.
at a = 140" at a frequency between 27 and 32 Ifz. second mode. These differences are considered

._ This indicates excitation of the first cavity depth toh _, ,dale since the internal ge(_mctry of the SP,B

mode at M 1 = 1 (see dashed line Figure 17). includes a contoured nozzle and _ince equation (7) _

Furthermore, this mode is the predominant and the was developed for M1 < . 2. If equation (5) is

only resonant excitation in this angle of attack range, increased by 11 percent so that it coalesces with the
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men.urea frequencies, it can be seen that the coa- comparison to the 100 percent volume amplitude.

lescence occurs at local Mach numbers of approxi- One rem3on for this higher amplitude was that the
mately. 4 for the first mode and approxlmr,_ely. 72 resonance condition for the 5 percent volume
for the second mode. These values of local Mach occurred at a local Mach number near unity.
number are close to those believed to occur at

angles of attack of 169" and 160", respectively. It A shear layer vortlcity e_itation frequency
is possible that the third mode in the vicinity of 15 prediction equation for deep cavities was put forth tn
to 16 Hz may also be excited at a local Mach number this paper. Application of this equation in conjur_-

of approximately. 72 _ ith this mode possibly being tlon with the frequency equation for the acoustics/
of a much lower amplitude than the second mode and modes of the SRB Internal motor cavity results P-
thus being masked by the second mode. As a final calculations which clearly substantiate the. mecb-¢lism
observation, it is noted that the second mode excl- associated with the high amplitude, discrete fr -
ration is higher in amplitude than the first mode. qnency pressure fluctuations measured during th_
This can be expected because the second mode wind tunnel testing. The mechanism is believed to
occursatahigherMach number as Mach one is b_ a resonantconditionthatresultsfrom the

approached from the low Mach number regime. _.oal_scenoe of vorticlty excitation frequencies in the
mf,tsble shear layer over the t_lB nozzle a/ld the

The results delineated in Figure 18 indicate _c_nstica) depth mode frequencies of the SRB internal
that the cavity acoustical frequency predictions and _,ctor cavity.
the vorticity excitation freq, lency predictions ade-
quately describe the cavity induced fl.c._'-z,ting The method and equation_ px,_sented in this
pressure phenomenon. In fa_, _nese equations pre- paper were applied specifically to the SRB. They
diet the _.Jalescen__ frequency, range remarkably may, however, be applied to a variety of problems
well conslderi_ *_a_ .'.'lv_ equations were developed involving acre/acoustical interaction phenomenon and
for sroo_.othflow over rectangtflar cavities and not for environmental estimation for which aynamlc datz are
t_ .ested configuration which included: a sharp edge to be acquired, scaled, analyzed, and lndterpreced.
flow at a free _tream Mach number of 3.5, the
associated bow shock wave structure, and a fluttering
flexible heat shield. REFERENCES
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SNAPS IN STRUCTURES*

Mich _tl Zak -_
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology .,

Pasadena, California

I
Snaps as a ty_e of shock phenomena which arise in structures employing J
films, or strtr, g_ are str, died. The sources and the variety of ttuch snapF Iare defined and a new mathematical model for their investigation is
presented.

I
INTRODUCTION where Tn = T.n m the tension in the n-d/rectto'l.

Structures employing films or strings with E is Y'oung's modulu 3
small resistance to compression ar_. charect, rized
by some special feat ;res which result from the _ is Poisson's ratio.

:_ instability r,f the above flexible bodies when sub- L"

jected to certain types of disturbances. The two In the case of an ideally flexible boay (E-'0) cgn-
sources for the occurrence of snaps are connected :_ition (1) is simplified and can be written:

! with the following instabilities:

a) The effect of energy accumulation a_ T n < 0, or Tll T22 < T122 (2) ,
the boundt .,. of instabillt, of a flexible
body.

where Tll, T22, TI2 are the two normal and the
b) The effect of reflection ia the course of shea_mg stress, respectively. From the mathe-

the transition of the flexible body from matical point of view the inequalities (1) ar,_
an unstable to a stable state. (2) state that a smooth solution u: tY,,- go--_,rn

ing differe.itial equations (Ref. 3) does not
The first effect was explained physically and exist. In practice this point displayo itself in

investigeted mathematically in the Ref. (1). The the appearance _f :z-in_les, the directions of
investigations of the second effect are by neces- which are normal to the d/rgctions of the loss of
siLy connected w[th the description )f ,'he behav- stability _.
_, o o" a flexible body beyond the limits of its sta-

y. The main theory of s,:ch behavior is given
In Ref. (2). Snaps in structu:,es with ir.exten- 'file TYPES OF DEFORMATIONS LEADING TO
alble films and strings will be investigated basett INSTABILITY
on that theory.

THE BOUNDARIES OF INSTABILITY OF THE ALl the types of deformations leading to the
StlAPE OF FLEX1BLL BODIES instability of a flexible body are .nc,_untered in

a solar array for a NASA spaceerdfl which can
it can be shown (Ref. 3, 4) that any flexible be used as an illustration (Fig _) as follows:

body loses the stability of its shape in some
direction n, if A) A uniform contraction ,,_ the fiim

(Fig. 2) in the course of which
wrinkles appear normal to the direc-E

Tn < - -------_ (1) tion of the con' rection.2(1 + ',
B) A uniform twist about the axis of

*This paper presents the resul,s of one phase o: symmetry (Fig. 3). Here the surface
_0esearoh carried out it the "et Prop ,,alon of the twiste, :'orm possess double

_". Laborrtory, (_alifornia institute of Technology curvature and wrinkle_ of variable
under Contract HAS?-100. sponsored by the intens':ty a;psar along and acro_s the
National Aaronsuties nnd Space Administration. film.
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: _ C) A uniform bending (Fig. 4). In this
case the wrinkles of variable intensity
appear from the edge toward the axis

_ //_"'\ i of the bending.

_'_ \ . D) A uniform shearing (Fig. 5). Here

the film is divided into two areas:'_ the narrow diagonal tensioned area
with uniform diagonal wrinkles and

/ _\/ the out-of-diagonal slack area.

In the most general case all of theabove deformations can be nonuniform
and act at the same time.

(I) FILMS
(2) _$
(3) Ill-STEM_ THE MECHANISM OF SNAP FORMATIONS

Fig. 1. Let us iUustrate the mechanism of the for-
mation of snap by examining the simplest case
such as (a) of Figure 1. neglecting the extensi-

_,z_'/z_-,'zg,_,,/_x//._./_//_x/,z_j _zz(x_ bility of the film. After contraction of the film
".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.,WlH,,;_H/HH,HHHHHH_ I the process of restoration begins due to the

elasticity of hi-stem boom. In the course of
that restoration the film particles attain veloci-
ties which are in general nonzero at the moment
of complete restoration. Hence by the virtue of
inextensibility of the film at that moment a
shock appears as the result of the reflection
C-ore the invariable length of the film. The
shock (snap) leads to a discontinuity in the
value_ aJ.d directions of the velocities of the
film particles and the formation of new wrinkles.
The above jump in the velocities is defined in
accordance w_th the conservation of kinetic
energy ahd tl-e impulse at the moment of the

"////////////////////.7////////////////z shock taking into account of the elasticity of
the entire structure. The above shock acts on

Fig. 2. other parts of the structure as a feedback to
the film. Thus the whole structure as a
coupled dyna' tic system is involved in the pro-
cess of perioaic shocks.

The situation becomes more complicated in
the general case when the wrinkles possess a

r . _ _ -1 variable intensity, velocities and directions, butthe mechanism of the generation of the snaps
I - _ _ [ remains the same

I I" _ _ \ [ Another source of snaps is connected with

,, // /, ' / _ ' effect of the accumulation ofenergT due to a

I[ special type of tension distribution near theI [ boundary of instability. That kind of snaps are
I 1 I encountered, for instance,in solarsails. As

/ [ an illustration of s,l°.h an effect, consider a filmsuspended in a gravity field. Suppose that an

f [ isolated transverse wave of small amplitude was

generated st the point of suspension. The
[ ] velocity of propagation of the leading front of

the transverse wave will be smaller than the
velocity of the trailing front because the tension

_... decreases from the point of suspension to the
free end. Hence the length of the above wave
will be decreasing and in some cases will tend
to zero. Then according to the law of conser-
vation cf energy the specific kinetic energy per
unit of length will tend to infinity producing a

Fig. 3. snap (snap of knout).
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problem was solved in Ref. (2). The main ides

of the new governing equations is the int"oduc-
tivn of an additional variable describing the tn-
tenm_y of the wrinkles. Utilization of a special
moving (nonmaterial) system of coordinates con-
nected to i_e running wrinkles allows one to

• _ take into account the transformation_ from the
-_--" stable to the unstable state automatically. In

/ j_ the course of the transition of the bounJary of
//...s_ instability the coefficients of the governing

equations are changed by jumps leading to the

./__ correspondingcre_.tingsnaps.JUmps in the solution and thereby

__ .--s The governing equations in an unstable
__._____.____.___ _. state of a film are very close (but not equal) to

the equations defL:ing the motion of a fluid. In
_-- the simplest case when the study is confined to

1 the model of a single wri_kle, the governing
equations are degenerated into the equations of
a system with variable mass.

From the point of view of the theory of

structures, films or strings can be considered

as unilateral constraints. Such a constraint
realizes a rigid Junction 'between parts of the
s_.'ucturo in a stable state. In an unstable
state :he constraint is realized by means of
wrinkles which are step-variable in their values,

Fig. 4. dir_-tions and intensity. Therefore, the shove
constraint also possesses the step-vat/able pro-
perties. Moreover, as a res,.'it of a variable

ANALYTICAL RESULTS

__ I 1. Let us consider the snaps generated by the

accumulation of energy (Fig. 6). Accord-
ing to the Ref. (1) a snap in this case is

I _ caused by the instability of the solution in

, a class f.f smooth functions (incorrectness
• [ of the Csuchy problem). The possibility

of a snap appearance is given by the

II alternative :fO _

a) the snap appears if the improper
integral

d_

_P_f_"._f ff.f//f/_f f, _"Fff, rf///ff_fffffffff ffJff_f_

Fig. 5. converges for _--L

(Here T is tension, p is density, _ Is
It is very important to emphasize that in the current length, ! is the entire

both cases the snaps were generated by the length.)
structure itself as aigen-properties without ex o
ternai shock distu_'bances, b) the snap is impossible if the above

integral diverges. It can be shown
that in a gravity field that integral

THE MATHEMATICAL MODELS OF SNAPS coverages if p-constant, consequently,
the motion of the film is accompanied

It is clear from the above that to describe by snaps near the free end. It can
snaps is to describe the behavior of a film also be shown that the above result
beyond the limits _f its stability, The latter remains in force if the film moves in a
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r / _ s

t

Fig. 7,

2. Tu,,ning to snaps as a result of reflections
consider the simplest situation when uni-
lateral constraints (ideal string) generates
snaps in the course of axial harmonic
oscillations (Fig. 8). Ignoring for simpli-
city the masses of the string AB and the

_"'__'_'\_'_'_'_ spring laD and intx_ducting the mass M of
the body B we have the differential equa-
tion of motion of the body B:

m_ + cx --- O, x > 0

or

m_ * olxl = 0 (4)

where c is the stiffness of the spring BD.

The solution of the equation (4) is given
in the form:

x = x0 Icosf_tl (5)

if

x = x 0 >0, _ : Oat t : 0

Thus one arrives at the oscillations with
periodical snaps (Fig. 9) and the interval
of time between shocks is defined by the
formula:

Fig. 6.

T =_rf_ (6)

_'esistive medium (air or water). All
the above results will remain in force 'Taking into account the distributive den-
if one replaces the film or string of sity of the thread one gets the nonlinear

_" _ (Fig. 6) by the ideally flexible pipe governing equation instead of Equation (4):
within which liquid flows with only one
difference: the point of the appear-

anceofthe snap shifts fromthe f. d [ ]end upward (Fig. ?). --_ (m +px) _ + cx = 0 (7)
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Fig.8. ," \ " ..

\
T! _,= V2 _ t

Fig. lO.

_------ T-----_
I

Fig. 9. _ _

L .q
The exact solution of this equation can be
expressed as elliptic functions (Ref. (2)). i_._l _._!. I
The nonlinear influence of the wrinkle for- C_"_ _-'_.

mation displays itself in the app_arence of tb_'_ 0_ _"_.t
damping and in a change of the period T I-,,._II " IY_-4

3. AS a more complicated example where snaps [_f
have nonuniform intensity the transverse _.//////////, .//////////_
in-plane oscillations of a film can be con-
sidered (Fig. 11a). The governing equa- ol
tionfor thiscase is a nonlinearequationin
partialderivatives,

v

a-T-u _- _ ax2

where u is the transversein-plane /f/_N _"-_ .f'''_

displacement. ///f{{i /_t _// _ t

The solution of this equation can be ob- __//

tained by the method of separation of vari-
ables and presented in the form

j, t...........

u = u 0 sin _- x cos _ t , (9) V2 b)

if Fig. 11.
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A SIM}LIFI_'D M_HOD OF EVALUATING TH£ STRESS WAVE

ENVIRON_NT OF INTERNAL F,UII"_!;T

J. D. Colton and T. P. Desmond

SRI International

Menlo Park, Cahfoi'nia

A slmpllfled method called the Transfer Function Technique (TFT) has
been devised for evaluating the stress wave environment in a structure

contalning internal equipment. The TFT conslsts of following the initial

In-plane stress wave that propagL.es through a _tructure subjected to a

dynamic load and character,zing how the wave is altered as it is trans-

mltted through intersections of _tructura] members. As a basis for evalu-

atlng the TFT, impact experiments and detailed stress wave analyses were

performed for structures with two or three, or more members. Transfer

functions that relate the wave transmitted through an intersection to the

incident wave were deduced from the predicted wave response. By se-

quentlally applylng these transfer functions to a structure wlth sere*a)

intersections, It was found that the environment produced by the initial

3tress wave propagating through the structure can be approximated well.

The TFT can be used as a design tool or as an analytical tool to determine

whether a more detailed wave analysls is warranted.

BACKGROUND

Many ploblems of prediczlng the response of containing internal equipment. This method is

equlpment _nslde a structure have been solved by called the Transfer Function Technique of TFT.

v_bratlon analyses. However when structural

resf.onse Is induced by sudden mot%on of the pri- The basis for the TFT is that the initial

mary structur_ in, for example, missiles or sub- response of equipment Inslde a structure sub-

marines under blast loading or In penetrators at ]acted to an external dynamic load is governed

impact, the inherent stiffness of these struc- by the stress-wave propagation through the

tuzes allows hlgh-frequency stress-wave loading structure. The stress waves are created at the

to propagate through the structure to the in- loaded surface and propagate, at a finite

ternal equipment. The Initial stress wave that "eloclty, sequentially through the load-carry-

propagates through the structure may produce the ins structural members to the equipment. During

most severe envlronment to which the equipment this process, the amplitude and frequency con-

is sub3ected []). In this case, a stress-wave tent of the stress waves may be altered as the

approach that focuses on the equlpment-damaging properties or dimensions of the structural

stress waves themselves is desirable for pre- members vary, or as the stress waves are trans-

dlctlng the equipment environment, mltted through intersections from one struc-

tural member to another, The TFT is a straight-

Available analytical techniques are capable forward method of accounting for sequential

of predlcting the detailed stress wave response chaj_ges in the initial stress wave as it en-

for many structures of interest [i,2]. liowever, counters new structural members and inter-

_ot com_,lex structures, the requxred numerical sections.

tntegrdtlon is often expensive and time con-

sumlng. Thus, for a preliminary evaluation of The general approach to developing the TFT

the severity of the stress wave environment, a consists of two steps. The first step is to

s_m|,ler approach is desirable. Such an approach characterize the waves that are transferred

ts developed In this papal, through each of several common structural mem-

bers and through intersections between members.

OBJ[_CTIVK A_D APPROACH These characterizations are obtained by per-

forming exact analyses of the response when a

The oh]ectlve is to devise and demonstrate stress wave impinges on structural members or

, the usetulncss of a simplified method for evalu- intersections between members. Any analysis

atlng the stress wave environment in a structure that can predict the details of the wave front i_
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acceptable, The analyses used in this paper are plane (transverse waves). The important fee-
baaed o_ sL_ple bar theories for in-plane re- tures of these two types of waves can be illue-
oponse and Timoshenko-type theories for trans- t_ated by exmainxng the response of a straight
verse response in which solutions were obtained beam-column of circular cross section.
by the method of charac_eristice. To ensure
the accuracy of the analyses, the response pre- The response of a beam-colu_ was calcu-
dlcted by each snalyals was compared with the iated tot an in-plane or axial load, as in
response smasured in a corresponding impact Figure l(a), and for a tranav_.--e load, as in
experLsent. Figure l(b}, of the same tiam history. For

axial loadin_e Figure l(a] shows thl axial force-
The second step is to relate the trana- time history of the load at the end of the sHm-

matted waves to the incident wave by a relation bar and of the response at several lc_stions in
called a transfer function. The transfer a straight, semi-Infinite beas-coluam. :he
function is an approximate relation based on the nlf-sine loading pulse is typical of that
results of the exact theoretical calculations, ransaitted to an interior structural element
Sequential application of the transfer functions _rca an exterior elesmnt, such as a shell, that
for each mr and each intersection in a given is loaded suddenly on its exterior surface. Tb_
structure allows one to determine how :h_ stress response shown is that predicted by simple bar
waves are altered as they pass through the theo,_. Because the half wave length of the
structure to the components, pulse is much greater than the diameter of the

bean-colusm (by about a factor of 10 here), the
Thus, an exact solution mast first be oh- pulse propagated down the heam-colmmn is non-

talned for each type of structural el_emnt or dispersive and is accurately predicted b/ bar
intersection. The usefulness of the _ is that theory. Thus, the axial force-tins history _s
the transfer function obtained frmm the exact identical at each Point on the structure. Th_
analysis can be applied to the sam structural time at which the pulse arrives depends on Is-
element or intersection in any other structure cation and iS given by x/c b, where x is the
without repeating the exact analysis, axial coordinate and cb = _ is the bar

velocity. Per in-plans waves, the particle
In the work discussed here, the development velocity is proportional to the time derivltive

of the TPT was simplified in two waye. First, of the axial force and the particle displace-
for sA_plicity, the investigation was restricted sent is proportional to the time integral of the
to wave propagation along one spatial dimension axial force. Therefore, the wave environment
of _ach structural mr, • g., in hem and for equipment at any point on the structural

rings, and in plates or shells in plane strain, nmLver Is characterized completely by the loading
Second, in the examples given here, all the force only.
structural mrs are straight beum of the
same uniform cross section, so the ln-pl_le For transverse loading, Figure l(b) shows
waves are not altered as they propagate through the transverse shear force-tinw history at
each nma_)er. (&s discussed in the next section, several locations in the same heam-colmnn. The

the TFTneed characterixe only the changes in transverse wave response was predicted by
the in-plane waves at th_ intersections of the Tlmoshenko heam theory. In contrast to the non-
structural mrs.) In principal the TFT can dispersive axial wave response, the dispersive
be applied to a more general class of struc- transverse wave response has a different trans-
tures, for exile, structures with members of verse force-ti_e history at each point on the
different cross-sections, however additional structure. The character of the transverse wave

analyaeswould be required, differs from that of the axial wa,e in two ways.
First, the amplitude of the tran_vers_ wave de-

In th_ rest of this paper, we will co, are creases, an_ the sign of the peak force ampli-
the /_poz a'_ of in-plane waves and transverse rude alternates, as the wave propagates down the
waves for equipment response problems; illus- beam-column. For example, at x/d = 30, the
irate in detail the development of a transfer peak shear force amplitud_ is only about 20 per-
function for a two-_nber and a three-emmber cent of _he peak loading force amplitude and the

intersection; and illustrate the application of peak amplitude is of the opposite sign. Second,
the TFT to a multi-mmber structure, the bulk of the energy of the pulse, in which

the peak amplitude occuxs, travels more slowly
CO_ARISON OF IN-PLN_kI_TRN_SVERSE _&VES than the axial wave. For example, at x/d = 30,

the peak amplitude of the shear force occurs at
l_ was found that the TFT could be siepli- about _T - 18 after the initial disturbance

lied by including only the type of waves that arrives: the peak amplitude of the axial force
produce the most severe environment for internal occurs at _T • 5 after the initial disturbance.
equipment. _qui_ent is generally mounted on a Thus, the bulk of the energy in the transverse
structural element that has at least one dimen- pulse arrives about _T = 13 later than that of
sion that is much smaller than the others, such the axial pulse. This difference in the time of

_ _ as a heamo_ plate. Such structural elements arrival of energy in the pulses increases as the
propagate two principal types of stress waves pulses propagate along the structure.
that excite equipment: waves that produce
motion parallel to this plane (An-plane waves)
and waves that produce motion normal to this
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(a) IN-PLANE WAVE RESPONSE

/i/' "o 1 { ,-,

(b) TRANSVERSE WA" _ RESPONSE

o ,o °1' ,/f"-_.... x SO._ --.0 - "_ t - ,_ __:_t ""_'- _. ..-.. T

\_--_/x d_-30 "_._"
- - 10d

-o.s- j i i l I I. , I J [
20 40 60 8O lOO

tcb
T -- --

d

Fig. 1 - Comparison of Stress Waves Produced in a Bar by Axial Loading and by Lateral

Loading (t is time and cb is bar velocity)

These differences between responses of axial W&Vr "OPAGATION THROUGHTWO- AND THRFE-NENBER
and transverse waves permit an zmportant simpli- INTL._CI'IC_S
flcation in developing and applying the TFT. Con-

sider two structural members joined at an arbi- In this section we discuss an impact experi-
trary anqle less than r/2 radians. When an axial ment, a detailed wave analysis, and the determi-
stress wave in the first member impinges on the nation of a transfer function for the two-member
intersection, both _n in-plane and a transverse intersection and for the three-_ee_er inter-
stress wave are produced in the second member, section.
However, except near the intersection, ti,. exci-
tation of equipment by the transverse wave occurs Two-Member Intersection
later than that by the _n-plane wave and has a
much smaller amplitude. Therefore, in the applt- A structure forming a two-me_)er inter-
cation of the TFT, it is necessary to follow section is shown in Figure 2(a). To provide
only the axial wave response in the second mem- baseline data against which theoretical calcu-
bar. For a more complex structure with several lations could be compared, we first performed an
intersections, effects are similar at each in- impact experiment on a two-me_Der structure made
tersection. Thus, it is necessary to follow of 6061-T6 aluminum straight members of 1.27-c_
only the axial pulse on the load path from the square cross section with an Ante:section angle
external load to the equipment.* of _/4 radians. The end of one member was im-

pacted by a 1.20 c m-diameter, 18.0 gram brass
projectile accelerated to 15.2 m/sac by a mll
air gun. To produce a finite rise pulse, a
0.318-om-thick Teflon disc was bonded to the end
of the emmber that was impacted. At one station
in each bar, either two or four strain gages were

;For equipment mounted near _he intersection, a used to measure the incident wave and the wave
case of limited practical interest, the effect transmitted through the intersection. Only the
of the transverse wave may not be neqligible ave,,ge axial strains are discussed in this paper.
compared with that of the An-plane wave. This
point is discussed in more detail in Reference 3.
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• "-,_ N1STATION I STATION 2 i 0.8 _ te• /(a) STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION Z_ 0.6 _ %_ N1 " Nl. mu " _n fCp___lTHEORETICAL _ X
i 0.4, _ X- 20h

_ 0 15 ' _ ' r E WAVE -._

O.10 - _1-E_,perlment - _ 0.2, ANALYSIS __
_ / \ _nd

joo/ - ,o
0 O -- degrees

-0.O5 - Fig. 3 ° Transfer Function for _o-Memher

-0. I0 ----_-'--' i _ i J _ Intersection
0 40 80 120

TIME _s
the unlo_ed member and the corresponding

(b) AXIAL STRA, N PULSE AT STATION 1 measured pulse. _he theory accurately pred;cts
the tran_itted pulse.

0.15 T _ T'" I _ [ l 1 Comparison of Figures 2(b) and 2(c) shows

i 0.10 - _ Exper,ment that the shape of the main portion of the trans-..... Theory fl, mitted pulse closely approximates that of the

j 0.05 ,_ 1 incident pulse. However, the wavelength of the, transmitted pulse is slightly less than tha_ _f

Z 0 - _--- ___ _ the incident pulse, and the amplitude of the

-- transmitted pulse is reduced to about 61 percent
-0.05 of the amplitude of the incident pulse.

-0.I0 _ _ _ J 1 J l
120 160 200 240 Analysis of nine similar two-member struc-

tures were performed for values of e spaced
TIME -- p$ _/16 radians apart in the range 0 to n/2 radians.

It) AXIAL STRAIN PULSE AT STATION3 The loading was an axial pulse in the shape of a
half-sine wave. As was true for the intersec-

Fig. 2 - Configuration and Response of tion with e = ,T/4 radians, pulse shape and wave-
Two-Me_0er Stru:ture (axial length change only slightly as the pulse is
strains are the averaged strains transmitted through the intersection. The prln-
at each station) cipal effect of the intersection is to reduce

the amplitude of the transmitted pulse from that
of the incident pulse. This effect Is summarized

The measured axial strain pulse that was by the calculated data points shown in Figure 3.
produce4 )_ the loaded member and was incident
on the i,,cersection is shown in Figure 2 (b). These observations suggest a simple method
The measured axial strain pulse transmitted to for predicting the transmitted longitudinal wave
the u,loaded member is shown in Figure 2(c). given the Incident wave: the pulse shape and

wavelength are retained, and the amplitude is
We then Performed a detailed analysis of reduced by a factor that depends on the inter-

the stress wave propagation through thli two- section angle 0. The transfer function for this
member intersection. The analysis is based on intersection is therefore defined as the ratio
simple bar theory, Timoshenko beam theory, and of the amplitude of the transmitted longitudinal
a rigid element at the intersection. The wave to that of the incident wave. The transfer
governing wave equations were integrated by the function of the two-me_0er intersection was
method of characterlstici.* constructed by fitting a curve to the calculated

data points of Figure 3_ th_ expression for the
As Indicated in Figure 2(b), the input curve is also shown in the Figure. It was

axial pulse used in the analysis was identical found that although more complicated relations
to the measured axial pulse. Figure 2(c) cc_- could be found to relate the transmitted pulse

. pares the predicted axial pulse transmitted into to the incident pulse more accurotely (for ex-
ample by accounting for wave-length chsnge)_ the
simplicity of the approach taken here makes it

• Details of the analysis are given in Reference 3, particularly efficient for estimating the wave
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(c) AXIAL STRAIN AT STATION 2 (d) AXIAL STRAIN AT STATION 3

Fig. 4 - Configuration and Response of Three-_ember Structure
(Axial strains are the averaged strainf at each station)

environment for structures with several structure, the shapes of the main portions of the
intersections, transmitted pulses closely approximate that of

the incident pulse; the wavelengths of the trsns-
Three-Member Intersection mltted puIeel are slightly less than that of the

incident pulse; the amplitude of the pulse trans-
A structure forming a three-member inter- mltted to the oblique member (station 2) is re-

section is shown in Figure 4(a). The structure duoed to about 39 percent of the amplitude of the
was made of 6061-T6 aluminum ItrSlght mlslberi Of incident pulse; and the amplitude of the pulse
1.27-cm-square cross section, end the inter- tranmnitted to the In-line member (station 3) is
section angle was _/4 radlens. The meamlred reduced to about 80 percent of the amplitude of
axial strain pulse that was produced in the the incident pulse.
loaded member and was incident on the inter-
section in the impact experiments Is shown in Analyses of three-member itructures were
Figure 4(b). The measured axial strain pulles performed for 15 value_ of e spaced _/16 radlans
transmitted to the unloaded members are shown in apart in the range -7_/16 radians _ e _ + 7_/16
Figures 4(c) and 4(d). redlans. Again, the principal effect of the in-

tersection was to reduce the amplitude of the
AS WaS true _or the two-member structure, transmitted pulse from that of the incident pulse

the axle1 loading pulls Uled {n the knalysls of with little affect on the pu}_e shape and wave-
the three-_mber ltructure, as shown In length. Thll effect el IUm_ariled by the calcu-
Figure 4(b), is Identlccl to that amalurcd in the feted data points shown in Figure 5. The trsns-
experiment. Figures 4(c) and 4(d) c_are the fir functions of the three-memb_r intersection
predicted axial pulses transmitted into the un- were constructed by fitting a curve to the calcu-
loaded me.era and the corresponding measured fated points shown in Figure 5. The expressions
pulIes. The theory accurately predicts the for the curves are ales shown in the figure.

" tranimltted pulses.

Co_parison of Figures 4(b), 4(c), and 4(d)
shows that, as was true for the two-men.mr
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It. generdl, _ obtained goo_ agreement be.-

08 ] t_reerl the measureJ and the predicted strains.
TRANSFER FUNCTION _ The ;arqest discrepancy occurs In member 5 wh-_n

06 N2_ _ .,; ,4(''e t.*.*- _X*_; =tra.n becomes tensile, about 35 .sec

04 N_ m_ !14 p,,f atter the arr;val of the pulse. _hzs portzon ofthe pulse lr. mmn_er 5 results from The _ombl-
I O_' nation oY these effects: the s_a_l _ut nonzero

E 02 / strain thst Occurs after the _r_ln _ortlor, of the

7" pulme that has propagated through members 2 and

_l _ ,d +_ 4, ar. effect also shown _n Figure 2(c}; the wave
E _ reflected off the ]unction of _embers 5, 3, and
_ -0.2 _' •

/_ .#* ,_._ 6 after propagating through member 5; and t _,-_
Z

-04 h wave that _nxtlally propag_tp_ throuqh ."- :

_% then :hrou_._ member 5. The c_zscrepancy _ w*.er.

-06 -- N'(----__--_--_1-_-___L____a'" ' theory and ex_x_rl.nt resu:ts frolm the ,,f' ",;_axn,:_
_THEORETICAL errors associated with predicting eact, the_el

-08 WAVE ANALYSIS h three effects. Nevertheless, qc_d agzeel_nt :s
................ o_talned for the znltlaZ portion of the v¢:ll_,

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 *20 +40 H_O +80 when the envir,_sent for the equIp_'_nt xs m_ _

, -- de_feel_ severe.

(a) OBLIQUE MEMBER we then used the TF_ to predict the longz-
tud,na| waves In the structure shoran In Figure 6.

t0 F--
I F_vnL.._.iE__r-H_'_r-_" The predtctioN WaS .de by sequentially apply,ng

_.a--_,. WAVE the a_roprxate transfer function to the Inter-0.9

0.81_, y_'_ _% JANALYSIS croons between member I and the member of _n-

%%_ "/ terest. The TFT-Fredscted waves have the same) _ shape and wavelength as the Incident wave.
Applxcatxun of the TFT involves _pplyxng appro-

n,u.7) ;_/ _ prxate reduct_or, fat;ors to the amplitude of the

E_ 0.6 'r _----TRANSFER FUNCTION --_ ,ncxdent pulse. For example, for the -/4 radxan
-" ] N3, mmx angle zntersectlon formea between me_,_er_; 1 and

-- = 0.388 COS 0 + 052_ 2, the transfer functio.', given zn Figure 5(a)

0.5 _ Nl. mp has e value of N_,lr_x/Ni,max = 0.395. For the

_" 0.4 +_t _/_ radish angle Intersection formed between
Z _. members 2 and 4. the transfer function given zn

0.3 -0* - X_ Fxqure 3 has a value of N4,max/N2,ma x = 0.610.

'_ /_'\ h Thus the amplitude of the wave tran_mltted to

0.2 _ member 4 xs reduced from that of the Incident
L wave in member I by the factor

O.i) N___

0_ th

-80 -60 -40 -20 0 +20 +40 +60 +80 Nl,max _Nl,ma x / N2,max /
# -- degrm

(b) HORIZONTAL MEMBER • (0.395) • (0.610)

Fig. 5 - Transfer Functions for Three- - 0.241
Member Intersection

In addition to being transmitted through

APFLZCA_ON OF TIIE TRANSFER FUNCTION TECHNIQUE members 2 and 4, the wave in member 5 has also

been trenl_itted through a second two-member

The application of the TFT can be illus- ;ntersection identlcal to the first two-m_mber

trated by applying it tO the structure shown in intersection. Therefore, its amplitude is re-

Figure 6. As we did for the s;mple two- and duced from that of the incident wave by the

three-member structures, we first performed both factor

on impact experiment and a detailed wave

analysis* for the structure shown in i _gure 6(a).

A:_ before, the loading pulse used in t):; analy- N¢ ...
sis is identical to that measured in the experi- _ = (0.395) • (0.610) • (0.610)

merit. The measured and the predicted axlal Nl,mex
strains zn members 2, 4, and 5 are sho_ in

-... Figure 6. = 0.147

•A complete description of .he analysis is

given in Reference I.

%
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STATION 4

STATION 5

STAT,ON TAT,ON,

( "MEM--B_ "i {_/" / MEMBER 3 MEMBER 6 |

(I) STRUCTURAL CONFIGURATION

o:s 1 _ ' ' °IsI I I I T I
IExper,ment, _ Expenment

[_ / _ _"I 0.050"10 p%,f Theo,,;. and ii 0.100.05--- ------------TFTThe°ry 1_" 0 _ 0 -- +

_t20 _sl'_ 4420
J [-0.0S - , : _ -- -0.0£,. l L I

TIME -- /_s Tiler: -- ps

(b) AXIAL STRAIN AT STA%ON I (c) AXIAL STRAIN AT STATION 2

0.10 _ ! ! , l 010 _--T" 1 J

o.o - o.o,,.- -

I o I o ---_-
z z

m _

_ -o.os _ -o.o5 - -

--420 u$_- --d20 _si-=.-
-0.10 l t l I -0.10 . 1 l [

TIME -- /Js TIME --- _s

(d) AXIAL STRAIN AT STATION 4 (e) AXIAL STRAIN AT STATION S

Fig. b - Configuration and Response of Six-14ember Structure
(Axial strainl are the averaged strains at each statiow_)
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The TFT-predlcted waves are also sho_ in BIBLIOGkAPHY

F,gure 6. The figure shows ,:hat, as expected,
there Is good agreement u_nq the initial wives Abrmon, S. N.. H. J. Plass, and E. A. Ripperger,

_n meubers 2, 4, and 5 as predicted by the de- "Stree9 Wave Pro_gatlon in Rcx]s dr:d Beams,"

t_,ied 4nalysls, as predicted by _d_e TI_, and as in Advances in _plied Mechanics, Vol. 5,

measured experimentally. Note that because the N.L. Dryden end Th.vonKarman, eds. (Academ;c

T_-predtcted pulses are proportional to the Press, New York, NY, 1958). pp. 111-194.

input pulse, they do not show significant tensile

strain. They do, however, accurately predict the Aches_)ach. J. D., Wave Pro_a_atlon in Elastic

*'4t1_i wave propagated through the structure. Solid.__s (Ammrican ElsevleL Publishing Co.,
New York, NY, 1973).

COt;CLUSIONS

&tklns, K. J., _nd S. C. Hunter, "The Props-

We have shown that, onco the transfer func- qation of Imngi_udinal Ela_cic Waves &round

tlons dre established for the required inter- PAqht-Angled Ccrners in Rods of Square Cross-

sectlon_, tn_ TPT IS useful for efficiently o_ Sectic1," Quarterly J. Mech. a _d Appl. Mathe-

taJn_nq an lnztial evaluation of the wave envt- mattca, Vol. 28, pp. 245-2b0 (May 1975).

ronment in a structure sub3ected to a sullen
dynamic load. Addltxonal transfer functions for l(olsk¥, Ho, Stress Waves in Solids (Dover

intersections of interest must be developed. Publications, New York, NY, 1963).

Then the TFT can be used in two ways. First, it

car, be used as an analytical tool to dete:_Ine Leonard, R. W., and S. BudJansky, "On Traveling

whether t!.e stref,s wave envirommnt il so severe Waves in Beams," NACA Technical Note 2874, (19_3).

that further, mOre decaxle3 analyseu should be

performed. Second, for 0otentlally fevers stress Timoshenko, S., "On the Transverse Vibrations of

wave envlrorunents, the _ T can be vs:_ as a de- Bars of Unlfor_ Cross Section," Phil. Mag.,

slgn tool for choosing sizes o_ &on_iguratlona Set. 6, Vol. 43, pp. 125-131 (1922).

of structural mealbers and of c(:e_)onent mounting

hardware to m_nimize the effect of the stress

wave env1;onu_nt on the equlpalent.
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N80 Z62O6
HIGH G PYROTECHNIC SHOCK SIMULATION

USING METAL-TO-METAL IMPACT

_, Monty Bai and Wesley Thatcher
. Motorola Government Electronics Division
; Scottsdale, Arizona

This report presentsa technique forsimulating highg level pyrotechnicshocks, and the results
of applying the technique to obt:lin the MIL-STD-1540A shock spectrum with a maximum
acceleration of 18,000g at 2,000 PIz.

Design;ng the resonant beam t=ndplate on which the test unit is mounted, and generating a
proper impulswe load on them° were the essentials of the technique. One dimensional stress
wave and Euler squat=onewere employed in the design. A metalpendulum hammer wasuseJ
to generate the impulsive load.

L

INTRODUCTION fundamental frequency. Because of mathematical difficultie_
encountered in trying tc theoretically predict the dynamic

A given pyrotechni,; shock spectrum can be obtained Jn an response of the beam or plate under a metal impact, the
infinite number of ways, since there is no uniqueness between emphasis in ths study was initially experimental.
the shock transient and its shock spectrum. Drop table
machines are often used to produce a givenshockspectrum by DESIGN OF THE RESONANT FIXTURE
generating • classical pulse such as a half sine. The distinct
characteristics of the shock spectrum generated by this To perform the reouired shock tests in the three orthogonal
technique are a constant slope of 6 dB/octave (most of the directions, a 48 X 6 X 1-in. aluminum beam and a 17 X 10 X 3-in.
slopes of pyrotechnic shock spectra are between 9 and 12 alum;nL'm plate were d3signed for the resonant fixtures on
dB/octave) and a significant difference between the positive which the test unit was mounted andexcited. A 13-pound steel
and neqative spectra. The shock synthesis method, using an block pendulum hammer was arranged to generate an
electromagnetic shaker controlled by a digital computer, can impulsive load on the fixture beam or plate. Schematic setups
produce • shock spectrum of any shape. However, the of the two fixturesand thependulum areshown in Figs.1 and 2.
amplitude of the spectrum is limited by the capacity o! the
shaker. A met-'-;-to-metalimpact technique canproduce .qvery

nigh g shock reJatively easily. However, controllability a,_d _ .,_ _ .__ 1 _

repeatability of the test are known to de rather poor. Without
using an explo_ive, this technique seems to be the most

promisino_p,_proechinobtaining a high glevel shockspat;lure BEAM l
such as that specified in MIL-STD-1540A. _Z Z FIXTURE

In order to control the shock response spectrum, understand_ _Y -- _ -- _f
ing the response characteristics of single-degree-of-freedom c

spring mass systems wa._a fundamental step,since the shock E//__ _ u(x.t)-response spectrum is defined as the absolute maximum dy- ACCELEROMET ). x f, PENOULUM
nsmic response of many single-degree-of-freedom spring ELECTRONIC HAMMER
mass systems with damping. An ideal shock transient canbe PACKAGE _s_
modeled for a given shock spectrum. The next step was to
design a beam or plate which could produce sucha transient, Fig. 1 - Diagrammatic Arrangement of Beam Fixture and
using one-dimensional wave propagation tneory or the Euler Pendulum ;_,qmmerfor Test in X Direction
equation, The final step '#as to develop an impulsive loading

technique. The length of the resonant beam, L, wasdetermined from the
To produce the MIL-STD-1540A shock spectrum, the ideal equation.
transient should havea fundamental frequencyof 2.000 Hz and

highest energy at that frequency in its shock spectrum. L : _ (1)
Amplitudes of the frequencies higher than the fundamental 2f1
frequency in the Fourier spectrum should be lower. To excite

_, the fixture so that the dominant frequency matches the where c is the speed of the dilatational wave inthe beamand fl
fundamental frequency, the duration of the impulsive lOading is the fundamental frequency, The harmonic frequencies can
should be ,approximately equal to half the duration of the be calculated from the general form of Eq. (1).
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fn = _,nc n = 1.2,3, (2) A typJcal acceleration measurement in the X direct=or_and ds
: 2L shock and Fourier spectra are shown in F,gs 4, 5 and 6. The

fundamental frequency of 2017 Hz with its harmonic
Th,s equation is derived from the one-d_mensional wave frequencms of 4065, 6050 and8010Hz were measured inFig. 5.
equat=on, These frequencies, which were predmted with Eq. (2) to be

2068, 4136, 6205 and 8272 Hz, are =mportantcharacteristics of
= 1_ _ (3) the beam that can only be changed by altering its length.

ax2 c2 "_t2 2000
: with proper boundary conditions. The beam fixture can be ACCELERATIONMEASUREMENT

used to perform m the X and Y directions by rotating the unit
90° p.:ungthe Z ax=s

For the testin theZ direction, the 17 X 10X 3-m. aluminum plate
wasused. thedesign of which wasbasedon the Euler equation. ,_

t2 y _ x4

with completely f,'ee boundary condition.

.,_'z," _ ._#Z _ _z_ / -2OOO TIME.SEC 0 O2

PYROTECHNICSHOCKTEST _..=

Fig. 4 - Shock Transient Measured in X Direct=on

b , 10

ELECTRONIC PL PENDULUM
PACKAGE FIXTURE HAMMER

ACCE,ROMETIR

FRO.Tw_w sloeViE, |

Fig. 2- Diagramr,lahc Arrangement of Plate Fixture and 0
0 FREOUENCY.Hz 10,000Pendulum H_mrner for Test in Z Direchon

PYROTECHNICSHOCKTEST 5*MAY-78MB
TESTS AND ANALYSIS _1 s

Shock transients were measured by the shock eccelerometer, Fig. 5 - Fourier Amplitude Spectrum of Shock Transient
Endevco model 2292, with the shockamplifier, Endevcomodel Measured in X Direction
2740B, and analyzed with e Time/Data, Digital Computer. A

diagrammatic arrangement of the instrumentation is shown m The shape of the shock spectrum can be predicted from the
Fig. 3 Three tests ineach axis were conducted alter calibrating Fourier spectrum of the shock transient, The relative ampli.
the setup w_tha mockup unit. tudes of the frequencies in the Fourier spectrum can beeffec-

tively adjusted by placing a small aluminum blockat the impact

•_. BEAM area, thus changing the impact loading duration. WidebandFIXTURE"_" noise in the shock transients was generated by the test unit,

'1 // ,_ I _ _1 especially during tests In the Z direction. The level of noisewas
pE_NDI ' -_ considerably reduced by increasin,3thethicknessof the fixture

v_ _ ..... _l _ CRT plate.
; | OtSPLAYER

LUM ELECTRONIC/ [ and 9, Seventy-two percent of the data points were in the

HAMMER PACKAGE/ [ _!'_1 tolerancebandsof+BdBfromlOOtoB,OOOHz,.gdBfromS,000/
to 10,000 Hz, end -3 dB from 100 to 10,000 Hz. These results-,- _ ACCELEROMETER show moreover-tolerance points than under-tolerance points,

SHOCK TIME/DATA COPY aS was intended, although it was not planned to over-test that
AMPLIFzER ANALYZER much, especially in the low frequency range (83% of the data

_-_ points were within the tolerance bands with the mockup unit).
It is believed that the differences in the two units caused the

Fig, 3- Diagrammatic Arrangement of Instrumentation variation in the results,
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DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS elongation of the mounhng holes ,_n the mockup tm_t wt, te _ht,
main Daramete_ conttl_;hng tu flit, Oitterence it1 the, le_t_tt_

The capability for hlgh g pyrolechm¢ shock sm_Hlatton tests from the two LmdS
WaS demonst_aled us0ng the metal-lo.metal amp,let techmque
and a T_me Data Analyzer This was done by performing the WJdeb.lnd noJse m the shock transmnts was generated by the

required pyrotechmc shock tests on a real unit according to test und. especially during tests en the Z dJrechon In this e_-
MIL-STD-t540A. wdh a maxamum acceleration of 18.000 g at perm_ental study, a low level of nonse appeared to help bNr'g

2.000 HZ Oes0gnmg the resonant hxtures and generahng an tl_e spectrum level tJp about 2.000 HZ This tlndeslr¢tble noise

Ophmum Jmpuiswe load on them were the essentials of the was mmlm_:'ed by increasing the thickness of the h_tu_e plat_.,
technique It was relahvely easy to obtain hmgh g's of around and decreasing the contact area of the unft L'gnt_e f_f_lre It JS

20.000 g in the shock spectrum However. d was ddhcult to generally trc'_ that reducing the contact at ea _educ_s the shock
_mprove controIlabdlty and repeatabduty of the tests because of level transmitted to the unit Further m_provemen t of the setup

the nature of the metal _mpact and wJdeband nOrse generated for generahng an optimum m)puls_ve load ShoLIId be macle The.,

by the test umt pendulum hammer can be replaced by ,tn a_ gun A proper
arrangement of the a_r gun wdh an ace',. _'_'p_essc_rc gage and

Seventy-two per cent el the data points were w_thln a device detechng the prolectde tmpact _,,Ioc_ty wdl ehm_n_l!e
tolerance bands wh_le 7% of the data points were shown to be ahgnment problems and improve the test repeatabd_ty
under the tolerance bands These results from the tea I ,.mr

were cons0derably ddterent from the shock spectrum _ed A dynamic strain gage ca_; De used to find the =mp_.dswe load
with a mockup unit (83% of the data points were w ''_ q the Therefore. the a_r gun arrangement and dynamuc st_mn gage

bands) It _sbeheved that the cables and connectors attached mstrumentahon are h_ghly recommended for systemahc and

to the actual und. but not to the mockup und. as well as effechve Operabon of pyrotechmc shock s_muiahon tests
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 ,N80 16207
AN EXPERIMENTALDESIGNFORTOTALCONTAINER

IMPACTRESPONSEMODELINGAT EXTREME

TEMPERATURES

Virginia P. Kobler
U. S. ArmyMissile Research and Development Coemand

Huntsville, Alabama 35809

and

Richard H. Wyskida and James D. Johannes
The University of Alabama in Huntsville

Huntsville, Alabama 35807

A cushion behaves in one manner when tested as a flat pad (unconfined
cushion) and in a different manner in an actual container (confined cush-
ion). There have been few direct comparisons, the assumption being that
the unconfined data results in conservative designs. Since unconfined
cushion impact response has been modeled, it is nowpossible to attempt an
extension to the confined cushion situation. An experimental design is
developed to identify the actual effect of the outside container upon
shockattenuationinvolvingthe protecteditem.

INTRODUCTION Extensiveexperimentationhas been per-
formedby McDaniel,Wyskida,Wilhelm,and

In designinga cushioningsystem,both the Johannes [I-5]into the effect of temperature
item to be protectedand the externalenviron- upon impactresponsefor variousbulk cushioning
ment which it will encountermust be considered, materials. McDanlelwas the first to developa

The two stipulationsof how much shockan item mathematicalmodel for the impactresponseof
can surviveand how much shock it is expected bulk cushioningmaterialswhich incorporated
to experiencein its environmentare the prime temperatureeffects. Cost [6] developeda vis-
considerationsin the designof any cushioning coelastlctheory to describethe temperature
system,commercialor military. In addition, effectsunder impact loads.
extremeexternalenvironmentsmust be consid-
ered in militarycushiondesigns. The dynamiccushioningcurvesshown in

Figu_ I were derivedfrom data obtainedwhen
Modernpackagedesignersuse dynamiccush- drop testswere conductedon a flat pad cushion.

toningcurvesto determinethe appropriatema- That is, the cushioningIs placedon a plate,
terialand materialthicknessto protectitems and the variousplatenweightscorre_pondlngto
from impactloads. Figurel is a typicalset differentstress levelsare droppedonto the
of dynamiccushioningcurvesfor a given ma- pad. The maximumaccelerationachievedduring
terial,thicknessand drop height. The three the impactis measured. This method of obtain-
curvesrepresentthree differenttemperatures, ing impactresponsewas not designedto take
Pointson the curvescorrespondto the peak ac- into considerationthe effectsof an outside
celeration,given in G's, experiencedby the containerupon the in1_actresponse. Mazzei [7]
cushioneditem at the correspondingstatic foundthat there was a definitedifferenceIn
stresses. The horizontal line depicts the fra- confined (outside container) and unconfined
gility level Lowhich the item under consldera- test results. He attrlb_:_edthls differenceto
tion must be protected. The packagedesigner pneumaticeffectswithln the container. Since
must choosea materialand a materialthickness thereare known to be containereffects,the
which possessesdynamiccushioningcurvesfor lack of data on containereffectsand the in-

" the temperaturerangefor which he is design- abilityto predictthem has been a major con-
ing, and furthermore, a portion of the curves cern to cushion system designers. Consequently,
must be below the specifiedfragilitylevel. A the authors'objectiveis to designa drop test
separateset of curves is necessaryfor each experimentwhich extendsthe flat pad cushion
unique set of parameters,i.e.,drop height, impactresponseapproachto that of an item
cushionthickness,temperature,and material, enclosed in a coptainer.
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300, MINICEL ENCAP

H • 344K A, Z94K C•219K D.H. • 76Zmm
TOPT • 63.5mm GLMAX• 5CLO_) SSL-4137 Pa SSU • 7929 Pa

MIN. BEARING AREA• 56103 ram: MAX.BEARINGAREA•IO7535mm z
: 250 ITEM WEIGHT • 45.4 ko

2O0

'; C

..I 150
bJ

IAJ
.J

IO0

A

50 /

0 I i i l I t ! i t •
689.5 6895.0 34475.

STATIC STRESS - Po

Fig. I - Typicaldynamiccushioningcurves at selectedtemperatures

McDaniel[4] developeda specificmodel for Using the weightof the test specimen,11.57 kg,
the impactresponseof HerculesMtnicel,a cross- and the followingcushionpad dimensions,the
linkedpolyethylenefoam,based upon flat pad resultingstaticstresslevelsare:
cushiondata. Minicelpossessesthe abilityto
withstandextremetemperatures,withouta de- CushionPad Total StaticStress
gradationin cushioningability. Consequently, Side Area Levels
a 50.8 _nmthickMinicelcushionwas selectedas (ram.) (nvn.2) (Pal
the bulk cushioningmaterialfor use in the con-
tainerexperimentalmodel. 215.9 186451.2 608.5127.0 64516.0 1758.I

PHYSlCALDESCRIPTION 88.g 31612.8 3589.1
76.2 23225.8 4885.2

The test specimenutilizedtn the con- 69.8 19488.2 5822.1
tainerdrop testsconsistedof a 482.6 mm ply- 57.2 13087.4 8669.6
wood cube protectedby 50.8 mm cushionsof
Mintcelconfiguredas corner void pads. This It shouldbe noted that the actualsize of the
test specimenwas enclosedin a militarystan- corner void pads was determinedprior to calcu-
dard cleatedplywoodshippingcontaineras shown fatingthe staticstress levels,due to the
in Figure2. Six staticstress levelswere physicaldimensionconstrainton the surfaceof
obtainedby varyingthe total area of the cush- the test specimen. Shouldlower stresslevels
toningn_tertalon the six facesof the test be desired,the dimensionsof the test specimen
specimen,so thateach faceof the container must be increasedaccordlngly,to accorrteodate

, reDresentsa differentstress level. The rela- the largercushionswhichwould be required.
tionshipbetweenstaticstress,a, weight,W,
and total cushionarea,A, was used to deter- The six temperaturesat which dropswere
mine the size of the cornerpads in the follow- considereddesirablewere 219, 244, 266, 294,
ingequation: 316, and 344K. Four standarddrop heightswere

used--304.8,457.2,609.6,and 762.0mm. Three

W replicateswere performedfor each set of ex-
_ o • -A- perimentalconditions.
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Fiq. 4 - Drop tester and contalner system prim" t) drop

Twenty-four COrhplete container systems EXPERIM[NTAL DESIGN
were prepared for exp_rimenta] testing. One
set of twelve containers was utilized for The order of the drops was randomi_ed as

temperatures 294, 244, and 344K, and the other much as possible. One constraint on randomiza-
twelve containers for 266, 316, and 219K. This tion was the use of the environmental chambers

prevents any onc container system from experi- for each temperature. Chamber space necessi-
encing the entire temperature range of I25K. rated the drop test procedure to consider all

which is unlikely to occur in an actual situ- of one temperature si,.,ultaneously.That is,
at ion. all three replicatP._ f_r ont.temperature were

conditioned as a group. Since each bux re-
Prior to conditioning, the container sys- quired a cable to he att.ched, jusL pmor to

tem was instrumented with three accelerometers tpstinq but after -eh_nvalfrom the cham_er, it
in the test specimen, and three in the outer was not feasible to randomize toe boxes witFin
containe_. The complete container systems were the replicate. However, the static stresses
conditioned in environmental chambers (Fig, 3) and drop heights were randomized wiLhi_, each
at the required temperature for twentv-four replicate. The randomized order of the drops
hours prior to testing, was determined bv the computer generated form

shown in Fig. 6. One page of this form gives
All tests were conducted at the U %. Army the order of drops for one replicate on four

Missile Research and Development Con,land's boxes, The order of drops for each bo_ ,s
Dynamic Test Facility. Fig. 4 shows the drop given in the column under the box nu_,oer, The
tester and the container positioned ready to letter for each drop indicates the f_.::(or

_.. drop. Fig. 5 shows the test apparatus after a stress level) on which the box is being dropped,
drop. _;hilethe inches following the l._tterindicate

the drop heiqht.

1._, ORIGINAL PAGe. I"
OF POOR QUALIfy
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Fig. 5 - Test apparatu_after drop

The time requiredto performthe necessary Preliminarycalculationsindicatethat the
drops on all six surfacesof one box was less cornervoid con'inedcushiondata followsa
than two minutes. Sincetemperatureis ir,- mathematicalforh_similarto the flat pad un-
volved,experimentationwas performedto deter- confinedcushiondata. After considerableex-
mine if a significantchange in temperature per,mentationwith varioustransformationfunc-
occurredprior to completionof the sequenceof tions,in an attemptto acquirethe best func-
six dropson one container. Fortunately,the tionalfit for the corner void confineddata,
changein temperaturewas not significantin the best functionappearsto be the (1 - cos x)
the requiredtwo minute interval, expansion. It should be noted,however,that

the two methodsof testing(confinedvs. uncon-
PRELIMINARYRESULTS fined),achieveminimumG-leveisat different

staticstresslevels. Fig. 7 depictsthis
Sincethis experimentwas designedfor a phenomenafor a 294K temperatureand a 762.0mm

specificsize test specimenand a spe(ificsize drop heightsituation. It is seen that the flat
outsidecontalner,the entiredynamiccushion- pad unconfinedcushiondata nredictsa minimum
ing curve range of staticstressvaluesis not G-levelof 42 G'_ for a staticstressof 2758.0
included. In traditionalflat pad cushion Pa, while the cornervoid confinedcushiondata
testingfor dynamiccushioningcurve develop- predictsa minimumG-levelof 35 G's at a 5516.0
ment, additionalstaticstress levelsmay Pa static stress level. At the higherstatic
alwaysbe obtainedto completethe necessary stresslevels,the corner void confinedcurve is
data spectrum. Consequently,the entire much flatter,and consequentlyanticipatesa
cushioningcurve is alwaysobtainable. Such smallG-level.
is not the case in this experimentaldesign.
The physicaldimensionsof the outsidecon- Preliminaryresultsindicatea possible
tainerwere limitedby the drop test apparatus pneumaticeffect for the confinedsituation.
and consequentlyconstrainedthe physicalsize This pneumaticeffectmay v_ry as a functionof
of the test specimenand the cushionsystem drop heightand temperature, However,data re-
which was utilized. Thus, the dynamiccush- ductionhas not proceededfar enough at this
ioningcurves to be developedfrom this ex- point to verify this conjecture. It is assun_d,
perimentaldesignare confined to static stress however, that the pneumaticeffectsaugmentthe
leve;sof 608.5 to 8669.6 Pa. cushioningabilityof the confinedcushion,by

10.5
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MATERIAL: MINICEL THICKNESS:

; TEMPERATURE: REPLICATION:

DROP HEIGHT

: BOX-I : BOX-2 : BOX-3 : BOX-4 :
: : : : .

: : : : :

: C-304.8 : F-457.2 : B-457.2 : E-609.6 :

: : : : •

: F-304.8 : D-457.2 : A-451.2 : D-304.8 :
." : : • :

• : • . :

: E-762.0 : B-304.8 : F-762.0 : F-6og.6 :
• : : • ,

_" : : : :

: B-BOg.6 : E-304.8 : D-6Og.6 : A-304.8 :
. : . : :

: : : : •

: D-762.0 : C-762.0 : E-457.2 : B-762.0 :
• : : : :

: : : • .

: A-TB2.0 : A-6Og.6 : C-457.2 : C-60g.6 :
: : : : :

. . : : •

Fig. 6 - Randonizeddrop test sequence

150

125

I00 \ Flat Pod

-I Corner

(.o 50 (Confined)

[},'op Hei|ht • 762 mm
25 TempMgture- 294 K

Thlolmms • 50.8 mm

0 , I I I i i i ,, i I I I
689.5 6895.0 34475.0

STATIC STRESS- Po
Fig. 7 - Confined vs. unconfined dynamic cushioning curves for Mtntce|
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delaying the bottoming-out action of the cush-
ion. The effect of temperature upon the cush-
Ioning system enclosed tn the container has yet
to be detemtned.

CONCLUSIONS

The experimental destgn developed to test
the effects of confinement upon cushtons appears
to be functioning satisfactorily. The drop test
program has procluced consistent corner votd
cushton data from which mathemttcal models my
be developed. Since drop test data will be
available for both the test specimen (item to
be protected) and the outside container, tt mey
be possible to explain the confined effects _y
meansof models for both components. It ts
plausible that the conftned effects follow a
mathematical relationship as a function of
tenq)erature and drop hetght. Future research
wtll follow thts general approach as a means
to tsolate these e_fects upon confined cushion-
tng materials.
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EMPIRICAL PROCEDURES FOR ESTIMATING PECOILLES5 RIFLE
BREECH BLAST OVERPRESSURES

• Peter S. Westine and Randall E. Ricker
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas

The breech blast from recoilless rifles produces a more sev-
ere transient loading than the blast field from other types
cf guns. This paper presents an emDirical equation for pre-
dictlng breech blast overpressures aft of any recoilless
rifle. Experimental test data from the literature on various
recoilless rifles demonstrate that this solutioD is correct

and a special series of tests on a variable nozz£? a,',d
chamber recoilless rifle test fixture shows that Zhe interior

gun characteristics associated with the blast fJeJ" _re prop-
erly simulated. Model theory and past scaling efi_.ts for
closed breech guns form a basis upon which this new solution
is founded. The solution can also be extended for predictint
blast pressure fields behind rocket motors.

INTRODUCTION A = exit area of the nozzle
e

This paper presents a new empiri- A t = throat area of the nozzle
cally derived relationship for predict-

ing the peak free-fie_d blast pressures Pc = maximum chamber pressure in
behind the breech of a recoilless rifle, the gun
Experimental test data f_,i the liter-
ature on various 57mm, 75mm, 90mm, and m = a shape factor for the
105mm recoilless rif] _s are used to- chamber pressure tim_ his-

gether with measure_ blast pressures tory. Approximately equals
from a special tost r_coilless rifle the average chamber preeeu_e

chamber to develop a solution and demon- divided by the maximum cham-
strate its validity, ber pressure

N(8) - a nozzle shepe factor. Equals
The equation which results and will 1.0 for central orifice but

be discussed given byz

where P - Fuak free field blast equals e0"001287 e3/2 for

pressure kidney nozzles.
L _ distance from the breech

8 - angle in degrees from the Equation (i) is valid for 0 from 0 to 90
.. center line of the rifle degrees and L---from _pproximately i0 to

(0" is directly aft) 400.
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Comparison With Test Results Dividing the ordinate in some of
these figures by a factor such as 3 does

Equation (i) represents a three not change the results. Thl_ manipula-
parameter space of nondimensional hum- tion was only a method for shifhing the
bets. To den,onstrate that the solution plots so all data points would fit on
is a valid one, d series of plots %as the two cycle log-log papez.

P

made in which the scaled pressure m-_- Before the fermat used can be de-

(Ae_ 2 c vised and understood, one must review
was plotted versus the scaled some of the earlier empirical efforts

At/ for predicting blast fields around
standoff distance L conventional closed breech guns. The

; _N(8)--along lines format which was eventually used in
Vne this paper evolves from these earlier

radiating away from the breech along closed breech efforts and from the
con=_ant angles e. Different weapon application of similitude theory to
firings reported in the literature recoilless rifles.
were used to obtain data for these

comparisons. Included in the array of Previous Scalin_ Efforts
weapons are the 57mm T66E6 [i], 90mm

T219 [2], 105mm specially modified M27 Apparently, the first attempts to
[3], 105mm TI9 [4], 75mm T21 [5], 57mm scale blast waves around any source were

MISAI [6,7], and 106mm TI70EI [8]. The during World War I by Hopkinson [9] in
57mm T66E6, 105mm TI9, 75mm T21, and 57 England and Czanz [I0] in Germany.
mm MISAI have kidney nozzles, whereas These laws for the blast field around
the other three weapons have central H.E. charges are closely related to
orifice nozzles. Table A lists the what we are using for recoilless rifles,

weapon parameters Pc' Ae' and A t asso- as the same assumptions are required.

ciated with each of these weapon sys- Both individuals stated that for propa-
gation of a blast with only one spatial

tems. coordinate, the peak overpressure would

Figures i, 2, 3, and 4 present the be a function of R/W I/3. Because the
test results in plots of scaled pres- energy density of most chemical explo-
sure versus scaled standoff distance sives varies very little, another method
for constant angular directions from of stating the Hopkinson-Cranz Law is
the breech. The shape of the symbol in to substitute charge diameter d for

all these figures indicates the source WI/3 and state that the peak overpres-of the data and the reference from
which the data were taken. The solid sure P is a function of R/d.

line through all of the data points is Reynolds [ii] at Princeton and the

Equation (i) which is a curv_ fit to Navy [12] at David Taylor Naval Shipthe test results. The results from
Research and Development Center - for-

these comparisons show that Equation merly David Taylor Model Basin -were
(i) predicts the observed results and
infers that a general solution is rep- the first in the mid-40's to apply the
resented by these results. Hopkinson-Cranz Law to determine the

TABLE A

WEAPON PARAMETERS USED TO SCALE RESULTS

Nozzle

P (psi) A (in') A t (in 2) Type
Weapun Reference c e

57mm T66E6 1 7,100 7.05 2.95 Kidney

90mm T219 2 3,700 23.87 6.82 C.O.

105mm Modified M27 3 Various 35.5 Various C.O.

105mm TI9 4 9,260 17.48 9.30 Kidney

75mm T21 5 i0,000 9.67 4.67 Kidney

57mm MISA] 6,7 6,500 7.05 2.95 Kidney

106mm TI70EI 8 10,200 17.90 i0.00 C.O.
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.
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NO22LE

O. 4 - SYMBOL WEAPON TYPE X --

O 57 mm T66E6 Kidney

- • 90 ram T219 C.O.

• 105 mm Nodified ,W27 C.O.

• i05 tamTI9 Kidney Q0.2-
75 aa,a T21 Kidney •

X 57 aa_ MI8AI Kidney

106 mm TI7OEI C.O,

0.1 I __. J I J. I _ _ i I I I
10 20 40 60 100 200 400

N(o)L

. _
FIGURE I. BREECII BLAST PRESSURE AT 0 EQUAL 0 DEGREES
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10 20 40 60 tO0 ZOO 4O0

N(o)L

FIGURE 2, BREECH BLAST PRESSURES AT 0 EQUAL 30 DEGREES
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FIGURE 3. BREECH BLAST PRESSURE AT e EQUAL 60 DEGREES
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• 90 "I" T219 C.O.0.6
• 1o6m _17o_-1c,o, e_"
9 57 m T66E6 Kidney _1,_ __-_..,,

• 1o5: T19 _. _ s,xO.4

90 m M67 C.O.
X 57 m ms_ X "_KLdney

0.2. i ,, I L i i,i II . J I J i
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N(e)L

FIGURE 4. BREECH BLAST PRESSURES AT e EQUAL 90 DEGREES
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the blast field around guns. Princeton the bore _xis at a distance rO from the

applled the scaling law to obtain peak muzzle. The distance ro evidently
reflected pressures monitored by a flush
mounted gauge in a panel under a closed- corresponded to the location of the
breech gun muzzle, while the Navy con- stationary shock associated with the
sldered free-fleld overpressures and so-called "bottle" at the muzzle of a
impulses around Naval guns. Both groups gun. To create an approximation to the
required geometric similarity to the peak pressure, Armour created a "re-
extent that duced energy" W given by:

(o4)= = " / (2)
The parameter N was a correlation or
fudge factor for a gun that is multi-

and replica scaling so that plied by the energy in the propellant
minus the kinetic energy of the projec-

V 1 - V 2 (3) tile to obtain an energy going into the
blast wave. Actually, this "pseudo

where energy" is a fairly accurate represen-

M - projectile mass ration of the energy going into blast
because as a first approximation the

E s energy in the propellant other significant energy losses such as

c = weapon caliber heat are nearly a constant percentage
of the available energy. Armour applied

- length of bore the Hopkinson-Cranz Law to determine

V = projectile muzzle velocity pressure distribution over a plate
through the equation:

and the subscripts denote specific wea-
pons. If these numerous conditions were
met, the maximum pressures, either side- P = f(h/wl/3, L/wl/3) (5)
on or reflected, were identical provided
the distances were measured in calibers.

Plots of isobars of constant overpres- Equation (5) with h equal to the
sure and isoclines of I/c wer_ con- gun height over the deck was tested

structed from 3"/50 Naval gun data on with data from 0.50 caliber, 20-mm,

plots with an abscissa of Lll/c and an 37-mm, and 3.00-in. guns. _esults werewit_.in 20% because all these guns had

ordinate of L_/c. The Navy did believe th_ same scaled barrel length I/c. Had
falsely that barrel length cou14 be dis- Armour tested a grenade launcher, a 0.45
regarded in the scaling, but this obser- pistol, or other stubby gun, their pre-
vation was based on insufficient data diction would h_ve been poor. At that

from various guns of essentially the time, data were not available to show
same scaled barrel length, _/c equal to _/c should be considered.

50 give or take 10%. These scaling ob-
servations made in the mid-40's on the It was West:,_e [14] in 1969 who

blast field around guns are correct, recognized that the Armour approach
provided _e interior ballistic restric- gave concentric circles for peak pres-
tlons expressed by Equations (2) and (3) sure contours, an observation which
are met. These laws are Hopkinson-Cranz was obviously false. In addition, none
extended to guns by requiring dynamic, of the short barrel weapon firings scal-
kinematic, and geometric similarity to ed with their long barrel counterparts.
be maintained. The Armour definition of an effective

energy release was maintained; however,

Unfortunately, scaling by calibers separate spatial parameters were insert-
alone is satisfied in only a few cases, ed in the analysis to define barrel
In order for the Princeton-Navy simu- length, weapon caliber, and the obser-
lation to include all closed breech wea- ver's location parallel and perpendi-

pons, a large number of plots would have cular to the llne of fire. The result
been required with a systematic varia- of Westine's analysis which was con-
tlon in propelling charge, projectile ducted using similitude theory was the
mass, barrel length, and muzzle velo- functional equation for free-field
city. Armour Research Foundation [13] pressure.
attempted to meet these llmltatlons by
representing the blast field around a

" gun muzzle with an equivalent weight of pc2_ f _ L )a spherical explosive charge located on _ - , _ (6)
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This equation had its validity If Equation (8) is accepted as a logical
! demonstrated with experimental results relationship, the problem of developing

in a manner similar to the approach used a predlction equation becomes a problem
in presenting Figures 1 through 4 for in predicting the effective energy

recoilless rifles. Weff.

A first approximation at an attempt Our empirical approach to predictto extent the muzzle blast work of Wes-

tine to recoilless rifles was made by Wef f began by conducting a similitude

SwRI [7] personnel in 1971. Review of analysis. For most recoilless rifles,

limited amounts of recoilless rifle data a typical chamber pressure history re-
and another similitude analysis led to sembles the sketch in Figure 5. The

• Equation (7) as the recoilless rifle duration T and peak chamber pressure P
counterpart to Equation (6) for closed depend upon the propellant type, and c
breech guns. many gun chamber and nozzle geometric

characteristics. Generally, englneers
can predict P and T from these weapon

cP = f 8, _ (71 details. We conducted our model analy-
Pc sis by assuming that in addition to Pc

The parameter P is the maximum chamber and T, the effective energy release Wef f
c would depend upon the volume V of the

pressure in the gun. Data from 57-mm,
75-mm, 90-mm, and 105-mm recoilless rifle chamber, the throat area A t of the

rifle firings showed that Equation (7) nozzle, the exit area of the nozzle Ae,

was approximately correct provided un- and the ratio of specific heat - for the
usual nozzle designs and propellant
burns are not used in the guns to make combustion products in the chamber as
their breech blast fields less severe, well as the speed of sound _ for com-

Subsequent work sponsored at Watervliet bustion products. This definition
[15] and Picatinny Arsenal [3] shows of the problem leads to the following
that P was at best only an approxi- dimensional functional zelationship for
mationCof the energy output for a re- Weff"
coilless rifle.

Development of New Functional Relation- Wef f = f' (V, Pc' T, At, Ae, 7, a) (9)

If one studies Equation (6) for Equation (9) is an eight parameter
closed breech guns and contemplates an space of dimensional numbers. It can be
analogy which should exist between reduced to a five dimensional space of
closed breech and recoilless rifles, nondimensional numbers by conducting a

Equation (6) can be used to suggest a model analysis. We will not repeat the
relationship for predicting breech blast algebraic procedures associated with

overpressures. The quantity c?_ on the such an analysis as several books exi2t
left hand side of Equation (6) is the on this topic [16]. Because no new
volume of the gun tube at projectile assumptions are associated with such an
exit. The quantity W is essentially an analysis, we simply write one acceptable
effective energy release which drives complete set of nondimensional terms.
the muzzle blast. In addition, the

_e would be the recoilless rifle PcV (Ae,At _V aAi__2 )

counterpart to the caliber c. These Wef-----_f= f' _, , (I0)

observations suggest that the recoilless At _t _ t
rifle version of Equation (6) might be
given by:

Because the ratio of specific heats
for most pzopellant products is essen-

PV - f 0, L (8) variable. Dropping _ from the analysis
Weff and substituting Equation (10) into

Equation (8) fo_ Weff/V gives the "e-
sult:

where V = volume of the recoilless
rifle chamber

" Pc @ _)(Ae At--_/2 aAt-_7_ )

" Wef f = an effective energy release P = f , L f, __ , (ii)
drivin% the breech blast A t '
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p(t)

%

0 _ I -_
0 T t

FIGURE 5. CONVENTIONAL RECOILLESS RIFLE CHAMBER PRESSURE HISTORY

The final format depends on a sep- rupture disk or diaphragm which separ-
drate series of experimental observa- ates the combustion chamber and the
tions. Notice that because two indepen- nozzle. The igniter tube contained

dent functions exist on the right hand black powder, and was part of the pro-
side of Equation (ii), the primed func- pellant train for igniting the propel-
tion for determining how gun chamber lant which surrounded the igniter.
characteristics influence breech blast Three different types of propellants
pressures can be studied independently (M-I light, M-I dark, and M-10; were
from the unprimed function which maps used in various experiments. The quan-
the pressure field at different geo- tity of propellant also varied from 1/8
metric locations around the breech, to 1/4 to 1/2 pound charges. In all
These were precisely the procedures experiments the nozzle throat area
which were followed to give the empiri-
cal relationship upon which this paper remained constant, At = 2.826 in. 2.
is based, Equation (i). We will des- The other parameters in different com-
cribe first how Equation (ii) was re- binations were all varied as in the sum-
duced to Equation (12) by conducting mary in Table B. This test procedure
experiments on the primed relationship. A e

permitted _tt to be varied by changing

-_c = f 0, L (12) nozzles, to be varied by changing_ aT
the number of internal liners, and _

At-,-SwRI Variable Gun Tests

as well a_ P to be varied by changinq
A nonprojectile firing recoilless c

rifle chamber was fabricated as seen the types and quantity of propellants.

in Figure 6. Basically, this device
permitted us to accumulate test data All experiments were conducted by
while varying one parameter at a time. placing blast pressure transducers
Three different nozzles were designed around the breech and making no varia-

with three different expansion ratios tion in the parameters 0 and L This

A_e . A nozzle was changed by unscrewing
A t procedure means that for any one scaled

the nozzle retaining ring so a new pressure transducer location, Equation
nozzle could be placed on the chamber (ii) becomes:

and clamped with the retaining ring.

The volume of the chamber could be p < Ae At3_ 2 aAtl___2>
o" changed by removing the B-I and/or A-I £q'-= f' -- , (13)

sleeves to change the diameter of the c At'
combustion chamber. Nozzle start pres-
sures could be varied by changing the
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NoTz]o

Transdul'L.r P,'rt
Comb1_stion Nozzle
('harnher Rcta[her

k..
Base

FIGURE 6. ASSEMBLY DRAWING RECOILLESS RIFLE CHAMBER TEST FTXTURE

TABLE B L

VARIATION IN TEST PARAMETERS /_ equal to 24.6 and 0 equal to 83 ° to
_eJ.

Condition Condition Condition establish that conclusions were not

Parameter 1 2 3 based upon transducer location.

A t 2.826 in 2 2"826 in 2 2.826 in 2 The purpose of these teStSp waSAeto
discover how the parameters

Pc w _tt '
i V , and aT interrelate. The

-A---%-e 1.80 2.10 12.30 At3-_7_ AT fT_A t
results of these tests were that the

V scaled pressure was independent of

ii.i 16.1 28.6 aTscaled time _ and scaled chamber
"t

Pype Pro- I volume V The parameters P

;ellant M-I light S-i dark IM-10 At--_-_" P_c and

3uantity i Ae

_f Pro-

_ellant 1/8 lb. 1/4 lb. 1/2 lb. At appeared to emp_rically _mbine to

(_orm the quantity as in Equa-
Fiqure 7 presents a view of _he Pc _At/

test setup with three Atlantic I.C-33 tiop (12).
\ i

.. pencil gauges around the breech of the
"" gun. Because of symmetry, two of these

gauges were in the same scaled location, Figure 8 presents test da._a An a

/_ equal to 16.5 and 0 equal to 30 plot of I-_. e to show

_egee PC _At/ versu_ Pcas. The other gauge was located at
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PC(psi)
FIGURE 8. SCALING OF INTERIOR GUN CHARACTERISTICS
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TABLE C
results are independent of Pc" Ones COMPUTED RECOILLESS RIFLE BREECH
first reaction is that the results scat- BLAST PRESSURES

ter greatly, but the ordinate on Figure
8 is an enlarged geometric scale rather
than a log scale. Scatter does occur,

but the same _ymbol can often be found Ae PmaxTA
at the bottom as well as at the top of V e_ 2

thisfigure.B au,e.,y  ariation,  ,u(psi Pc'psi;
are being evaluated, the legion asso-
ciated with this figure is complicated.
The shape of the symbol, whether trl- 551 5746 2.099 28.98 0.4224
angle, circle, or square, denotes type 556 5956 ]2.099 28.98 0.4113
of propellant. The amount of shading 505 5376 2.099 28.98 0.4139
indicates the amount of propellent used, 115_ 8326 1.800 16.01 0.4497
1/8, 1/4 or 1/2 pound. If a bar is 1146 8266 1.800 16.01 0.4490
placed on top of the figure, the large 1216 8716 1.800 16.01 0.4520
chamber volume was used_ on the side 946 8596 2.099 16.01 0.4851
the medium chamber volume, and on the 882 8626 2.300 16.01 0.5406
bottom of the symbol, the small chamber 653 20386 4.000 16.01 0.5124
volume was used. The number of primes 1026 7016 1.800 16.01 0.4736
added to a figure indicates which nozzle
exit area was tested. All combinations Average 0.4610

were tested. Any scatter does appear
to be random rather than systematic;
heDce, the conclusions which have been computations. This observation means
drawn about scallng interior gun charac- that for engineering answers we compu-
teristics appear to be correct, rationally as well as experimentally

have shown that the format given by

As additional verification for our Equation (12) is adequate. The routine
recoilless rifle interior ballistic ob- scatter in one's ability to repeat

servations, a one-dimenslonal, variable measurements exceeds this error from
these much more complex computational

cross-section, Lagrangian, shock tube,
computer program named GUN-WUNDY [17] efforts.
was modified so it could be applied to
thls breech blast study. GUN-WUNDY is Effects ¢ f Combustion Chamber Pulse
an art_._Iclal viscosity, finite differ- Shaplnq
ence c,_e. Our modifications allowed

us to approximate the flow field in the All of the conclusions drawn so far
co-bustles chamber, nozzle, and exter- in this discussion are based on con-
nal environment immediately aft of the ventional recoilless rifle chamber pres-
breech. A combustion subroutine was sure histories with a shape similar to

added which puts both energy end mass that shown in Figure 5. One of the
in the combustion chamber flow field better ways of reducing breech blast

from the burning of propellant, and pressures is to tailor the pulse shape
another _ubroutine was added to auto- in Figure 5 so that the chamber pressure

matlcally rezone the flow field for history becomes much more rectangular.
The muzzle velocity of a projectile will

more efficient running. The burning be the same provided the impulse (area

rate law used in these computations was under the chamber pressure-time history)
of the format: i4 the same, but breech blast pressures

appear to be reduced. Generally, the
shape of the chamber pressure pulse is

r = a + b pN (I_) modified by designing prop,_llants so

Tabte C summarizes the results the burning surface area changes with
from I0 different ru_s. The m_.imum time.

overpressures are all being c¢.,.pared at
the exit of the nozzle for different Figure 9 shows four different peak

peak chamber pressures, nozzle expansion pressure recoilless rifle profiles
ratios, and scaled gun volumes. The studied at Watervliet Arsenal [15] ir

throat area A t for the recoilless rifle programs to reduce breech blast. Basic-ally, a recoilless rifle was placed over
in all these calculations equals 2.826 a reflecting plane which represented a

in2 helicopter tall boom. Peak reflected

"" The quantity P does differ four profiles at three positions, 48,
At/ 54, and 60 inches from the gun axis and

sllghtly, but not by much more than 10t 95, 241, and 312 inches behind the
from the _verage of 0.4610 in these nozzle, identified as positions A, B,
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FIGURE 9. CHAMBER PRESSURE PROFILES FOR PEAK PRESSURE
STUDIES FOR CONSTANT MUZZLE VELOCITY

and C. _he nozzle on the rifle was kept any location. This observ_,tlon indi-
A cares that the average chamber pressure

constant with an expansion ratio e of is a better correlation coefficient
"t than the peak chamber pressure. Because

4.0. The only modification in the test for most conventional recoilless weapons
conditions was to study how reflected p

overpres_ures changed because the the pulse shape is self similar_ -_
chamber pressure profiles had been c
modified, almost equals a constant 0.36.

Table D presents in tabular format The parameter m was added to the
the results of this study. Notice that P

p quantity _-- in Equation (I) to accountfor each of the three locations is "c

Pc for pulse shape. For most weapons the

not a constant as would have been our peak chamber prer,sure Pc is known rather
previous conc!usionso Table D indicates
that at all three locations the peak than P_vg' thu,_Figures I through 4 and

breech blast pressure divided by the _uation (') continue to use Pc as a
average chamber pressure is close to
being constant. Only small errors exist reference pressure.

P
when -- for each pulse shape is tom- Although this paper concentrates on

Pavg recoilless rifle breech blast pressures,
pared to the average value for _ at it is capable of use for predicting

Pavg breech blast around rocket motors.
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TABLE D
EFFECTS OF CHAMBER PRESSURE PROFILE

Location A Location B Location C

P .^+3 _P10+3 P .^+3

1 ssoo 2920 6.4 0.753 2.19 13.2 z.5_ 4.52 23.4 1.5B 4.59
2 5750 2562 5.2 0.904 2.03 10.8 1.88 4.22 10.5 1.83 4.10

3 4400 2272 4.9 z.u3 2.26 z0.2 2.32 4.49 10.4 2.36 4.58
4 3150 191B 3.8 1.206 1.98 8.4 2.67 4.38 8.7 2.76 4.54

Avg. 2.09 Avg.4.40 AvE.4.45

Most rocket motors have a rectangular as functions of the angle e. This
or almost constant thrust chamber ores- relatio. #hip
sure nulse. This observation means that
provided an appropriate pressure pulse
shape factor m is used, the breech blast A _ 4,055 m 3.939 tanh_) (16)
pressure fields should be self similar. \_Dj

To test this hypothesis, Figure i0 and

was created comparing breech blast ores- B = -1.35 + 0.537 tanh 2 _ (17)sures as predicted using Equation (1)
with the average chamber pressure eq_al
to the maximum chamber pressure to test
data [7] for the LAW rocket, M72AI. The are then empirical equations relating A
LAW rocket has a throat area of 0.607 and B to e in these plots.

in. 2 , a nozzle exit area of 3.46 in. 2, One other empirical observation was

and an average chamber pressure of 4500 also made. At 0° directly aft of the
psi. By using data from references 6 breech, test data from all 9uns, whether
and 7, experimental test data could be they had a central orifice or kidney
compared dicectly to Equation (I) with nozzle, appeared to form a single func-
a value of m = 1.0 assigned to the tlon, but at 90" or perpendicular to the
rocket motor. This compariSon shows breech, two separate curves appeared.
that the same decay with standoff dis- After we recognized that one group of
tahoe exists for rocket motors as for data points was kidney nozzles and the
recoilless rifles, and provided the other was central orifice nozzles, a
correct parameters are substituted into factor N(0) was created to account for
Equation (i), it can be used to predict the changes in flow field which can
breech blast around both. occur aft of the rifle breech because

of nozzle type. The relationship which
Curve Fittin_ for Special Distribution was developed is an empirical one bam_

solely on the fact that its use makes

Equation (1) was developed emplri- the data correlate. The equation for
cally. Experimental test data were N(e) is given by_
_lotSed as in Figures 1 through 4 and
straight lines were curve fitted "by

eye" to these results. Because the N(%) - central orifice nozzle (18_m)
curves are straight lines on log-log

plots in Figures 1 through 4, for any e0.00128783/2constant angle 8, the equation to the N(8) = kidney
data is given byz nozzle (18b)

" A\ ._el (15) Notice that at 0 equal to 0 degrees,
N(O} equals 1.0 for either nozzle. The

most pronounced effect is at 8 equal to
90 degreeu where the N(8} values differ

After obtaining the constant coeffl- by a factor of 3.0.
clsnts A and B for each angle 8, the

"" coefficients A and E were then plotted
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N80 16208
BLAST FROM BURSTING FRANGIBLE PRESSURE SPHERES

E. D. Esparza and W. E. Baker
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas

This paper describes laboratory experiments conducted to obtain

' incident overpressure data from frangible spheres pressurized
with two different gases and a vapor. Glass spheres under in-
ternal pressure were purposely burst to obtain time histories
of overpressure using side-on pressure transducers. A scaling
law for p£essure spheres bursting in free-air is derived and
presented. This law is simplified and used to obtain a func-
tional relationship for the non-dimensional blast parameters.
Peak overpressure, arrival and duration times, and impulse
data are presented for different initial conditions and blast
source energies. These dimensionless data are also compared,
wherever possible, with results of theoretical calculations
and compiled data for Pentolite high-explosive. The scaled

data are quite repeatable and show significant differences
from blast waves generated by condensed high-explosives.

INTRODUCTION

Bursting of thin-walled pressure pressure were obtained with an array of
vessels can occur accidently from ex- side-on pressure tra.sducers at dif-
cessive pressure, flaws or damages by ferent radial distances. This recent
external impacts from other sources, experimental work forms the basis for
The sudden release of pressure can this paper.
generate blast waves than can damage
surrounding structures or personnel The studies reported in References
in the vicinity of the accident. A 9 and 10 were primarily experimental
number of theoretical studies of the and were intended to provide a source

blast waves generated by this type of of blast data from well-controlled
sudden energy release have been con- experiments on bursting pressurized
ducted [1-6]. However, only limited spheres. The fluids used in the exper-

experimental data from carefully per- iments were high_ressure air and
formed tests are available for reEl- argon, and Freonqg-12 in both vapor and
fication of the theoretical predic- liquid state. This paper includes a
tions. Sources of data from bursting blast scaling law developed for frangi-
pressure vessels are limited to experi- ble pressure spheres bursting in free
ments with pressurized glass spheres air. The experiments and their setup
ruptured on purpose with a striker by are briefly described and the data are
Boyer, et al [7] and some tests of presented in non-dimenslonal form.
bursting, thin walled metal vessels Whenever possible, data are compared
by Pittman [8]. Optical (shadowgraph with results of theoretical calcula-
and streak schlieren) instrumentation tions and compiled data for Pentolite

was employed by Boyer, et al, and high-explosive. The data presented
Pittman measured overpressure time include peak overpressures, arrival
histories at several distances along times, positive and negative impulses,
three radial lines from each tank and durations. These measured free-

tested on the ground, field blast parameters are the first
known reported experimental data for

More recently, Esparza and Baker frangible pressure vessels bursting
[9 and i0] conducted two series of in free-air.

small-scale experiments to obtain free
field blast data at various distances SCALING

from bursting pressurized spheres.
Glass spheres of nominal 51 and 102 mm The scaling of properties of blast
(2 and 4 in.) diameter under internal waves from various explosive sources is
pressure were ruptured by a striker a common procedure, and most blast data
and complete time histories of over- are reported in scaled parameters from
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the Hopkinson-Cranz or Sachs' scaling effects on the blast wave of the
laws. These lawsa and others used in pressure container or the fragments
blast technology, are derived and dis- from the container are not considered
cussed in detail by Baker [11]. Blast in the analysis. The first step in
waves from explosions in the open are developing a scaling law is to list
affected by the total energy E driving all pertinent physical parameters,
the shock wave, the distance R from the together with their fundamental dimes-
center of the explosive source, geo- sions, in a force, length, time, temp-
metry and energy density of the explo- erature (F, L, T, 0) system. This is
save source, and ambient atmospheric done in Table 1. As will be seen
conditions such as pressure Pa and later, some parameters are superfluous,
sound velocity aa. For charges of dif- but are retained for now and discarded
ferent total energy but same type and later. The twenty-two parameters are
geometry detonated under the same am- grouped so that some describe the blast
bient conditions, the Hopkinson-Cranz source, some describe ambient air con-
scaling law applieso If ambient oondi- ditions, and others describe the charac-
tions differ between one experiment t_rlstics of the blast wave.
or analysis and another, Sachs' law is
usually used. The dimensional parameters are

next c_ablned into a lesser number of
Ir the model analysis developed dimensionless groups (often called pi

for blast waves from spheres burstlng terms} by the methods of dimensional
in free-alr, the blast source is ideal- analysis [12]. The intermediate steps
ized as a sphere of fluid at an initial are merely algebraic and will not be --
pressure higher than atmospheric which given here. The number of dimension-
is suddenly released from a massless less groups equals the number of ori-
_pherlcal shell at time zero. The glnal dimensional parameters minus the

number of fundamental dimensions. The
TABLE 1 LIST OF PARAMETERS actual grouping is not unique_ one

posslble set is given in Table 2 with
_arameter Symbol Dimensions some physical description or interpre-

tation for each term or set of terms.
SOURCE- Table 2 can be considered as a model
Energy E FL law which requires identity of all

Radius rI L TABLE 2. DIMENSIONLESS (PI) TERMS

Temperature ei e

Pressure Pl FL-2 _Terms l- Description

Specific heats ratio 71 -- "I = _/rlPa --[Scaledenergy
" el/ea

Density 01 FT2L-4 "2

Sound Velocity aI LT-I "3 " Pl/Pa !
w4 " 71 _Scaled source

AIR: "5 = Pl/0a I properties

Pressure Pa FL-2 "6 = al/aa J

Density 0a F_£2L"4 = a2-
Temperature e a e .w7 0a alPa _Scaled ambient

Specific heats ratio 7a -- "8 = 7a J conditions

'Sound Velocity aa LT"I _9 " Ps/Pa

- Pr/pa |BLAST WAVE: "i0 .

Dverpressures (side- "ll == °/°aS/0 ||

_n and reflected) Ps,Pr FL"2 "12 . U/aa {Scaled blast wave
Density p FT2L "4 "13 " a ( propertlss

_emperature 9 e "14 " U/as I

Shock Velocity U LT"I "15 = taaaPal/3/El/3 11

Particle Velocity u LT"I " TaaPal/3/El/3 I
_rrival Time ta T "16
Duration T T "17 " Iaa/Pa 2/3 EI/3J

1/3 1/3 ) taImpulse I PTL "2 "IQ = R Pa /E Scaled dis nce2
Radius R L
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terms in the table if tests or analyti- fore, "2 is superfluous. Finally, be-
cal results on different scales are to cause the energy in the sphere for each
be compared, test is computed using the the£modynamic

properties of the source, the term "i
The number of terms can be reduced can be ellminated. In the experiments,

by applying some physical restrictions, the blast properties measured were the
Because all the experiments were con- side-on pressures, impulses, arrival
ducted with the same ambient atmospheric times, and durations. Therefore, the

conditions, "7 and "8 can be dropped other blast parameters were eliminated
from the analysis. Also, all experi- to _ormulate the general scaling law
ments were conducted with the pressure in Equation (1).
sphere at ambient temperature. There-

t P= __s
Ps Pa

_a " taaaPal/3

1/3
TaaP a

El/3

I a
s a

_s " pa2/3E1/3

where The bars indicate non-dimensional quan-

Pa = ambient pressure (absolute) tlties. The symbol fi indicates thateach of the scaled blast wave properties

aa = ambient sound velocity on the left side of Equation (i) is adifferent function of the five scaled

parameters on the right hand side. The
Ps = peak side-on overpressure first quantity is the scaled distance

ta = arrival time of the peak and the last four are all scaled sourceproperties. If these four properties
overpressure do not change in a given set of experi-

T = duration of the overpressure ments, the law reduces to Sdchs' law.

Is = specific impulse THE EXPERIMENTS

R - radius of blast wave (stand- Two sets of experiments were con-
off distance) ducted using 51 and 102 nun (2 and _ in.)

Pl " internal absolute pressure nominal diameter glass spheres of sev-
of sphere era1 thicknesses as the blast source.

aI = sound velocity of fluid in In the first set consisting of 20 tests,two different gases, air and argon,
sphere were used to pressurize the 51 nun (2 in)

Pl " density of fluid in sphere spheres at room temperature with inter-
nal pressures from 1,930 to 5,171 kPa

Pa " density of ambient air (280 to 750 psig). The 102 nun (4 in.)
spheres were pressurized from 1,207 to

71 - ratio of specific heats of 3,034 kPa (175 to 440 psig). Because
fluid in sphere of the lack of pressure-time data from

E - internal energy in the sphere non-ideal explosions, the general emph-
asis in this work was to obtain time

pal/3 histories of incident overpressure fromand R pressurized spheres bursting in ai_ at= = Sachs' scaled

_ distance as many locations as possible pel test.
Also, it was desired that in each test

* some of _he measurements be made as

close to the glass sphere as was
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physically possiDl9 with the trans- The tests were set up in a blast
ducers used. chamber as show, in Figure I. The

measuring equipment in the chamber in-
TAhe second set of experiments used cluded two aerodynamically-shaped, pen-

Freon_-12 in the liquid and vapor cil-type blast pressure transducers and
state. However, because the, sudden a double-wedge probe with six blast
release of the liquid Freon_ produced pressure transducers spaced along the
very weak waves (essentially sound upper surface. All eight of these
waves), the overpressures measvred transducers measured the side-on blast
were quite small and their damage po- pressures generated by the bursting
tential negligible. Therefore, these pressurized glass spheres. The high-
liquid experiments will not be covered speed movie camera was protected by a
here. The othe_ten experiments used sheet of transparent plastic held in a
vaporized Freon_-12, also at room wooden frame. The required lighting
temperature, and internal pressures was provided by a high intensity spot-
of 241 and 503 kPa (35 and 73 psig), light.

The experiments were set up in a The glass spheres were hand blown
fashion similar to those conducted by for this project. The thickness of each
Boyer, et al [7]. The glass spheres sphere was selected so that under pres-
were ruptured by a pneumatic striker sure the spheres were close to the break
while under high internal pressure, point. Therefore, a slight tap against
However, unlike the previous experi- the sphere would burst it relatively
ments, the instrumentation consisted uniformly all around and create small
of an array of pressure transducers size fragments which would minimize the

at various distances along three interference to the shock wave produced.
radials from the sphere's centers. In Several spheres were pressurized to
addition to the pressure measurement destruction to determine the approximate
system, high-speed cinematography was burst pressure of each size and thick-
used in some of the te_ts to observe ness. The results of Boyer, et al [7],
sphere breakup and obtain velocities were used as a guideline for estimating
of glass fragments. The velocity data the pressure which would burst each
were used to obtain the energy driving size sphere. However, because of non-
the blast wave by computing the frag- uniformities in the spheres, (particu-
ment kinetic energy and subtracting it larly in the thicker and larger ones),
from the initial energy in the com- the maximum pressure spheres of the
pressed fluid, same size would withstand varied signi-

ficantly.

---

_ r "f ¢'' •
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Because of the nonuniformity ex- to obtain as accurately as possible the
pected, each sphere tested was indivi- initial energy of the compressed fluid
dually measured for mass, volume and in the sphere.
thickness. The sphere assembly was
weighed before each test and the re- Each experiment was set up in the
mains (usually the neck and its fit- test cell as shown in Figure 2. Once
tings) were weighted after each test the sphere was properly connected and
to determine the total mass of the all instrumentation ready to record
fragments. The volume was measured data, the pressuring system was purged
by filling the sphere with water up to several times and the sphere filled
the bottom of the neck and then empty- with the appropriate test fluid. After
ing the contents into a graduate, the temperature of the fluid stabilized
Using this volume, a mean diameter was to the ambient value, the solenoid
computed using the formula for the valve in the filling line was closed
volume of a sphere. With this mean remotely. The high-speed camera and
diameter and the measured mass of the the spotlight were then turned on to
sphere, a mean sphere thickness was begin the actual test. At a preset
also computed. The actual thickness point of film travel, the contacts in
was also measured using ultrasonic the camera closed which energized the
sensors by taking several spot measure- solenoid on the pneumatic cylinder. The
ments around the sphere and averaging cylinder was pressurized and the striker
the results. The spheres used ranged burst the sphere releasing the high-
in thickness from 0.3 to 4 mm (0.012 pressure fluid.
to 0.157 in.). For the majority of
the spheres, these average values were The output of the pressure trans-
very close to the computed mean thick- ducers was recorded on Polaroid film
ness. All these measurements of sphere using several digital transient record-
mass, volume and thickness were made ers and oscilloscopes. Minimum upper

REFERENCE GAGE

I : .

THERMI$TOR PROBE _ _'1

[1[1CAMERA 120 VAC

GLASS SPHERE

WIRE 6ASANDVAPOR
PNEUMATIC BOTTLES

CYLINDER

_ 2/,I.,_c
_"_"h°-START SWITCH

FIGURE 2. DIAGRAM OF EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
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frequency response of an_ one channel
was 25 kHz but the majorlty of the

record channels had an upper response
to at least 150 kHz. The data from the t

photographs were digitized, manipulated ,
and plotted using a microprocessor-

based data processing system. The - _ "-_k______
resulting pressure and impulse versus ", / -
time plots were then used to read the _'---.A-_
various blast parameters of interest.

TEST RESULTS k
\

The pressure-time histories that -- _,'_

were observed from the bursting spheres _were initially qualitatively similar
to those from ideal explosions in that
they contained a first shock which had
a measureable time-of-arrival, max_lum
overpressure, and positive impulse. Air Sphere, 51 mm (2 in.) Diameter
However, the latter part of the records PI/Pa = 53.5
differed from the usual point source
records in that they contained a large Upper Trace: Ps/Pa = 0.4 @ R = 0.69
negative phase impulse closely followed
by a strong second shock. This is Lower Trace: Ps/Pa = 0.34 @ R = 0.82
illustrated in Figures 3 and 4. The
blast parameters obtained in this ex- Sweep: 200 us/div.

perimental effort were non-dimensional
as indicated by the scaling law of
Equation (i). Because four of the FIGURE 3. SAMPLE OF PRESSURE RECORDS
pi terms in this equation include the FOR GAS SPHERE
energy E of the fluid in the sphere,
a determination of this quantity for
each test is required for computing the
non-dimensional quantities. The total

energy in the sphere does not all enter 2_m_' _ _O_I_ 9_$&_
the process of generating the shock
pressure wave. Because the glass

fragments are accelerated outward as _/_

a result of the burst, their kinetic
energy represents a decrease in the i A _
energy available to drive the blast
wave. Therefore, fragment velocities
were measured whenever possible to

compute the kinetic energy, Ek, of the __
fragments for each test. Then, a cor-

rection was made to the energy (and ' ' \/ •
consequently the internal pressure)
available to the blast, in a manner

similar to that described by Boyer, •
et al [7], by subtracting the kinetic
energy of the glass fragments from the
total energy, E, of the pressurized
gas volume. For those experiments in Freon_-12 Sphere, 51 mm (2 in.) Dia-
which movies were not obtained, the meter Pl/Pa = 6
fragment velocity was estimated in
most cases from repeat experiments in Upper Trace: Ps/Pa = 0.015 @ R = 6.8
which the fragment velocity had been
measured and the test setup was almost Lower Trace: Ps/Pa - 0.011 @ _ = 8.0
the same. Because the energy term
carries an exponent of i/3, this Sweep: 500 _,s/div.
approximation results in very small
inaccuracies. Thus, the blast yield
is FIGURE 4. SAMPLE OF PRESSURE RECORDS

FOR VAPOR SPHERE

E " E' - E k (2)

For the air and argon experiments,
the total energy E' in the pressure
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sphere was computed by the following the specific volume and enthalpy can
formula originally proposed by Brode then be computed, and u 2 de ermined.

* [13) and used by other investigators The total blast energy is obtained in
[3] to define the energy in a pressure both cases by computing the mass m of

_phere of volume V l fluid, from the known sphere volume
V 1 and the specific volume Vl, and

E' = __(Pl- Pa ,I V1 (3} multiplyingenergy by the change in internal

For a perfect gas, the energy in the E' = m (u2 - u I) (6)
sphere given by this definition is very

• close to what would be computed by
assuming the available energy is that Once the total energy in the sphere
which is released by an isentropic was computed for both type of experi-
expansion of the gas in the sphere ments, the kinetic energy of the frag-
from a high pressure to an ambient ments was subtracted, Equation (2), to
pressure [14]. Equation (3) gives obtain the estimated blast energy for
only slightly higher values than the each pressure sphere. This blast energy
isentroplc expansion and is simpler, was then used to non-dimensionalize the

data.

For a bursting sphere confining
a flashing vapor such as Freon_-12, The scaling law of Equation (1)
perfect gas behavior cannot be used to does not and cannot show that the

determine the energy of the sphere, f_nctional forms fsare, nor does it
The maximum energy that can be released tell the relative importance of varying
to drive a blast wave can be estimated each of the parameters. Either analysis
by assuming an isentropic expansion or experiment or both must be conducted
from the initial state conditions to to get these answers. What it does do
ambient _ressure, and computing the is to show a convenient way of present-
corresponding work which could be done ing results of tests or analyses, or
as a change in internal energy of the comparing results from various investi-
expanding fluid. Similar approxima- gators. Ideally, one should vary each
tione have been used by other investi- of the last four parameters in the
gators to determine the energy of an bracket in Equation (1) while holding
expansion pressure wave from a flash- the other three constant, and determine
evaporation process [15,16]. Based the scaled blast parameters as functions
on a unit mass of fluid, the energy of scaled distance. However, for the
change of a Dvocess starting at state limited testing reported here the
1 and expanding to state 2 is scaling law was simplified for each type

of blast source. For the pressurized

II 2 gas experiments, perfect gas behavioruI - u 2 = p dv (4) can be assumed and _i/Pa can then be
eliminated because it is a function of

the other three source terms. Only air
where u is the internal energy and v and argon were used as pressurized gases

is the specific volume. From tables in the blast wave source. For air Y1 =
[17] of thermodynamic properties the 1.4 and for argon ¥1 " 1.667, which is
specific work, uI - u2, was obtained a minor difference. The pi term al/a a
knowing that enthalpy h is related to equals one for air and very nearly one
internal energy by for argon. Therefore, these two terms

can be eliminated. Finally, previous
theoretical calculations [4] and the

u = h - pv (5) experimental data indicated that
blast wave characteristics were only
weakly depend_nt on the initial pressure

For a vapor starting in the super- ratio (pl/Pa) . This effective ratio was
heated region, expansion to ambient varied in these experiments over a range
pressure can result An superheated of 9.9 to 42.0. Consequently, all the
vapor or wet vapor at state 2. In the blast data are combined for the two
first case, the process takes place gases and plotted strictly as a function
along a constant entropy llne and 6u of the Sachs' scaled distance in Figures
can be computed from direct table 5 through 12. The parameters presented
readings of h and v and the known are the times of arrival of the first

pressures at both states. In the and second shock, the _eak overpressures
second case, the saturated vapor of both shocks, the first positive and
tables must be used to determine the negative phase impulses, and the dur-
final quality of the wet vapor by using ations of these two phases. The figures
the final entropy. With this quali_y, show the range of all test data within
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2

the cross-hatched areas, and a "best repeatable. Close to these sources the
fit" solid curve through the data. concept of "TNT equivalence" appears to

have little meaning because the blast
Similarly, for the FresnO-12 waves differ too greatly from those o

vapor tests, the blast data can be pre- from condensed explosives. Because of
sented i_8 a function of only scaled the lower initial over-pressure, but
dlstanc,_ because the ratios of specific larger negative phase and strong second
heats, g_,tndvelocities, and densities shock, the damage caused by these waves
are iltvarlanL _ng these experiments, can be significantly different, too,
and the internal pressure ratios used depending on the particular "target" _,
were only 3.5 and 6.0. The=e data placed in its path.
are presm, ted in Figures 13 through 20
as a function of scaled dlstance. Note The results of the experiments re-

that the d_ha from the gas and vapor ported here are limited us two gases,
experiments, in general, will not plot air and argon, a_ one f.ash-evaporat-
together because each blast parameter ing vapor, Freon_-12. These data
wil] _ a dlff_rent function of the form only the beginning of what should

pi-_erms from t_.e scaling law, depen- be a more substantial program into
dent on the fluid in the pressure these types of explosions. Experiments
sphere, using the basic test arrangement and

methods covered here should be conduct-
CONCLUSIONS ed with other gases with significantly

different specific heat ratios and
The characteristics of the record- densities, with other vapors of higher

ed blast waves fro_: the compr68eed gas saturation pressure, with fluids heated •
and vapor experiments proved to be above ambient temperature, and with
quite repeatable, and somewhat different c_bustlble gaseous mixtures. At the
from waves from condensed explosives same time, theoretical investigation of :
such as Pentolite or TNT. The initial these types of blast waves should con-
positive phase is followed by a very tlnue and computation carried out for
pronounced negative phase and a much longer scaled times for comparisons
more distinct second shock occurs, with the experimental data. And,
Furthermore, the data for each set of finally, the methodology for computing
teats were somewhat different in the energy driving the blast waves

, appearance and relative amplitudes needs to be further analyzed to better
from each other, apply the scaling law presented and to

more accurately compute the non-dimen-
Compared to available Pentolite slonal blast parameters for better com-

data, the data from these non-ldeal perison8 with high-explosive data or
explosions are quantitavely similar analytical predictions.
in some respects but distinctly dif-
ferent in others. First shock arrl- ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
val times and positive phase impulses
are qu4te allke in amplitude with the This paper is a direct outgrowth
pressure sphere data coinciding wi_h of work perfor._ed by Southwest Research
the Pentollte curve over the range of Institute under subcontract to the
scale distances used. Basic differ- University of Illlnois-UC and funded
ence8 are lower initial overpressures by the NASA Lewis Research Center
and longer positive durations then through NASA Grant 3008.
for Pentolite. Because negative phase "-
data for Pentolite are not available, REFERENCES
no numerical comparisons can be made.
Howe,_r, qualitatively it is quite 1. H. L. Brode, "The Blast from a
obvious that the pressures spheres Sphere of High Pressure Gas,"
generate much larger negative phase Rend Corp., Report P-582, 1955.
impulses and higher pressure second
shocks than condensed explosives. This 2. H. L. Brode, "The Blast Wave in
negative impulse Is generally larger Air Resulting from a High Temper-
than the positive phase impulse, ature, High Pressure Sphere of

Air," Rend Corp., Report RM-1825-
The data presented appear to be ArC, 1956.

the first sizeable set of measurements

of the characteristics of blast waves 3. S. L. Huang and P. C. thou, "Cal- _
from bursting, frangible pressure culation8 of Expanding Shock Waves
spheres. The differences cited between and Late-State Equivalence," *'
blast waves from bursting spheres and Drexel Institute of Technology,

_ high explosives show that those from Report No. 125-12, April 1968.
pressurised spheres are indeed non-
ideal, even thouqh they are quite
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TEST EVALUATION OF SHOCK BUFFERING CONCEPT FOR HYDRODYNAMIC
RAM INDUCED BY YAWING PROJECTILE IMPACTING

A SIMULATED INTEGRAL FUEL TANK

Patrick H. Zabel
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas

A concept for containing the shock inputs due to hydro-

dynamic ram caused by an impacting projectile within a fuel
cell is discussed. This concept is to provide a buffering
layer of foam, flexible, rigid or a combi2mtion thereof,
which is sealed from the liquid. A program is described
in which tb_s buffering concept was tested. The effective-
ness of a novel muzzle-mounted, "tumble", test device is
shown.

Twenty-six severely yawing 14.5 mm armor-piercing incen-
diary-tracer (API-T) projectiles impacted four combinations
of rigid and flexible foam buffering assemblies mounted upon
Z-stiffened aluminum plates or upon l_re Z-stiffened plates.
These targets represented unprotected aircraft integral fuel
tanks and four candidate protected configurations of one and
two-foot shotline thicknesses. Piezoelectric pressure trans-

ducers sensed the hydrodynamic ram pressures generated by the
projectiles in three locations along the trajectory for the
two-foot shotline tests and in two locations for the one-foot
shotline tests. In each case, two transducers were at a

common distance facing one another. Peak pressures are pre-
sented plus typical pressure recordings.

For the two-foot shotline tests, the test fixture had
transparent sides through which motion pictures of the pro-
jectile penetration-cavitation sequences were taken.

A standard rifled 14.5 ram Mann gun was used. The bar-

rel was modified to accept a muzzle-mounted attachment which
caused the projectiles to yaw severely enough to meet stan-
dard test "tumble" requirements. Impact accuracy and ya_/
"tunble" data are presented. Projectile velocity was deter-
mined using a photoelectric chronograph screen array and
electronic counter, and is presented.

Three test panels were mounted for each two-foot shot-
line test, front/bottom/rear_ and, two for each one-foot
shotline test, front/rear. Photographs of panel damage
typical to each configuration for each shot!ine distance
are presented.

compression deflection data for the flexible and rigid
.. foams used are presented and discussed. Both materials are

in common use in aircraft, but these data are not readily
available.
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i PROJECTILE PENETRATOR

a. U.S. CALIBER .50 ARMOR PIERCING I_t.ENDIARY M8

PROJECTILE PENETRATOR

b. SOVIET 12.7 mm ARMOR PIERCING INCENDIARY

PROJECTILE PENETRATOR TRACER CAP

c. SOVIET 12.Tmm ARMOR PIERCING INCENDIARY-TRACER

PROJECTILE PENETRATOR TRACER CAP

d. SOVIET 14.Smm ARMQR PIERCING INCENDIAPY-TRACER

FRONTISPIECE. TYPICAL SMALL-CALIBER PROJECTILES
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Observations based upon these tests are:

(I) The hydrodynamic ram energy acted princi-
pally along the projectile trajectory.

: Minor damage was sustained at the impacted
surface plate, less damage on a plate paral-
lel to the shotline, but severe damage at
the projectile exit plate.

(2) Hydrodynamic ram energy attenuates along
a wetted shotline.

} (3) Flexible foam is better than rigid foam
in attenuating the hydrodynamic ram

; energy with this tested structure.

(4) A muzzle attachment may be used to con-
vert a standard rifled Mann barrel into

a "tumble" barrel and the impact location
and "tumble"/yaw predicted or controlled
within desirable limits.

i. INTRODUCTION reported is to provide an energy absorb-
ing layer on the inside surfaces of the

This paper describes a program in fuel tank. Two baslc energy-absorbing

which a buffering concept for reduction materials were tested singly and in com-
of hydrodynamic ram effects was tested, bination. One of these was "soft," the
[1] Upon ballistic penetration into a other "hard" -- varying greatly in their
fuel tank below the liquid surface, kin- respective energy-absorbing capability.
eric energy is transferred from the pro- A bare configuration was tested to pro-
jectile to the fuel, causing intense vide a baseline from which the relative
pressure waves, referred to as hydro- efficacy of the different buffering
dynamic ram. The projectile usually be- concepts can be gauged.
comes unstable, yawing severely or
tumbling -- either action increases the Data are presented to show the
rate of transfer of kinetic energy, relative damage resulting, the hydrody-
thereby increasing the hydrodynamic namic ram pressure levels achieved, and
ram pressure level. When the projectile other test details.
is armor piercing incendiary-tracer with
the tracer element within a separate The order of presentation is:
cup, separation of the projectile com-
ponents and opening of the jacket pre- a. a description of the test
sent a much greater area for transfer fixture, specimens, pres-
of the projectile kinetic energy to sure instrumentation, and
the liquid since much less energy re- equipment;
mains with the projectile components.
This hydrodynamic ram traverses the b. a description of the con-
fuel to the tank wall, potentially re- duct of the tests;
sulting in failure of the tank wall
and/or rupture of a bladder if present, c. a presentation of the test

Normally, the greatest dan_er to an air- results from physical in-
craft is fire. The compl, te loss of spection of the test speci-
the fuel within a single fuel cell mens, hydrodynamic ram
can be allowed if fire would not result pressure data, and samples
and if the aircraft structure were not of high frame rate motion

severely damaged; in fact, this has picture data;
been suggested for limited usage where
blowoff skin would act as a burst dia- d. an evaluation of the test

phr_gm. [2] However, this is an ex- results based upon the damage
pedient; preferably the fuel should be to the test specimens and
saved to complete a mission. Several a description of the two
researchers have propobed or tested energy-absorbing materials
hydrodynamic ram resistant fuel cell used; and
constructions. [2,3,4]

_ e. a summary.
The buffering concept herein
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2. DESCRIPTION OF TEST PARAPHERNALIA pressure transducers were installed for
two-foot shotline tests to measure the

• A rectangular fixture, Figure I, hydrodynamic ram pressures. (See Figure
having full-view windows on opposite 5.) Only the front two transducers
sides, accommodated 45672 cm by 45.72 were used for one-foot shotline tests.
cm (18 in by 18 in) test panels on the The test fixture was back-lighted to
front, bottom, and rear sides, for a provide the necessary illumination for
two-foot shotllne configuration. This the high-speed camera coverage of the
same fixture was used with steel side hydrodynamic ram events. % chronograph
walls and front and rear test panels and a pair of photoelectric screens were
for the one-foot shotline configuration, used to determine the projectile velo-

city. (See Figure 6)
The test panels consisted of a

structural assembly, Figure 2, with one The rifled 14.5 mm Mann gun was
, of four combinations of buffering foam, located 10.97 meters (36 feet) from

Types A, B, C, and D shown on Figure 3, the test fixture. The barrel was
which, when mounted, were supported modified to accept a muzzle-mounted
from internally generated pressure as attachment to provide the necessary
shown in Figure 4. Each Z-stiffener, projectile tumble. The exact tumble
with a moment of inertia of 11.904 cm _ used during the program was determined
(0.286 in _) around the riveted flange, for each test from the signature in
was supported at both ends by the steel the front panel. The projectile travel

frame when the pressure load was out- condition at impact may be more prop-
ward. The stiffeners for the panels in erly described as a "severe yaw"
the front and rear apertures were al- rather than a "tumble". This device
ways mounted vertically and those of was "calibrated" prior to hydrodynamic
the bottom panel parallel to the pro- ram tests using the setup shown in
jectile trajectory. The rivets used Figure 7 with the results shown in
were not truly representative of air- Figure 8.
craft fasteners, being too light; how-
ever, they were useful in providing a 3. CONDUCT OF TESTS
relative measure of loading.

The appropriate number of test
The buffering materials used were panels were installed in the test fix-

the white, reticulated 14.57 pores per ture. An impact switch was mounted at
centimeter (37 pores per inch-ppi), the desired point of impact. The test
polyurethane Scott foam and the AVCO fixture was filled with water. The

Thermarest 0.036 kg/m 3 (2.8 lb/cu ft) tape recorder was started, then the
rigid foam, the properties of which automatic sequencing circuit initiated
are discussed in Section 5.2. To which fired the weapon after the high-
assure that the buffering material was frame-rate motion picture camera reached
not wetted prior to the test, a neo- a desired speed° After the impact the
prene-coated nylon cloth was placed tape recorder was stopped and the test
over the foam and bonded to the alum- fixture and panels inspected. The test
inum panel around the clamping edges panels were removed and photographed
(Figure 3), serving also as a gasket, and the remnants of the projectile
To assure that this elastomer-coated recovered.

cloth sealed t_e foam from the liquid,
each assembly was leak checked by im- For each shotline configuration,
mersion in water prior to being in- there was one baseline test with bare
stalled in the test fixture. Ignoring aluminum panels (there was a liquid seal
the upper surface within the fixture, consisting of a 2.54 cm [one-lnch] wide
the total wetted area, total buffered border of neoprene-coated nylon around
area, and their ratios are shown in the perimeter), and three tests each
Table 1. Three Kistler piezoelectric of panels in the A, B, C, or D configur-

ation. After th_ tests were concluded,

TABLE i. _TTED/BUFFERED AREAS

Ratio

Shotline Total Total Buffered/

Configuration Wetted Area Buffered Area Wetted Area

(ft) m2(sq.in.) m2(sq. In.) (%)

_ 2 3,345 (5184) .627 (972) 18.75

1 2.508 (3888) .418 (648) 16.67
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2,54 cm

• i
L (1"1 N• • ---I- o

i o

(1") • I , • ' ' :

•01 • •

-' 2. .I . ,
i

• • D

Q] • ,0 •

65 • • 8

• " I" ' _,2 CK

i ei

, , 50,8 cm
• i " :" " (20'_)

i
• io • •

i
• • • •

i

• t

• oi

• e__ • • P

89 ¢ II io,z6 c,_

5J4 50.8 cm
tm- (4 ")--.m_

_-: (20") ---

2.5.4 ca

•160 cm
2.54 ca (I") (.063")

MATERIAL: PLATE AND STIFFENERS: 7075 T6 AL (STIFFENERSEXTRUDED)
RIVETS; ALb'MINUM,0.238 ca (3/32")PER MS20470 (Sd-3)

FIGURE 2, METALLIC STRUCTURES OF TARGET PANELS
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NEOPRENE-COATED NYLON, COOLEY STYLE AT66,

141o8 GN (5-OZ) NYLON, 453°6 GI4 (16-OZ) NEOPRENE

/FOAM, WHITE RETICULATED (PANEL TYPE A)
/i

a. CROSS-SECTION OF 3.810 Ct4 (I-1/2-INCH) THICK FOAM PAe]EL

p/AN_ELNEOPRENE-COATED NYLON, COOLEY STYLE AT66,

141,8 GM (5-OZ) NYLON, 45.3.6 GN (IS-OZ) _EOPRENE

TYPE B" I C " D'

RIGID RETICULATED [RIG I-D FOAN

/ / . I - i
/ //----  TICULA,-, !TIC.LARIGID

r ........... . , , |

b. CROSS-SECTION OF 7.62 CM (3-1NCH) THICK FOAM PANEL

NOTE: NEOPRENE-COATED NYLON FABRIC SECURED TO FOAl5AND
PLATE WITH BOSTICK ADHESIVE NO. 1177. THIS FABRIC

A TENSILE STRENGTH OF 86.164 KG (190 LB) (WARP)
58.040 KG (150 LE) (WOOF) PER LINEAR INCH AND A TEAR
STRENGTH OF 3,,629 KG (8 LID) (WARP) 3.175 KG (7 LB)
(WOOF).

FIGURE 3. CROSS-SECTIONS OF TARGET PANELS
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h
lJ

O

LIQUID LEVEL "
_SEAL OF NEOPRENE-

COATED NYLON

TRAJECTORY _ INITIAL
HYDRODYNAMIC

RAM PRESSURE

1.27 CM

(1/2-1.cH_
OVERLAP L

1.27 CM /_./2- :NCI_ THICK
STEEL FRAME

FIGURE 4. TEST PANEL MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT
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i

"4 ,.__..,ooo. .xo.
if A NOTEs IMPAC%'POINT MEASURED IN X-¥ COORDI-SHOTLINE _ HATE PLR,_E fROM AIMING POINT.tt

! 12 m ANGLE OF PROJECTIL_ AXIS AT IMPACT
I NZASUI_D FROM p�AXISeCoW.

, _ TRAN, DUCER ARRAY ALONG PLANNEDTRA-THE,P'_;'i" PANEL
J _CTOR¥, NH_.CH WAS PERPENDICULAR TO
I THROUGH THE DESIRED
I E" POINT OF IMPACT.

. I. }
! TRANSDUCER @ WAS DELETED FOR ONE-

FOOT SI|&TLINE TESTS.

r-.......... "I l_"

, l, DESIRED _ "' l l["

IlzmCT_°I_.,/ ._.1 ',©_ ® I ,
; t'.'. ; -_6--L- _2.-._6. !°, I_T_,.___-, , __ , ,

I " \ I J !

L ......... -J ',. 1" _= 2.54 cm

AIMIN I.,--- ....... %
-__ 36" _-- el---.---.---- 24"------'_

FRONT SIDE

FIGURE 5. PRESSURE TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS, TWO-FOOT SHOTLINE CONFIGURATION
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MANN GUN PHOTOELECTRIC 2HRONOGRAPI_ TEST
SCREENS FIXTURE

i/-__ " " _ TRAJECTORY
TUMBLE . 3.048= . 3o048m. 4.877= ,

ATTACHMENT _--(10 _'-- (I0'_t_-_16 '_ :i
/,

F!CUF_E 6. TEST SETUP SCHEMATIC

9•144m
-_ (30')
i Io524m 3,048m ] 3o048m .3048m

/ I-_5_'__/ "1_-3o48.c_'__ I_,n I'z"_''"f ro ,., , , _,,lllll.lllilJ
MANN GUN PHOTOELECTRIC CHRONOGRAPH MANILA PAPER TEST
WITH TUMBLE SCREENS KITH MANILA PAPER WITNESS ARRAY FIXTURE
ATTACHMENT WITNESS SHEETS ON EACH

SCREEN AND IN MID-FRAME
POSITIONS o

°Thosedt_enmLonsvJ.11vuy tot svblequent shnts delmn_n_ upon_ na_Itm of the _e-
c_lLng shot:.

FIGURE 7, SETUP FOR INITIAL TU_.4FSLETEST S}IOT
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12.497m (41 FT)

_IOLZ

2.54cm _At_G_ LENGTH YAN TUN_LF

I (1 IN.) I ._ rr _ _ _ . x_

SCALE 9.1_ 30 2.39 0.94 15.1 33.4
9,449 31 3.00 1,18 21.0 43,2

9,144m 9,754 32 3.56 1,40 24.7 51,0

(30 FT.) 10,0s8 33 3.9_ 1,s5 28.5 57.0
10,363 34 4.22 1.66 32.3 61,4
10.668 35 4.37 1.72 _4.w 63.6

NOTE: HOLES ARE THOSE MADE I0,973 36 4.47 1.76 35.8 65.4
11.278 37 4.32 1.70 33.6 63,0

BY T_'O BULLETS FIRED 11.$82 38 4.06 1.60 30.2 59,0

CONSECUTIVELY WITHOUT 11.887 39 3.76 1.48 26.5 54,2
MOVING WITNESS SHEETS 12,192 40 3.25 1.28 22.2 &7.2

12.497 41 2.64 1.0_ 17.0 37.(_

AIMING

INT

FIGURE 8. CALIBRATION OF TUMBLE AT_.ACHMENT
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the panels were examined and the damage The mean proje:tile velocity for
_ssessed. More complete tabulations of the twenty determinations was 1030 m/sec

i these are available. [5] (3378.3 fps). The standard deviation
of the population was 12 m/sec (38.45

4. RESULTS OF THE BUFFFPI_:G TESTS fps). This is excellent considering
that the projectiles were yawing se-

The test results are covered from verely as they passed through the
three aspects. First, observations are photoelectric chronograph screens re-
tabulaLed which include an estimate of sulting in effective interscreen dis-

the damage suffered by the test panels, tance differences.
the functioning of the tracer and in-
cendiary, the Frojectile velocity, the The impact accuracy and the tracer
impact location, and the yaw attitude, and incendiary functioning data are in
Second, the pressure data are described. Table 3. Part of the reason for the
Third, observations are made from the relatively poor impact accuracy is the
high frame rate motion pictures, precession which may be seen in Figure

4.1 Results from Physical Inspection.
of Test Panels and Projectiles 4.2 Pressure Data

The basic test results are pre- The Ki_tler piezoelectric system
sented in Table 2. Typical damage is sh_wed pre_u_es such as those in Fig-
shown in Figures 9 thro._gh 13 for the ure 20. For this particular test, Shot
two-foot (0.610 cm) shotline tests in No. 2, the left front pressure trans-
the order of baseline (B.L.), Types A, ducer was actually 2.36 cm (0.93 _n)

B, C, and D panel assemblies, respect- behind the right front transducer and
ively, and on Figures 14 through 18 for the right front transducer 31.50 cm
the one-foot (0.305 m) shotline tests. (12.40 in) in front r_f the right rear
The damage indices were determined by transducer which is borne by the dif-

assigning numeric values to the damage ference in time of initiation of pres-
descriptors: sure change. Representative pressure

traces for the test configurations and
Nil 1 shotline distances are shown on the

Minor 2 figures indicated in Table 4. Figures
Moderate 3 21 through 29 show typical pressure

Majo_ 4 vers_s time traces.
Severe 5

Destroyed 6 4.3 High Frame Rate Motion Picture
Data

The damage index for each panel was
determined by adding the descriptor The impaut, pressure expansion,
values and dlviding the number of buffering action, and cavitation actions
panels. The type demage indices for are illustrated in Figures 30 and 31 for
each shotline are th_ average of those the Type C and D panel two-foot shotline

of the panels. The _ype damage in_ices tests, respectively. The motion pic-
for the overall tests are: tures of the tests show:

Type of Overall a. That the _ncendiary was
Panel Index well initiated by the

time the projectile
_aseline 4.00 penetrated the rubberized

A 3.13 cloth protecting the front pan-
B 2.73 el or the baseline bare panel.
C 2.53
D 2.87* b. That the projectiles were

all well tumbled (travel-

*Probable value 2.67 ing almost sideways) when
passing between the two

The excessive damage to the front panel forward Kistler piezoelec-
in Shot 15, Figure 19a was due to im- tric pressure transducers.
pact on one of the stiffeners. Had
that projectile impacted on the skin c. %hat the front panel buffering
between the stiffeners, the more prob- material c_mpressed, then
able overall damage index for Type D expanded as the hydrodynamic

- _ could have been 2.67. The rear panel pressure first reached, then
is shown still in the fixture to illus- reflected from that panel.
trate how the steel frame limit 3 dam- (The neoprene-coated fabric

age to the panels, =igure 19b. probably t3re on thi. reflec-
tion.)
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TABLE 2. IMPACT AND TEST PANEL DAMAGE SUMMARY

_etted I_ct
Psnoi ShotlLne l_nbio Yaw VelOCity _ge to Psnel OanaSo lndon
Type Sho__t c.uu t_ (Percent) (Degree_u/ee__c _ Front LowQr Roar Panel Type

O.L. 1 61 26 65 35_ 1043_ 3422 Severe ML1 Rotor 3.33 3.33

A S 33 21 SE 27 1034 339& Minor Nil Re,or 2.33

12 53 21 65 35 - Minor Mil Major 2.33 2.56

13 53 21 64 34 - Ma_or NIl _or 3.00

B 4 ;6 18 50 23 " Mla,or Nil Severe 2.47

O 46 18 62 33 1028 J372 Minor Nil Major 2.33 2.44

11 46 ib 50 23 • . Minor Nil Ne,er 2.33

C 2 46 18 65 35 I04_ 3_25 Nil Nil Moderate 1.47

6 66 X8 03 43 - Minor Mil 14a_or 2.33 2.11

9 46 _ 63 _3 1042 3418 I_tnor Minor Modor,te 2.33

0 3 _6 18 63 34 1026 3367 Nil _tl _jor 2.00
46 18 56 28 1023 3357 Minor Nil Severe 2.67 2.22

10 46 18 40 22 - - Minor Ntl Moder,tn 2.00

B.L. 24 30 12 48 22_ 1030 3380 Ka_or _/A Destroyed 5.00 S.o0

A 17 _3 q 52 24_ 1024 3359 Minor H/A I)eJtroyed 4.00

21 23 Q 51 23_ 10_7 3369 Minor N/A Destroyed 4.00 4.00

25 23 9 45 20_ 1029 33Y6 Minor N/A _ntro_od 4.00

• 16 13 6 53 25 1017 3338 Nil N/A Severe 3.00

20 15 _ 53 25_ 997 3271 Nil N/A Severe 3.00 3.17

24 15 _ 59 23 1026 3365 _il N/A 14a_or 3.50

C 24 15 6 53 2 1050 3436 Nil M/A Severe 3.00

18 15 O 52 24_ 1041 3416 Nil N/A Sev@re 3.00 3.17

22 15 _ 44 20 1038 3407 N11 N/A Destroyed 3.50

D 15 15 6 S1 29 1023 3357 _jor t N/& Destroyed $.00

1_ 15 b 49 23 1024 3358 Nil N/A Deatroyed 3.50 3.83

23 15 6 45 20_ 1027 3369 Nil N/A Severe 3.00

•Excessive d-'-'9o due to _dan 1030 3378.3
impact on • stiffener Standard _-v. 12 38,_5
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..qJ , 4
/

- /

FRONT REAR BOTTOM

a. EXFERIOR FACES

m

-

FRONT REAR BOTTOM

b. INTERIOR FACES

FIGURE 9. SHOT NO. I, BASELINE PANELS, 2-FOOT SHOTLINE

a. EXTERIOR FACES

m nTTN

o

I

b. INTERIOR FACES

FIGURE 10. SHOT NO. 5, TYPE A PANELS, 2-FOOT S}IOTLINE
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FIGURE 11. SHOT NO. 11, TYPE B PANELS, 2-FOOT SHOTLINE

m in

FIGURE 12. SHOT NO. 9, TYPE C PANELS, 2-FOOT SH_LINE

m m_

o,

i I

FIGURE 13. SI.)T NO, 7, . ._'-P PANELS, 2-FOOT SIIOTLINE
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f
REAR PANEL

FRONT PANEL

FIGURE 14. SHOT NO. 26, BASELINE PANELS, I-FOOT SHOTLINE

FIGURE 15. SHOT NO. 21, TYPE A PANELS, I-FOOT SHOTLINE
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FIGURE 16. SHOT NO. 24, TYPE B PANELS, I-FOOT SHOTLINE

• ' b o "

I

FRONT PANEL REAR PANEL

FIGURE 17. SIIOT NO. 22, TYPE C PANELS, l-FOOT SHOTLINE
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FRONT PANEL REAR PANEL

a. EXTERIOR FACES

y - _. --..

7

FRONT PANEL REAR PANEL

b. INTERIOR FACES

FIGURE 18. SHOT NO. 19, TYPE D PANELS, I-FOOT SHOTLINE
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TABLE 3. IMPACT ACCURACY, TRACER AND INCENDIARY FUNCTION DATA
iJ

Distance of
Impact Point
From DesLred Inoer_Isr_

Cm (_n.) J&¢kmt

Panel Horizontal Vertical Tracer Tlp

Type- Shot cm In cm L____n Found Xgnlted _eneh_ /qnlted Found _umnuhed Imlmrk8

e AlunLnug Check-
Sheet out 0 0 0 0

1 Y Y Y Y 1

B.L. 1 0 0 0 0 N Y Y Y Two
Tracer

A 5 .279 0.11 -3.175 -1.25 N ¥ ¥ Y cups
found

12 2,438 -0.96 -2.108 -0.83 N y y Y froB 2 ft.
8hotline

13 3.023 -1.19 1.016 0.40 Y Y x y Y Y tests.
Both were

B 4 2.159 0,85 .864 0.34 Y Y N ¥ N lgnLted
and

8 1.194 -0,47 .025 0.01 N ¥ Y Y quenched.

11 1.829 -0.72 .305 0.12 N Y V ¥
a

C 2 2.286 -0.90 5.080 2.00 N ¥ Y ¥

6 1.397 -0,55 -1,422 -0,56 N ¥ Y ¥

9 .762 -0.30 -3.226 -1.27 N Y Y Y

D 3 .686 0.27 -2.540 -1.00 y y y ¥ Y ¥

7 -.965 -0.38 -2.489 -0.98 N ¥ ¥ ¥

10 -2.184 -0.86 1.804 0.71 N ¥ ¥ Y
i

B.L. 26 -3.048 -1.20 1.016 0.40 N ? N TWO
treceE

A 17 -2.692 -1.06 1.270 0.50 Y Y Y Y ¥ Y cups vote
found

2_ -2.1_4 -0.84 1.143 0.45 Y ¥ N Y ¥ ¥ from the
1 foot

"_ 25 -4.369 -1.72 -.660 -0.26 N ¥ ¥ ¥ 8hotlLne
teats.

B 16 -3.505 -1.38 -4.064 -1.60 ¥ y ¥ ¥ ¥ ¥ Both were
19nLteds

20 -3.556 -1.40 0 0 Y ¥ N Y y Y one had
been

24 -3.353 -1.32 -3.785 -1.49 N ? N quenched,
but the

C 14 -2.743 -1.08 -3.302 -1.30 N Y Y Y oth_¢ had
not been.

18 -3.099 -1.22 1.219 0.48 N ¥ Y ¥

22 -.864 -0.34 -1,067 -0.42 N ? N

D 15 -2.134 -0.84 -2.998 -1.18 N ? N

19 -,203 -0.08 -1.016 -0.40 ¥ ¥ N ? N

23 -4.572 -1.80 -5.080 -2.00 Y Y H Y Y Y
i |

1.59
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i

a _" .

0 0 P |

O o ' _ ,q

a. FRONT PANEL b. REAR PANEL IN FIXTURE

FIGURE 19. SHOT NO. 15, TYPE D PANELS, I-FOOT SHOTLINE

5. EVALUATION OF TEST RESULTS 4. There w_s little differ-
ence in the damage suf-

5.1 Damage to Pa.tels fered by the Type B and
Type D panels.

The damage to all bott_ panels in
the two-foot shotline tests was quite 5. There was slightly less
minor (Table 2 and Figures 9 t_Iough damage suffered by the
13). Damage to the rear panel was al- Type C panels than the
ways greater than that to the front Types B and D. This
panel. This damage pattern indicates indicates that the flex-
that: ible foam has a slight

advantage over the rigid
1. The hydrodynamic ram foam in absorbing the

energy is directed pri- hydrodynamic ram energy
marily along the pro- with this type structure.
jectile trajectory and
secondarily to the rear; 6. The results of all the
only a minor amount is one-foot shotline tests
directed perpendicular indicate that on the

to the trajectory (see shorter shotlines the
also Figures 30 and 31). hydrodynamic ram energy

has less distance in

2. The relatively minor which to expand, hence
damage to the lower is more concentrated
panel in the two-foot when encuuntering the
baseline test can be rear panel, and that
explained by the burst once the rear panel
diaphragm action of the failed, the pressures
rear and front panels on the front panel were
which quickly relieved much less.
any hydrodynamic pressure.

5.2 Energy-Absorbing Materials

3. The Type A panels did not
prove to have sufficient The energy-absorbing materials
buffering. Compare the deserve a more complete description.
results of these tests The two buffering materials used in

with those of the Type C this test program are:
panels which had twice
the buffering material !. Scott, flexible, retlcu-
thickness, fated polyurethane foam

160
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FIGURE 20. PRESSURE VERSUS TIME, SHOT NO. 2, TYPE C PANELS
2-FOOT SHOTLINE
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TABLE 4. PRESSURE VERSUS TIME DATA SUMMARY

Test Peak Pressures Transducer

Specimen KG/M 2 x i0 -_ PSIShotline

Configuration Distance Test Figure No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 NO. 1 Now 2 No. 3
I

Baseline 2 feet 1 21 1.623 0.958 0.873 2308 1363 1242

A 2 feet 12 22 1.566 1.678 0.853 2227 2386 1213

B 2 feet 11 23 1.374 2.093 1.398 1954 2977 1989

C 2 feet 2 20 1.246 1.342 0.901 1772 1909 1281

D 2 feet 10 24 0.911 1.566 1.279 1295 2227 1819

Baseline 1 foot 26 25 1.810 1.808 -- 2575 1536 --

A 1 foot 17 26 2.024 1.095 -- 2878 1558 --

B 1 foot 24 27 1.719 0.715 -- 2445 1.17 --

C 1 foot 18 28 1.735 0.654 -- 2467 930 --

D 1 foot 19 29 1.643 0.319 -- 2337 454 --

PF._uc I I

I ; I ,'_.--, :,,,,/.'x,o-_

r _ 0.958ks/=2 _ lo-6_"I -_,_ J J-_ I,

_ _1,623 kg/u2 _ 10-6 f .5

6 kg/m2 x

_ PRESSURE--

"-_,m r_,rr P_ssu_ Iv

-W _-- i
1 I

!

I . _,,,',,,,,,..., r . , _ .,,,,.,_,,,,...,

"r"-" _].............................
I.,11J --.. i ..........

I

FIGURE 21. PRESSURE VS Tier-:, SHOT NO. 1 FIGURE 22. PRESSURE VS TIME, SHOT NO.
BASELINE CONFIGURATION, 2- 12, TYPE A PANELS, 2-FOOT

_" FOOT SHOTLINE SHOTLIN_

1.62
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it I _r_ iI 1. 398 kg/m 2 x 10 -6

"°'_f!"'i°-°II / / I

1
%1.374 kg/m2]x. 10 -6

,1 XI6XT FROttT

_ LEFT FRONT PitEqSUU-

, I
i I

_ II_ACT -.,m, i156-1/4 tJ-SecI

FIGURE 23, PRESSURE VS TIME, SHOT NO. FIGURE 24. PRESSURE VS TIME, SHOT NO.
11, PANELS TYPE B, 2-FOOT 10, PANELS TYPE D, 2-FOOT
SHOTLINE SHOTLINE

. FIGURE 25. PRESSURE VS TIME, SHOT NO. FIGURE 26. PRESSURE VS TIME, SHOT NOo
26, BASELINE CONFIGURATION, 17, TYPE A PANELS, I-FOOT
I-FOOT SHOTLINE SHOTLINE
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II -*.. i I I I--,*- I I
-1.7J9 kl/I l- IB/II 2 x 10 .6 ki/12" ks/I 7 x I

RIGHT I_,OKT I 1C"6 RtGIfr I_T

I ' 1/ /
_!. \r

1 " 1I

t --_ l |

I I l

' ' I1 !
I I "" i I--

ill__

_ 'l" -i -I-I -I

FIGURE 27. PRb_SSURE VS TIME, SHOT NO. FIGURE 28. PRESSURE VS TIME, SHOT NO.
24, TYPE _ PANELS, 1-FOOT 18, TYPE C PANELS, I-FOOT
SNOT_.'-.NE SHOTLINE

I I P_
1.643 ks/I 2_ x 10"6''m _.

s I_ PEAK"0,319 ks/I 2 z 10 -6

-
I RICIIT PIIO_ PKESSUU

1
I
i ' 'i

4 i- 156-1/4 u-Jet

FIGUI_' 29. PRESSURE VS TIME, SHOT NO. 19, TYPE D
PANELS, I-FOOT SHOTLINE
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FR. i-0 MSEC YR. 9-1.85 KSEC FR. 43-9.69 MSEC

le"
° ;

FR. 2-0.23 IISEC FR. 14-3.00 MSEC FR. 63-14.31 MSEC

FR. 3-0.46 MSEC YR. J9, ;J : FN. i00-22.85 MSEC

, 4 " ", , .: enlli_

• @_

FR. 4-0.69 MSEC FR. 25-5.54 I_SEC FR. 137-21.39 HSEC

FI_Uk_ 30, SHOT NO. 9, TYPE C PANELS (3-IN. FLEXIBLE FOAM)
(TIME IN MILLISECONDS), FRAME RATE 4333 FT/SEC

-
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d

FR. 2-0 MSEC FR. 29-4.03 MSEC FR. 63-0.19 MSEC

FR. 4-0.30 MSEC FR. 36-5.07 MSEC FR. I00-14.62 MSEC

FR. 6-0.60 MSEC FR. 43-6.12 MSEC "FR. ._7-20.15 MSEC

i"

FR. 17-22.4 MSEC FR. 5_-213 MS-IC FR. 191-28.21 MSEC

!

FIGURE 31. SHO" NO. 7, TYPE D PANEJ.? (3-IN. RIGJD FOAM)
(TIME IN MILLISECONDS), £1_ME RATE 6700 FT/SEC
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2. AVCO ThermaresL AX 5052 relief characteristic. This character-

rigid foam istic is very important in the installa-
tion of a fuel cell where any external

The Scott flexible, reticulated ener_D'-absorbi_.q laye, of material would

! polyurethane foam had a t_rn_ity ef v_1_ ptobdbiy be p.lrtlally precompresse_
14.57 pp cm (37 ppi_. The most per- Additlona] data at highe- crosshead
tinent property, compression deflec- speeds were essentially the same.
tion versus presshre, is shown in
Figure ]2. The data shown thereon

were derived by having an Instron Similar compression, deflection
tester move a platen at a constant data for the AVCO rigid foam, Figure

rate of dlsplace_ent of 5.08 cm per 33, show that surprisingly little pres-
minute (2 in. per minute) toward a sure is necessary to compress this mat-
stationary platen compressing a 5.08 erial the first I0_. After the first
cm x 5.08 c, x 2.54 cm (2 in. x 2 in. 10%, very little additional pressure
x 1 in.) sample between. The test will result in a total of 60 to 70%

machine plotted the force requi_ to deflection. These data were obtained
maintain the rate of displdcement vel- in the same type of tests, using the
sus the displacement. The foam com- same size of sample as those of the

presses with very little outward bulg- reticulated foam. A series of tests
ing until it becomes a solid mass, pre- _ns performed by AVCO using samples I,
sumably short of the 97% vold space, 2, 3, 4, and 5 inches thick and with
hence 97t compression, advertised, the force applied in two relations to
This material ha_ the unusudl property the directlon of foam rise. The foam
of "stress-relieving" when the rate of used in the bufferil:g tests was com-
application of the load stops even pressed by the hydrodynamic ram pres-
though the load renains. This is sures parallel to the direction of foam
illustrated in Figure 32. The load rise.
was applied at a constant rate of
displacement from points a through c. One piece of rigid foam from one
Note that there is an abrupt inflection of the tests exhibited little compres-
in the curve at point b in which further sion set. This indicates that the
displacement results in a lesser force stress experienced by the foam was
on the platen. When 25% deflection was probably within the initial linear de-
achieved (point c), the platen was flection region below 5%. The foam did
stopped and remaired at that deflection not exhibit the crush which would be
for one minute. During this minute, the characteristic over 75% deflection.
resistance of the foam to platen dis-
placement actually decreased from 1.043 The AVCO rigid foam does represent
kg (2.3 ib) to 0.771 kq (1.7 Ib). Ti_e an increase in energy absorption caDa-
foam was in effect stress-relieving, bility of approximately one and a half
The foam had reached an effective equJi- orders of magnitude over the Scott
brium at point d. Further dwell there flexible foam.
would not have resulted in a further

lessening of the for_.e requiced to main- 6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
rain the set d_splacement. After the
one minute elapsed, the tester was re- 6.1 Sununary
started at the same rate of displacement
with the result shown from point d to This paper c¢vers a program in
point g. Note that the first inflection which hydrodynamic ram buffering con-
point, e, is at what probably would have cepts were tested. These buffering
been the original curve had there been concepts, _s well as other concept_,

no pause at point c. At point f, were uti _zed to demonstrate success-
approximately 42% com_:ession deflection, ful survival of a fuel cell impacted
the curve again inflects beginning by a 23 mm HEI-T projectile in a i_ _r
another section in which force increases program described in Reference 6.

with displacement. When the tester
reached the deflec':or at point g, This was a test program in which
further displacement was stopped with a Z-reinforced skin panel was tested

• the same effective st _ss-relieving bare and with four variations of flex-
action as occurred be:ween points c and ible foam and/or rigid foam buffering.
J. The compression deflection data These panels were assembled into a
not_ally published .s chat for points d 91.44 cm x 91.44 cm (3-ft x 3-ft) fix-
(25%) and h (659,. Tl,is curve shows ture with shot]ine length_ of 60.96 cm
that even at the very slow rate of (2 ft) or 30.48 cm _i ft). Thirteen

" displacement, the foam can absorb much tests were made at each shotline length
more energy than would a material which in which Soviet 14.5 n_ API-T projec-
does not possess the effective stress tiles impacted one test panel while

yawing severely at the normal-propellant
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FIGURE 32. COMPRESSION DEFLECTION VERSUS PRESSURE,
SCOTT RETICULATED FOAM, 13.78 PPCM
(35 PPI)
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.211(3001 , -- I w l "
(Courtesy of AVCO Systems Dzvisson, lowell,
Hass_chusetts) °o
Compression Rate .254cm/min. (0.10 in./min,) °

Specimen Size 5.08cm x 5.08cm (2 in° x 2 in.)
x Thickness G1%'cn. z

.176(2_o • 1 I

.141 (200

U)

jFORCE APPLIED PARALLEL TO
DIRECTION OF FOAM RISE

!

o .10scl_o I
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/1-  iiii!(o)
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PIGURE 33. COMPRESSION DEFLECTION VS STRESS, AVCO
THERMAREST AX.C',052-2.5 RIGID REINFORCED
POLYURETHANE FOAM
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load, near-muzzle velocity. The projec- sure is inversely propor-
: t_les achieved an energetic _ncendiary tional to the cube of the

activatlon, released energy to the water distance from the place of
: wlthin the fixture, and their penetra- liberation of the energy

_or_ gen_Ldily _xited through a second {both kinetlc and chemical)
panel on the rear of the fixture. For to the place the pressure
the two-foot shotline tests, there was is exerted. The fuel cell

i a third test panel on the bottom of the resisted this pressure
fixture, high frame rate motion pictures by hoop-llke tension.
were taken through the transparent sides Where the liberation to
of the fixture, and three piezoelectric exertion distance was

pressure tra_,sducer recordings were short, the cell fabric
made. For the one-foot shotline tests, falled in tension in a

there was no third panel nor high frame region closest to the
rate motion pictures, but two pressures center of liberation.
were recorded. After each test the

panels were removed from the fixture, c. The overall fuel tank
and the damage evaluated, protective concepts given

have boon proven in
The evaluation of the damage indi- practice even though

cat,s that the flexible foam provided many specific details
a slightly better buffering than did remain to be defined.
rigid foam for the particular structure

involved which had relatively rigid REFERENCES
stiffeners. The tests also demonstrated

that for very short shotlines there was I. Patrick H. Zabel, "Containment of

extremely severe damage to the rear Hydrodynamic Ram from 23 nan HEI-T
panels: much more damage than found Impact in a Fuel Cell," 15 Oct 1976,
with a mere 30.48 cm (12-in) increase Cleared for open publication,
in the wetted shotline length Directorate for Freedom of Infor-

mation and Security Review (OASD-
6.2 Conclusions PA], Department of Defense, 6 June

1977, Uncldssified.
These conclu3ions are based upon

both this program and the one described 2. Robert J Bristow, "Design of
in Reference 6. These conclusions are: Hydraulic Ram Resistance Structure,"

j a. Buffering must be adapted The Boeing Company, ad_RC MS 73-2,
to the structure - the Proceedings of the Army Symposium

r_gid foam did not serve on Solid Mechanics, 1972 - The
the more rigid Z-stiffeners Role of Mechanics in Design -

of this test program as The Ballistic Problems, Sept. 1973,
well as it did the less Unclassified.

rigid ones of the program
of Reference 6. In that 3. Charles g Pedriani, "Ballistic

second program, the rigid Investigation of Various Self-
foam and the stiffeners Sealing Fuel Cell Installation

appeared to distort to- Concepts," Eustis Directorate,
gether, supplementing U.S. Army Air Mobility R & D
one another. In more Laboratories, USAAMRDL-TM-4,

rigid shoring situatiol,s, April 1974, Unclassified.
the stiffer energy-absorbing
material seemed to perform 4. Andre J. Holten, "Ax Fuel Tank
better. This is not to Vulnerability Evaluation Report,"

be interpreted, however, Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab-
that a rigid structure oratory, AFFDL-TR-74-55, July
will withstand hydro- 1974, Unclassified.
d_,namic ram as witness
severe distortions in 5. Richard J. Dewitt and Patrick H.

hea_y steel struct_ires Zabel, "Tests of Hydraulic Ram
in this program and rup- Buffering Materials," bltrasystems
ture of honeycomb structure Dynamic Science Report 1560-74-43,
in the second, for Naval Weapons Center, Sponsored

by JTCG/AS, May 1974, Unclassified.
b. The size of the fuel cell

" is ii,iportant - the hydro- 6. Patrick H. Zabel, "Reduction of
dynamic ram energy is Army Helicopter Fuel Tank Vulner-

exerted on the surfaces ability to 23 mm HEI-T P_ojec-
of the cell as a pressure, tiles," USAAMRDL rR-75-32, August
The magnitude of this pres- 1975, Unclassified.
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PREDICTION OF FRAGMENT VELOCITIES AND TRAJECTORIES

J. J. Kulesz, L. M. Vargas & P. K. Moseley
Southwest Research Institute

San Antonio, Texas

This paper describes analytical techniques to predict
(I) the velocities of two unequal fragments from bursting

cylindrical pressure vessels, (2) the velocity and range of
portions of vessels containing a fluid which, when the ves-
sel ruptures, causes the fragment to accelerate as the fluid
changes from the liquid to the gaseous phase, and (3) the
ranges of fragments subjected to drag and lift forces during
flight.

To predict the velocity of two unequal fragments from
bursting cylindrical pressure vessels, the energy of the

confined gas is partitioned between the kinetic energy of
the fragment, the energy of the gas escaping through the
cracks between the fragments as they are formed, and the
energy of the expansion of the internal gas. The amount of
energy expended to burst the containment vessel is con-
sidered small compared to the total amount of £nergy avail-
able. Using similitude theory, the results are plotted in
nondimensional terms and consolidate numerically-generated

velocity data for two unequal fragments from bursting cylin-
crical vessels containing five different gases. Using a
similar computational technique, plots are also included
for spberic_l and cylindrical pressure vessels containing
the same five gases which burst into two or more equal
fra9ments.

In many accidents involving propane storage vessels,
large fragments from the vessel have been known to exhibit
a rocketing behavior. A technique is described which exa-
mines the changes in state of the fluid from a liquid to a
gas and subsequent exit of the gas out of the open end of
the fragmented vessel. The thrust act4ng on the large
fragment is determined and fragment r_ _s are calculated.
The outputs of computer runs are compa _d with actual post
accident results and, in most cases, are in good agreement.

Finally, the paper discusses a technique for deter-
mlning the range of fragments once one knows the initial
flight conditions. Combined drag and lift forces, plus
gravity forces, are assumed to act on the fragment during
flight. Numerous computer runs were made with various ini-

... tial conditions in an effort to generalize the results
for maximum range in plots of dimensionless range versus
dimensionless velocity for constant values of dimensionless
lift to drag ratios.
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I. INTRODUCTION (2) Gas within the vessel obeys
the ideal gas law.

Under certain accident conditions,

vessels containing compresse_egases or (3) Originally contained gas es-
liquid fuels can rupture. Fragments capes from the vessel through
from these bursting pressure vessels the opening between the frag-
often acquire large velocitles and can ments into a surrounding va-
travel great distances resulting in cuum. The escaping gas ira-
considerable damage. A large fragment vels perpendicular to the
from a vessel containing a liquid fuel direction of motion of the

which vaporizes after fracture can be fragments with local sonic

propelled like a rocket, and fire dam- velocity.
age from burning fuel emitted along its
trajectory as well as severe impact (4) Energy necessary to break
damage can occur. This paper describes the vessel walls is nag-
techniques for determining the veloci- ligible compared to the
ties of fragments from bursting gas total energy of the system.
pressure vessels, the ranges of rocket-
ing fragments, and the ranges of frag- (5) Drag and lift forces are
merits which do not exhibit rocketing ignored since the distance
behavior, the fragment travels before

it attains its maximum vel-

II. PRESSURE VESSELS ocity is too _hort for
these forces to have a slg-

A. Fragment Velocities nificant effect.

The method developed by Taylor A schematic depicting the essential
and Price (1971) and modified by Baker, characteristics of the modified solution
et ai (1975_, Bessey (1974), and Bessey for bursting cylinders is shown in Fig-
and Kulesz (197_) for calculating velo- ure 2. Before accelerating into an
cities of frag_4ents from bursting exterior vacuum, the cylinder has in-
spherical and cylindrical gas reser- ternal volume V _nd contains a per-
volts was further adapted (Baker, et oo
al 1978) to provide velocity calcula- fact gas of adiabatic exponent (ratio
tions for unequal fragments from cylln- of specific heats) 7 and gas constant
drical gas vessels with hemispherical R with initial pressure Poo and temp-

endcaps (Figure i). To compute the erature Too (Figure 2a). At a time
velocity cf fragments from bursting
cylinders which contain gas under pres- _ = 0, rupture occurs along a perimeter
sure, the following assumptions w3re _, and the two fragments are propelled

in opposite directions due to forces
made: applied against the area F which is

(1) The vessel with gas under perpendicular to the axis of motion

pressure breaks into two of the fragments (Figure 2b). The
unequal fragments along a masses of the fragments, M1 and M2, are
plane perpendicular to the considered large relative to the mass
cylindrical axis, and the of the remaining gas at elevated

two container fr.gments pressure (Figure 2c).
are driven in opposite
directions. The equations of motion and initial

conditions of the two fragments are:

FIGURE i. ASSUMED BREAKUP INTO TWO UNEQUAL FRAGMENTS
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(b)
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FIGURE 2. PARAMETERS FOR CYLINDER BURSTING INTO

TWO UNEQUAL PARTS
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d2x I ('r) dx 1 (0)
M1 2' = FF 1 (T), with x I 101 = O, _-_ - 0 Ill

dT

d2x 2 (T) dx 2 (0)

_ M2 7-- = FP2 (x) ' with x 2 (_) = 0, d----_----" 0 (2)

where subscripts refer to each fragment where _ is the adiabatic exponent
and x is a displacement distance taken (ratio of specific heats) for an ideal
along the axis of motion. To allow for gas. The volume is assumed to be vari-
cylindrical containment vessels, the able and can be described by
cross-sectlonal area F over which the

force is applied becomes Vo(X) = Voo + Fx (9)

(r-Ct)2 (3) Nearly all of the gas is assumed
F

to be accelerated with the fragments,
w_th gas immediately adjacent to the

where C t is the thickness of the cy- fragments being accelerated to the vel-
linder, ocity of the fragments. From simple

one-dimensional flow relationships,

The equation of state for the un-
accelerated gas remaining within the

confinement of the container fragments ( (2 21
is PI(T) = Po(T) 1 - _ - 1

[ao(T) ]

PO (T) VO (T) = C(T) RTo(T) (4)

[dXl(T)7 2 )Y/(Y-l)where subscrlpt "o" dengtes reservoir L_
conditions immediately after failure, (i0)

R is the gas constant, P is pressure, ( I2 21
V is volume, T is temperature and C(T) P2(T; = Po(T) i - 7 - 1
is the mass of gas confined at high [ao(T)]
pressure as a function of time. The
rats of change of the confined mass is

72) <l(y-1)dc L--aT-=J
--_-_ = k I x p,a, (5)

To generalize the solution, one can use
where x = x I + x2, (6) the following nondimensional forms of

the variables:
k is the coefficient of dlacharge in the

area between the fragments, and #, is Dimension: y' ) = Xg(_), Xl(_) (_),the gas density at critical gas velo- = Xgl

city_is a,. The expression for perimeter x2(T ) = Xg 2(_)

n = 2_r (7) Time: T = e_ (II)

Gas density p, and a, are standard Pressure: Po(T) - PooP,(_)
expressions

p, = pO(_) (_ 2 '_i/(y-l) ThetivesrelationshipSarebetween the deriva-

a, . ao(T) (7+__)i/2 (8)
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"t+l

l

dXl('r) dx2l'r) . X

F_ (15)
d2Xl ('r) X 7

Differences between the Taylor and Price
sOlUtion for spheres and our solution

(12) for cylinders, with spherical caps being

d2x2 a special case of cylinder: occur in(T) X the determination of area "'given by

"7 g_"(_) Equation_3)andperimet__ give.inEquation (7) wLere r is cylindrical
radius instead of spherical radius. A
difference also exists in the calcula-
tion of initial volume of tl, gas which,

dPo(_) for the cylindrical case with spherical
PO____p_ segment endcaps with one base, becomes

dT_ = e

Init_ai conditions are:

dXl (01 dx2 (01 oo
Xl(°) = x2(°) = _ = _'T = (16)

gl{0) = g2(0) = g[(0) = g_(0) - 0

where r i_ the cylindrical radius, C£
ia the length of the cylinder excluding

and P,(0) = I the endcaps, E_ is the endcap length,

and Et is the endcap thickness,
where primes denote differentiation with
respect to _,. The pair of charact :is- For the adiabatic case,
tic values zu£ dimension X and timL 8

chosen by Taylor and Price are: ._7._

Po (_) =r_po(,)7' _o(t)] '-I

: "taoo'-(rln. ) ,ooX " FPO------_ (17) '

(14) =r'a ° ( T 1"1"2-_

F Poo

The final derived equations contain two Substitution of Equations (10), (12)
dimensionless groups which define the through (15), and (17) into Equations
nature of the solutions, these are (i) and (2) gives

P°°V°° "1 [ ( )] ,

. _ gi2
Mtaoo Mt g{_- P, 1 - (18a)-- (_-i)/_ -_

P,

i_/'
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by analogy, A. computer program was written to
solve the equatton_ and several c_puter

] conditions. Computer runs were also

_2"= P* " (y-'l)/ (lab) mde for gas pressure vesealr, bursting
into two or more equal frag,Aents (Baker,
e, el, 1975 and Baker et a!, 1978).
When the computer program was run for
cylinders bursting into two pieces

Differentiation of Equation (4) e'_ sub- and with large length-to-_._meter
stitutlon of Equations (5) through (9), ratios, it was fotuid that the exit area,

; ill} and (12) yields when the velocity stabilized, was
gre--ter than the codified cross-
sectional open area of the two frag-

"2 _...,u.,....,..°o.__P_ . _ _p. ly-ll/2__yg, fragments increased beyond a certain
a + _ " _ (19) point (the radius of the cylinder, in

In the solution for equal fra_ents, the this case), the cmnputer program pre-
fragment masses are equal, and the _- dicted larger losses in gas mass and
tions for the motion of the two frag I pressure _.han posslble. The final re-
sents become identical. However, since sult was prediction of lower velocities
the fragment masses in the new solution than possible. To remedy the el,us-
are unequal, the equations of 1orlon tlon, the coe_uter code wal stopped
become when the exit area calcl_lated in the

program equa_ed the combined cross-

I1 / _ y/(_-l) ..ctional open area of the two fra_-

Mt _ manta. Final velocity of each frag-

g:" P..-, g_l- - . men, was then determined by developing
p ,201 °nde=erolsln,a c puter based

\ •/ on ideal gas J,aw isentropiu expansion

g_2 areal of each to thisMt

g2* " _22 P* i " [_-l)/f "rocketing" computer code were theP initial velocit_ from the computer code
above, the state variables of the gas
at the start of _he calculations, the

Rearranging terms in Equation (19) pro- mass of the fragment, and geometrical
duced a_pe_ts of the fragment. The results

from all of the computer runs coalesced
into convenient graphlcal form after

_a_l(gl+g2)p.(37-iI/2y_y (g_+g_)p. performing the model analysis described
_ - (21) below.

+(,,.,,)] ,. ,.,,.,,,.,.
Yhe _odel analysis was patterned

For initial _ondltions, gl(0) ,, 0, g2(0) afte'. _he techniques described by Baker,

- 0, g_(0) - 0, g_(0) - 0, and P,(0) -i, Westlne, and Dodge (1972). The physi-
cal parameters which are indigenous to

nondlmenslonal values of distance, vole- the problem are listed in Table 1 and
city, acceleraciun and pressure as a include vessel characteristics, gas
function of time can be calculated by properties, and a response te_m. Since
solving Equations (20) and (21) slmul- only spheres an_ cylinders with hemls-
taneousl_ using the Runge-Kutta _s_nod pherical 6.,Acaps and with an L/D ratio
of numerical iteration. Di_ns%onal of i0.0 (includes the endcaps) are being
values can then be calculat_ _rom considered, one needs to include the

vessel's diameter d, thickness h, length

- B _, Xl(_) - Xgl(q), x2(_) i, volume V, mass Mc, the yield strength,
oy of the material of the vessel'_ walls,

X g_(_) X_(_) and the number of fragments n that the- Xg2(_), x_.(_') " _. vessel breaks into. It is assumed that

X X 422) the vessel breaks into n equal fragments.

" O g_(v), x_*(_) " e_ gl'(q)' Cylinders break into either two equal
fragments along a plau_ perpendicular to

x_*(_) - _ g_*(C), Po(_) - PooP.(C) the axle of symmetry or n equal stripfragments _long the _llndrlca! wall
(endcaps are _gnored). The special
case involving cylinders breaking into
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TABLE I

PERTINENT PARAMETERS FOR BURSTING =PHERICAL AND
CYLINDRICAL CONTAINMENT VE'_SELS

SYMBOL DESC R _2"TI'ON ] DIMENSIONS*

d diameter I L

h thickness I LL length L

V volume L 3

Mc mass of container FT2/L

oy yield strength of material F/L 2

n number of fragments --

7 ratio of specific heats --

RM ideal gas constant (adjusted for molecular L_/T28
weight)

ao speed of sound in gas L/T

Po _urst pressure F/L 2

Tj initial temperature of gas 0

E energy of gas FL

Pa atmospheric pressure F/L 2

u velocity of fragments L/T

* L - length
F = force
T = time

0 - temperature

two unequal fragments will be included cylinders with hemispherical endcaps
at the end of the model analysis. The and an _/d of 10.0. Since there are so
relevant gas parameter_ are the ratio few values of L/b, one might consider
of specific h_ats y, the ideal gas con- _utting several curves on one graph.

stant RM whlch is adjusted for molsculur Pi terms _7 and _8 are directly related

weigh_, the speed of sound ao of the gas, through the relationship

the pressure Po of the gas at burst, the

temperature TO of the contained gas at a° -_ (23)

burst, the energy E of the ga_, and at-

mospheric pressure Pa" _'he response For the sake of simplicity, pi term "8

term is the velocity u of the fragment, will be eliminated.

There are Ii pl terms or nondimen- The thickness of the vessel is re-
sional ratlos which can be created from fated to its diameter and the yield
the above 15 parameters using Bucking- strength of the vessel material. Con-
ham pl term thaory as e_'plaln_d by Baker, sider • sphere as shown in Figure 3a.
We_tine, and D_dge (1973). Table 2 For the simplest design where the design
presents one possible list of these Ii thicknezs is much smaller than the dia-
pl forms. This llst of 11 pi terms meter of the vessel, the vessel will
can be reduced to a smaller number _f burst when the force exerted on the

pi terms by examining some interrela- vessel w311s by the internal pressure
tlonshlps a_ong v_riables. There are e_uals the force required to break the

only two values for _/d(, 2) being con- vessel. If one considers that the ves-

sldered, spheres with an _/d of 1.0 and eel (sphere) bursts in half, o_,e has
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TABLE 2

LIST OF Pi TERMS FOR BURSTING
CONTAINMENT VESSELS

t

h 1
_i d proportional to (Po " Pa)C, ,

_ constant (equals 1.0 or ]0.0)

V
O

2 ;_

_4 Mcao :-

Pa d

Y constant

"5 Pa "^

a ° = (see "4 and _Ii ) -
[,

RMT o /,

a o
!

P
_9 o

Pa

(Po " Pa )V
E E = -- o (see _7 and _q) i"I0 _ (y I) _3'

Pan°

_ii 3/-I
a o

_rd2 c 2£h (26/ "
(Po - Pa ) -_-= a.dh (24) (Po " Pa TM = y

or
or

h Po - Pa
= ----,------- (25) h (Po " Pa )

%
= "----"'2_y"--"-- (27)

The most likely plane of fractur£

of a cylinder ma'e of a homogeneous Equahions (25) and _6) indicate
material i_ along the longitudinal axis that (h/d) is proportional to

as shown in Figure 3b. For vessels (Po - Pa)/ay and thus pl term "lwhose thickness is much smaller than •
can be eliminated. If one assunms that

its _iameter, the vessel will burst only one material with one yiold
when the force exerteC on the vessel strength will be used in constructing

" walls by the ipternal pressure equals the vessel, the_ "_ term "5 can alsothe forc_ required '_ brea_ the vessel.
This, be elimi_=ted.
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(a) Sphere (b) Cylinder

FIGURE 3. DETERMINA%_ON OF VESSEL THICKNESS

7nergy E in the gas is defined as consolidates the presentation of the
analysis of allowing one to plot sever-
al curves for different L/D ratioL and

- ntunbers of fragments n on one curve and
(Po Pa}Vo (28) still maintain accurate estimation of

E = (_ - i) fragment velocity u. Several computer
checks have shown that the curves pre-
sented in Figure 4 can be used for mat-

Pi term "9 contains Po and Pa' "3 con- erials of different densities and yield

rains Vo and "7 contains 7. Therefore, strengths, pzJvlded that the thicknessof the vessel is less than 1/3 of the '"
the energy of the gas is completely de- diameter of the vessel. For cylinders
fined by these other pi terms and pi bursting into three or more "strip"
term _i0 can be eliminated, fragments as explained in Baker, Kulesz,

et al (1975), the hemispherical endcaps

Variables in "7 and "8 appear in were igz_red. The dashed lines shown
in Figure 4 demonstrate the variance in

"4 and "ii" It _eems logical that the the _esults from the computer runs using
problem has been overdefined and that many _,_ferent input condition combin-

"7 and "8 can be excluded from the ations.

analysis. Some cases were run for cylinders
with hemispherical endcaps and an L/D

Since "3' "4 and "9 have some terms ratio of 10.0 which burst into two
in common, it is beneficial to combine unequal segments perpendicular to the
them. Thus, one has cylindrical axis of symmetry. It

seemed reasonable that the velocity of
each fragment would be related to the

(_9)(,3) PoVo velocity of the fragments from cylinders

w_ = (_4) = _ (29) bursting in half by some constant kwhich depends on the unequal fragment's
fraction of the total mass of the con-

tainer. Figure 5 was plotted from an

Substituting (Po - Pa) for Po in order average of several computer runs for
unequal fragments and the results show

to emphasize the importance of the dif- amazing consistency. Note that for
ferential in pressure between the inside equal fragments k equals 1.0. For un-
and outside of the vessel walls, one equal fragments from bursting cylinders
obtains the abscissa of Figure 4. Plot- (two fragments total), one must deter-
ring "II with Equation (23) substituted mine the fragment's fraction of the

, for ao, versus _he term in Equation (29) total mass and find k in Figure 5. The_ dashed lines in Figure 5 demonstrate
yields the desired result. Figure 4
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2

the variance in the results from the Figure 6 schenatically demonstzates
c_ter runs using many different input the fragment rocketing process. After
_ondition cmnbinatione. Once k is _, a portion of the vessel breaks off, the
Figure 4 can be used to calculate the remaining portion of the tank emits gee
velocity of the fragment. This figure out _f its open end as the fluid In the
can be used for hydro_en_ air, argon_ tank vaporises. This mass floes out of
helium end carbon dioxide gases. The 1:be aft end of the tank and produces 8
accuracy of predictio._s decreases when fc,rce F(t) t_ the direction opposite
buret pressures are greater than 58.9 _) the mass flo_ which varies as a
NPe (10,000 psi) because of phase f_mctlon of time t, end the tank accel-
changes in the gases. _.retes along a trajectory angle o with

respect to the horizontal axis (ground).
III. IOCI_TING Iq_GM_T The force of gravi_.y Ng sled acts cm the

vessel inhibiting Its vortical ascent.
In an aocLdent involving propellan_ Vertical and horizontal _n_tial

(propane, butane, etc.) storage systems, forces It_ and !¢_, respectively, ccm-
fra_unte are often generated an6 p_o- pleta the simplified free-body diagram :'
palled by the force of an explosio_, in Figure 6. Drag and lift forces ere

The fragments _enereted in an explosion aeaumnd to be un_=h muller than the _.
which travel large distanoes t_pically tJ_uet and gravitational forces and ,_
are of Iliuch mK_ller mass _JMIn thJit of ore iguOrlKl. Yt IS 8180 eiswEod that *
the storage vessel. However, in some the "rocket = ne-ex changes its angle of
instances, • large portion or portions attack e during _s flight.
of the vessel (greater than one-fourth)
will break free intact and will travel The equations of motion for this
larger distances then _._uld be possible simplified rocketing problem are then
solely from the force o_ the explosion.
These large fragments exhibit a rocket-
ing behavior which results from the N(t)g -._ N(t)_ - F(t)sin 0 - 0 (30)
changing of the liquid propellant into
• gas when the external pressure is re-
Jammed during the fracturing of the and
_essel. The gas escapes from the open-
t_g in the vessel in a manner similar
to gas exiting a rocket motor and pro- M(t)_ - F(t)_os 0 - 0 (31)
pale the fragment to great distances.

Y

FIGURE 6 • ROCKETING FRAGMENT
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Note that the naee (ease of the frag-
ment end its contents) as yell as the

force, changes with time. From basic el �I= ee = 8i (36_
rocketry, the thrust P is

{g )F = Ae �Pe- Pc 1321 the nettle left) and e I . I le the%veg
entropy at time t I �1"

where

When the heckpreeeure Po i8 lees

Ae = exit area than the critical pressure Pc given by

Ve = exit velocity Q

ve = eoecific volume of the gas Oc = 0.58 Pl (37)

g = gravity constant the flow viii be 8Ohio and Pe in _0

Pe '= exit pressure t2on (32) equals Pc" When the kckpree-

Pc " atmospheric pressure sure Pc is greater ".hen the critical

Balancing the energy in the system, one pressure poe then Pe _lfJ Pc it1 Zqtla-
has tion (32). also, the pressure in the

vessel at time t i + 1 18 given by

Us2
hi + q - he + _ (33] Pi �1= Pe (38)

_fuations (36) and (38) allow one
where to obtain the value for h 2, the enthalpy

h i = enthalpy of the gas at time t i at tim t i + 1' from the table of ther-

q • energy expended in heating the modynomio properties once one know8 the
gas values of s e and Pe" Equation (34)

he - enthalpy of the gas at the gives Ue, and th_ thrust obtained by I
nozzle (exit) substitution into _quation (32)_ At the

exit, _iuation (35) gives
If the gas expansion Is ieentropic,
q- 0, and Equation (33) reduces to

_tve - aeUe (39)

U 2
e

_- = hi - he (34) where ve Is also obtained free the thor-
modynamic tables. In reality, the state
variables of the gas within the tank

Flow continuity gives change continuously# hut, for _puta-
tional purposes, we will assume quasi-

wv - AU (35) steady flow. From Equation (39), onecan obtain the mane flow rate w and
calculate • new total mass of the fluid
after a small time 6t from

where _ is the mass flow rate.

To determine the fragment's tra_ec- * Equation (37) can be found in Small-woodand Potter (1946) p. lOl. The co-
tory, one starts with a wet vapor in a efficient 0.58 i8 an 8pproxt_ation endtank having known initial state condi-

tions of pressure Pl' specific volume is equal to the critical gas flow con-stant for initially saturated steam.

v i, entropy 8 i, and enthalpy h i which For •s._perfect gas, the coefficient is
be determined from tables Of shares- I-d.,,.._can

dynamic properties. One next as•uses (2_%Y'A/ . For this to be 0.58, Y
iaentroptc expansion through the nozzle, \.y_,1./
that 18 would have to be 1.1.
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t

"i + 1 ""i ; + 1 /'ri'Ine _)

After this time, a new specific volume and
can be determined from

/ Ficose _

. v .1,�1 " ], '")
vl + I _41 + I

where

where V ls the total volune of the frag- y(o) = _(o) - 0
mint. Knowing v i + 1 one can than ob-

tain Pl + I from the table of thermo- Int_jrati_g Equations (45) and (46)# one
can obtain displacement from

dynamic properties of the gas and start
a Ncond iteration.

t_Lnue8 until heckpresaure Po Is grsater Yi+l = k Ni + _iAt �Yl(47)
than the critical pressure in Equation
(31}. Then the flow become8 8ubaonlc and
and Equation (32) reduces to

F m a • (42) _ 141 / + _iat

+
X i

(48)

• v g
where y(o) ,, x(o) - 0

Some thrusting will continue until the The thermodynamic processes follow-
internal pressure Pn equals po _ and the ed by the expending fluids are shown on
state of the gas in the vessel after n the pressure-volume (p - v) plane and

iterations lies on the Po isobar, temperature entropy (T - s) plane in
• Figures 7 and 8_ respectively.

To complete the process of calcu-
lating tank acceleration, velocity, and A computer progrma was written to
position one must solve Equations (30) perform computations for determining
and (31) during each iteration. The acceleration_ velocity, and position
accelerations in the y and x directions of a thrusting fragment as a function
are given by of t_ae. The program was exercised t

using the state properties of propane
gas to compare with measurements made

i FisInO after propane/butane accidents. The= _ - g {43) results of tam computations shown in
Table 3 are in good agreement with the
accident statistics, especially when

and one takes the _ncerta£n_y of the Initial
conditions Into account. Unfortunately,
we were unable to find any further In-

. FicosO for_tion for comparison.

Xl m _ (44)

Assuming the thrust Fi and mass of the IV. RANGE

vessel and enclosed substance Ht to be The analysis for calculating the
range of a fra_ant once it has ac-

constant during the t/_e step at, one quired an initial velocity is presented

can obtain velocity for t/me t A + 1 by In detail in Baker_ et al (1975).
Allowing for the effect of drag and

integrating Equations (43) and (44) lift forces_ one can calculate the
obtaining
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TABLE 3.

COMPARISON _F C_R PREDICTED _S _D I_pOlrrl_
RANGES FOR ACCIDENTS INVOLVING ROCKETING FRAGNENTS

(From Baker, et al., 1978)

- I Ill) h'l) Yl _ll_i) JamS) I _I_, ; " ] _m) _ hi ; , s
l _ _lPl. 1117 N.IU _11.23 | IP.10 6.910 )._5 N0$ $ 1_16 _ IIA N $

•" I f
61_171

I

ll]lll]

: ] 61i m_ i..._ i/, l l ]7, 1o, ._ ! . l, _ 4.1 i l

"l_tllTl I I

_4 1 I,)'I.MI i.N7 0,$$11 I,M6 O,J_ I |.IM 171 $ 119 6_ _ _ JolO

z,_ 1 !

Ib fSqqlau [:01;11,951 1.0917 0o$$13 1.54_ 0._1067 2.)M 171 le IS6 OM !_ em
r_k •

horizontal and vertical accelerations of X - horizontal velocity

a fragment from Y -vertical v_ocity

_ horizontal acceleration

m "_DCDOo(X2 + _2) cos a Y ,. vertical acceleration
2M

(49) CD -drag coefficient

%%°oG_+,_ ,in, ,_ - dragarea
2M CL - lift coefficient

and AL - lift area

°o " density of air, kg/m 3

.-g%%0oG_+:_hsin,2M M - mass, kg

(50) _ - trajectory angle, radian8

+ ALCLOo(_2 + _2) cos a ai - initial trajectory angle,
2M radian8

g - acceleration of gravity

_ . where at t = 0

X • range, r,: )_ m VlCO s a i (S1)Y = altltu,_e, m
/
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Step 2. Calculate the velocity term

= vimin ai (S2) °oCoaDv2= for the fragment.

By solving the two second-order differen- Step 3. Select the curve on the graph
tial equations simultaneously, one can for the appropriate lift/drag ratio,
obtain velocity, and by numerically locate the velocity term on the hori-
integrating the velocities, one can oh- zontal axial find the corresponding

rain the diaplacmaent, i.e., fragment 0oCDADR
range, range term, _ and determine

In order to generalize the analysis the range, R.
for determining the range of a flying
fragment from a bursting spherical or
cylindrical container, a model analysis TABLE 5.

was performed. The pertinent physical DIMENSIONLESS PARAMETERS (PI TERMS)
par_uaeters in the analysis, i.e., drag FOR FRAGME_T TRAJECTORIES
coefficient, drag area, llft coeffi-
cient, llft area, mass, etc., together
with their fundamental d_nsions, in a
mass, length, and time (M, L, T) system wI a
are listed in Table 4.

PoCDADV2

TABLE 4 _2 Mg

LIST OF DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS PoCD,_ RFOR FRAG_T TRAJECTORIES
w3 M

Parameter D_ens ion Cl_L
"4

co 0o ./L

cL/o CL*L
For !tit to drag ratios _7_" that

_D-D
V L/T are not on the curve, a linear lnterpolo
M N ation procedure can be used to determine

L_T2/ the range from the curve. Int_rpolationg in the steep areas of the curw: can
R L cause considerable error and it is

recommended that, for these oases, the
co_puter code FRISB be exercised.

V. CONCLUSIONS
The coefficient of lift, the Slit

area, and the density of air are inter- This paper summarizes so_ useful
related as are the coefficient of drag, techniques for determining th_ velocity
the drag eros, and the density of alr. of fragn_nts from bursting pressure
These parameters are combined in the vessels, the velocity and raDge of large
table. The dimensional analysis pro- fragments containing an evalx_rating
duced the dimensionless parameters con- fluid, and the range of fragr_ents sub-
rained in Table 5. With the aid of the Jected to drag and Slit fot'c,_eduring
model analysis, the results of a large flight. Results of computer analysis
number of computer runs, exercised to of the bursting gas pressure vessels and
obtain the range of fragments which the range of flying fragment_: are sum-
have va_ieus initial flight conditions, marised in convenient graphical form,
can be consolidated into simple graph- over s broad range of appl._cability,
Ical form (Figure 9). Procedure for using similitude theory.
their use are:
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